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Summary 
 

In recent years Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.) has become an increasingly important aquaculture 

species in the face of the growing world population and demand for animal proteins. Although 

aquaculture production has some resource requirement advantages over traditional farm animal 

production on land, there still are concerns to be addressed. The increasing production of Atlantic 

salmon requires that responsible measures be taken to ensure a sustainable intensification. One 

aspect is the reduction of loss and wastage both during processing and later in the supply chain at 

retailers and consumers. Quality issues are main causes to this form of loss and wastage and have 

been the focus of research and optimization for decades. Gaping, which is the disconnection 

between muscle segments and connective tissue in salmon fillets, is a complex quality issue where 

exact causes and mechanisms are still unresolved and this is a problem for both the aquaculture 

industry and the sustainability. In this study, we have investigated the effect of insufficient cleaning 

of the abdominal cavity of the salmon post-slaughter on gaping, any potential correlation between 

the abundance and structure of certain extracellular matrix components and gaping, and the 

possibility of microbial influence on gaping. This study has demonstrated the potential in an 

alternative route of investigation, which has the possibility to shed some additional light on the 

causes and mechanisms of gaping. The results are summarized below.  

A positive correlation was detected between insufficient cleaning of the salmon abdominal cavity 

post-slaughter on the prevalence of gaping in the salmon fillets after cold storage. Results from the 

experimental setup indicated that the bodily fluids left in the abdominal cavity induced gaping in 

the fillets. Weather this was due to inherent enzymes in the blood or intestinal fluid or due to 

bacterial activity was not determined. However, the experiment suggested that investigating the 

effect on extracellular matrix components in the fillet’s connective tissue might be informative. 

Samples of intact and gaping tissue were taken from these salmon for mass spectrometry analyses. 

The extracellular matrix components chondroitin sulfate (CS) and heparan sulfate (HS) were 

extracted from samples of intact and gaping tissue and analyzed by mass spectrometry. The results 

showed differences in the HS chain composition between intact and gaping tissue samples. The 

gaping tissue samples contained less uniformly structured HS chains. Additional research is 

required to determine the significance of this finding. The results also showed that CS in gaping 

samples had a lower sulfation degree, which might have been caused by CS endosulfatases. No 
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eukaryotic CS endosulfatases have been discovered to date, and this suggested the involvement of 

bacterial CS endosulfatases, which are known to exist. 

Next generation sequencing analyses of the microbial community in the intestines of salmon 

showed that Mycoplasmataceae was highly dominant and Aliivibrio was also relatively abundant. 

Bacterial species in the genus Mycoplasma can produce gelatinases, which can affect vital 

components in the extracellular matrix. A comparative analysis using two bioinformatic pipelines 

gave different taxonomical resolutions, meaning that many of the reads classified as 

Mycoplasmataceae in one pipeline were classified as Mycoplasma in the other. An experimental 

setup investigating the microbial communities in the post-slaughter environment of farmed salmon 

showed a correlation between intestinal microbial community composition in the abdominal cavity 

and an increased gelatinase activity. Samples from the abdominal cavity showing different 

microbial community compositions than in the intestines had low gelatinase activity. This suggested 

a potential bacterial involvement in extracellular matrix degradation and gaping. Other bacteria 

might also be relevant as well as inherent enzymes in the intestinal fluids from the salmon.  

Overall, the study showed the potential in gaining more knowledge about gaping by investigating in 

detail the effect of intestinal fluids and microbiome in the abdominal cavity of salmon post-

slaughter on gaping prevalence, enzymatic activity and extracellular matrix components. In 

addition, the results indicate that meticulous cleaning of the abdominal cavity of farmed salmon 

during processing might benefit the salmon farming industry and improve the sustainability. 
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Samandráttur á føroyskum (Faroese summary) 

 

Við støðugt vaksandi tali av heimsíbúgvum og tørvi á djóra proteinum til føði er laksur (Salmo 

salar L.) vorðin ein alsamt meira týdningarmikil alifiskur. Aling á sjógvi krevur ofta minni av 

náttúrutilfeingi enn siðbundna framleiðslan av landbrúksdjórum, men hóast hetta eru ymisk 

viðurskifti, ið atlit má takast til. Tann vaksandi framleiðslan av laksi krevur, at átøk verða framd 

fyri at tryggja burðadygga menning. Eitt mál er, at so nógv av rávøruni sum gjørligt verður 

gagnnýtt. Í framleiðsluni ella í veitingarketuni hjá sølubúðum og hjá viðskiftafólki kemur ofta fyri 

at rávøra av laksi fer til spillis. Tílikt skyldast ofta vánaliga góðsku. Gaping, sum er skilnaður av 

bindivevnaðinum frá løgunum av vøddum í flakinum, er ein góðsku trupulleiki, sum hóast 

gransking og menning í nógv ár enn er óloystur. Orsøkir og grundleggjandi mekanismur eru 

ókendar, og hetta er ein trupulleiki bæði fyri vinnuna og fyri tí burðadyggu menningini. Í hesi 

verkætlan hava vit kannað ávirkanina av vantandi reinsing av búkholuni hjá laksi eftir slátur á 

gaping. Eisini varð kannað um samband var millum nøgd og bygnað av ávísum týdningarmiklum 

mýlum í bindivevnaðinum og gaping. Haraftrat var møguleikin fyri at bakteriur hava ávirkan á 

gaping kannaður. Hendan verkætlanin hevur víst á møguleikarnar at nýta ørvísi kanningar at geva 

innlit í orsøkir til gaping og mýlevnis mekanismurnar. Niðanfyri er samanumtøka av úrslitunum. 

Ein royndaruppseting vísti samband millum vantandi reinsing av búkholuni hjá laksi eftir slátur og 

títtleika av gaping í laksafløkunum, tá laksurin hevði verið á goymslu í kølirúmi eina tíð. Úrslitini 

frá royndini bendu á, at okkurt í kropsvætunum, sum ikki blivu reinsaði burtur úr búkholuni við 

slátur, elvdi til gaping. Tað varð ikki staðfest, um hetta var orsakað av kveikum hjá laksinum í 

blóðinum ella tarmvætuni, ella um tað var orsakað av bakterium. Royndin gav tó møguleika fyri at 

kanna ávirkanina á ymisk mýl í bindivevnaðinum í laksaflakinum. Sýni av vødda og bindivevnaði 

við og uttan gaping vórðu tikin frá somu laksafløkum til massa spektrometri (MS) kanningar. 

Mýlini chondroitin sulfate (CS) og heparan sulfate (HS), sum eru týdningarmiklir partar av 

bindivevnaðinum, vórðu vunnin burtur úr sýnunum av vøddum og bindivevnaði við og uttan gaping 

og kannaði við MS kanningum. Úrslitini vístu á munir í HS ketu samansetingini millum sýni við og 

uttan gaping. HS keturnar í sýnum við gaping sýntust at vera minni einstáttaðar enn í sýnunum við 

gaping. Víðari kanningar eru neyðugar at staðfesta týdningin av hesum. Úrslitini vístu eisini, at CS 

mýlini í sýnum við gaping høvdu lutvíst færri sulfatgruppur á ketunum, og hetta kann møguliga 
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vera orsakað av CS endosulfatasum. Ongar eukaryotiskar CS endosulfatasur eru enn staðfestar, og 

tað kundi møguliga týtt uppá ávirkan av CS endosulfatasum frá bakterium, tí tað er funnið áður.  

Kanningar av bakteriu samfeløgunum í laksa tarmi vístu, at Mycoplasmataceae familjan var ein 

rættuliga dominerandi partur, og harumframt var Aliivibrio familjan til tíðir eisini lutfalsliga talrík. 

Bakteriur í Mycoplasma ættini kunnu gera gelatinasur, sum kunnu ávirka sera týdningarmikil mýl í 

bindivevnaðinum. Ein ørvísi dátaviðgerð, ið var gjørd til samanberingar, hevði nærri útgreining av 

Mycoplasmataceae familjuni og ávísti Mycoplasma í nógvum førum. Ein royndaruppseting, ið var 

framd beint eftir slátur og meðan laksurin var á kuldagoymslu, vísti samband millum at 

bakteriusamfeløg vanlig fyri tarmin vórðu staðfest í búkholuni og øktan gelatinasu aktivitet í 

búkholuni. Sýni úr búkholuni, sum ikki høvdu bakteriusamanseting eins og í tarmunum, høvdu 

lágan gelatinasu aktivitet. Hetta týddi á, at ávirkan av bakterium á niðurbróting av bindivevnaðinum 

og harvið á gaping er ein møguleika. Aðrar bakteriur umframt Mycoplasma eru møguliga eisini av 

týdningi eins og kveikir í tarmvætuni frá laksunum sjálvum.  

Samanumtikið hevur verkætlanin víst á møguleikan at fáa meira vitan um gaping við at nágreiniliga 

kanna ávirkanina tarmvæta og bakteriusamanseting í búkholuni hjá laksi eftir slátur hevur á gaping, 

kveika aktivitet og mýl í bindivevnaðinum. Haraftrat benda úrslitini á, at nærløgd reinsing av 

búkholuni hjá laksi eftir slátur kann vera gagnlig bæði fyri alivinnuna og burðardyggu menningina.      
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Aquaculture 

Aquaculture is believed to have had its beginning as early as 1000 – 2000 BC in China, where the 

common carp (Cyprinus carpio) is believed to be the first species, but farming of the Nile tilapia 

(Oreochromis niloticus) in Egypt also dates back to around that time (Teletchea 2018). However, it 

was only much later around 475 BC that the first records and descriptions of aquaculture practices 

were made by Fan Lai in his book “Fish breeding”1. The following millennia saw the dawn of 

aquaculture in other countries and regions, including Europe where the Romans utilized both fish 

and oysters. During the middle ages and beyond the aquaculture practices developed and more 

literature became available. In the 18th and 19th century, during the industrialization in Europe, 

research in artificial breeding emerged and hatcheries were introduced. In the 1950s, artificial 

granulated food was invented and this revolutionized the fish farming industry. Moreover, in the 

1970s, the focus on marine species increased due to development of new materials and this branch 

of aquaculture has since increased in volume and importance.  

 

  

Figure 1.1. Production amounts of marine finfish. Statistics extracted from the FAO Fishstat database 

www.fao.org/fishery/statistics. Yearly fisheries production amount of marine finfish from 1970 to 2017 (a), 

and yearly aquaculture production amount of marine finfish (light blue) and Atlantic salmon (dark blue) from 

1970 to 2017 (b). 

                                                           
1 The author’s name and title of the book vary in the litterature, but the date is consistent. 

http://www.fao.org/fishery/statistics
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Since the late 1980s, global marine finfish fisheries have remained relatively stable at about 70 mio 

tonnes (Figure 1.1a) while the state of the world’s marine fisheries resources has continued to 

decline (FAO 2018). On the other hand, marine finfish aquaculture has continually increased its 

production over the last decades (Figure 1.1b) passing 5 mio tonnes in 2017 (FAO 2018). This trend 

is a reflection of the overall fisheries and aquaculture production rates over the last decades. With 

the current trends, aquaculture will soon surpass fisheries as the main supplier of marine and 

freshwater animal proteins for human consumption. In 2016, the global fisheries production was 

90.9 mio tonnes while aquaculture production was 80 mio tonnes of which marine and freshwater 

finfish aquaculture production combined was 54.1 mio tonnes (FAO 2018). The rise of aquaculture 

as a major supplier of animal proteins for the global population has been met with optimism as an 

attractive alternative to both the overexploitation of fisheries as well as to terrestrial farming. One 

reason is that most farmed finfish are highly efficient in feed conversion compared to most 

terrestrial livestock animals (Torrison et al. 2011; Waite et al. 2014). Another reason is the 

relatively modest requirements of the limited resources, land and fresh water, used for production. 

On the other hand, there are also concerns about the environmental impact of the expansion and 

intensification of aquaculture (Troell et al. 2014; Quiñones et al. 2019). These concerns include the 

usage of marine material in feed, pollution and mixture with wild fish stocks. In response to these 

dual challenges, there is currently an increasing focus on sustainable intensification of aquaculture 

systems (Aubin et al. 2019). 

 

1.2 Sustainable intensification 

FAO defines sustainable intensification of aquaculture as: “Aquaculture production system or 

technologies or management practices that contribute to at least one of the following: 1) Improved 

production and resource use efficiency, namely land, water, feed and energy; 2) Improved 

environmental benefits; 3) Strengthened economic viability and farmer’s resilience; 4) Improved 

social acceptance and equality and do not compromise the rest” (FAO, 2016). Because this is a 

relatively new vision and other definitions of the subject have been put forward, attempts are 

currently being made to establish how to measure and evaluate this concept (Ellis et al. 2016; 

Henriksson et al. 2018) and how to implement it (Jones et al. 2015; Philis et al. 2019). However, 

the core issue is that the aquaculture production and efficiency need to increase while the relative 

consumption of resources and negative environmental impacts need to be reduced. More product for 
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less environmental impact, while retaining or improving the high dietary value of farmed seafood 

and ensuring high welfare for the animals produced, are critical components of sustainable 

intensification (Little et al. 2016). In the definition by FAO, stated above, improving production 

and resource use efficiency is vital and within this statement lies the desire to reduce food loss and 

wastage. The loss during the whole production period of the salmon from egg to slaughter has many 

causes. Illnesses, escapes, and adverse environmental conditions are all challenges that can lead to 

substantial losses. In the processing part of the production, where the slaughtered salmon is 

processed, shipped to retailers and sold to consumers, there is a great need for reducing the loss or 

wastage of aquaculture food products which is especially large late in the supply chain at retailers 

and at the consumers (Love et al. 2015; Ytrestøyl et al. 2015). Spoilage and poor quality products 

are partly at fault. However, in the advanced aquaculture practices and regions, the increasing 

consumer awareness of sustainability and quality acts as an incentive for the industry to improve 

their product variation and quality (The World Bank 2013). In recent years, the fish food sector has 

become more heterogeneous and dynamic. In more advanced economies fish processing has 

diversified particularly into high value fresh and processed products and ready and/or portion 

controlled uniform quality meals. Maintaining focus on the importance of product quality during the 

expansion of aquaculture production is vital for the reduction of loss and wastage, which can lead to 

higher overall profitability and less negative environmental impact. 

 

1.3 Atlantic salmon aquaculture 

Farming of Atlantic salmon in sea cages started in Norway in the 1960s and the first family based 

breeding program was initiated in 1970 (Teletchea 2018). Today, Atlantic salmon is considered to 

be one of the few successfully domesticated fish species farmed for food out of the approximately 

250 species people have attempted to farm since 1950 (Teletchea 2014). The general increase in 

aquaculture production is also reflected in an increasing production of farmed Atlantic salmon 

(figure 1.1b). In 2017, the worldwide production of Atlantic salmon was approximately 2.3 mio 

tonnes slaughtered weight (FAO 2018). The main producing countries of farmed Atlantic salmon 

include Norway, Chile, Scotland, Ireland, Canada and The Faroe Islands. In comparison with other 

aquaculture species and land based farm animals, salmon is highly efficient at converting feed to 

animal biomass for human consumption according to both the feed conversion ratio (FCR) and to 

more extensive calculations considering other factors such as nutrient retention and yield (Fry et al. 
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2018). Salmon also has a relatively low carbon footprint and low occupation of agricultural land 

(Hognes et al. 2011). In addition, salmon is versatile fish that can be used for a large variety of food 

products. These attributes make the Atlantic salmon an interesting aquaculture species considering 

the demand for production intensification. 

 

1.4 The salmon fillet 

The most valuable part of the salmon is the fillet. The salmon fillet is structured with layered w-

shaped muscle sheets, named myomeres or myotomes, arranged in rows down along each side of 

the salmon. The salmon’s flesh has a very distinct pink/orange color, which is in clear contrast to 

the white connective tissue, making the structure of the fillet very visible (Figure 1.2).  

 

 

Figure 1.2. Salmon fillet structure. The salmon image from Encyclopedia Britannica illustrates the 

structure in the fillet with the myomeres in the characteristic pink/orange color and the white myocommata 

(myosepta) between the myomeres.  

 

The connective tissue, named myocommata or myosepta, is clearly visible as the white lines 

between the pink/orange muscle segments. The myocommata hold the myomeres together ensuring 

that they can function together and the contraction forces are transferred as appropriate. In addition, 

there are horizontal and ventral septa organizing the musculature into four segments, the epaxial 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjRw8HMlqvjAhUPCxoKHVMhAcwQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.britannica.com/science/epaxial-muscle&psig=AOvVaw1cftdZgNW-7fG5QCxyLmxT&ust=1562876417634299
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(dorsal) and hypaxial (ventral) segments on left and right side of the salmon. Each myomere is 

composed of muscle fibers organized into bundles or fascicles. The connective tissue surrounding 

each fascicle, named perimysium, is thinner than the myocommata and the connective tissue 

surrounding each muscle fiber, called endomysium, is thinner still. Unlike birds and mammals, 

most fish species continue growing throughout their lifetime, a phenomenon called indeterminate 

growth (Hariharan et al. 2016). The muscle growth is a combination of formation of new cells 

(hyperplasia), and the increasing size of already existing cells (hypertrophy). Both muscle fiber and 

connective tissue characteristics are important features in fillet quality (Taylor et al. 2002; Kiessling 

et al. 2006).   

 

1.5 Fillet quality  

Fillet quality of farmed Atlantic salmon has been studied relatively intensely over the last few 

decades, especially those attributes that cause problems for selling the product and for producing 

specialized food products. However, the focus on sustainable intensification makes it ever more 

important to get as much premium quality food from every fillet as possible in order to reduce loss, 

wastage and potential financial loss. In this context, consumer awareness and preferences have been 

and still are highly important issues to use as a guidance to focus research and development in the 

industry. For example, the Marine Harvest Salmon farming industry handbook 2018 states that the 

risk factors, research and development focus is: “1) Fish welfare and robustness; 2) Product quality 

and safety; 3) New growth; 4) Production efficiency (…identify best harvesting methods, fillet yield 

optimization…); 5) Footprint” (Marine Harvest 2018). Research in fillet quality with the aim of 

reducing loss and wastage is therefore one important part of the multi-faceted approach needed in 

making the expanding salmon aquaculture industry more sustainable, variable and profitable 

(Figure 1.3). 

  

 

Figure 1.3. Research in fillet quality in the context of sustainability and profitability in aquaculture 
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Fillet quality research can roughly be divided into four aspects: 1) nutritious value, such as content 

of omega-3 fatty acids; 2) freshness or shelf-life, including packaging methods; 3) appearance, such 

as color; and 4) texture, important for added-value production possibilities. There are many 

methods by which to study these parameters, making it a wide and not easy comparable field of 

research. However, in 2003 various sensory quality measurements were standardized for salmon as 

a Quality Index Method (QIM) as they had been for other fish species before (Sveinsdottir et al. 

2003). These and a few other standardizations have improved the possibility of making comparisons 

between studies. The standardization of various measurements is important, as many farming 

procedures can have a potential negative or positive effect on fillet quality. These procedures 

include feed composition (Rørå et al. 2005; Kousoulaki et al. 2015; Sissener et al. 2016), handling 

stress (Mørkøre et al. 2008; Bahuaud et al. 2010; Hansen et al. 2012) and slaughter processes 

(Borderíaz and Sánchez-Alonso 2011; Møretrø et al. 2016). Over the years, research as well as 

optimizations in the industry has improved the state of some of the quality issues while other 

quality issues have proven too complicated to relate to any one cause and effect and persist in spite 

of various optimizations. Gaping is one of them. 

 

1.6 Gaping 

Gaping is the phenomenon where the myocommata fails to hold together the myotomes and slits 

and holes appear in the fillet as a result (Figure 1.4ab). Gaping is a serious quality issue for the 

salmon aquaculture industry. A survey performed by Nordberg (2018) showed that gaping was one 

of the main quality concerns in the Norwegian industry. In a review by Pittman et al. (2013), it was 

estimated that gaping could cause a downgrade of up to 38 % of the farmed salmon. However, there 

are large variations in the severity of the problem at the different salmon producers (Pittman et al. 

2013).  

 

No holes    = score 0 

< 5 small holes   = score 1 

< 10 small and/or 5 large holes = score 2 

> 10 small and/or 5 large holes = score 3 

Table 1.1. Gaping scores applied in this study 
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The unappealing appearance of gaping fillets makes it less desirable for consumers, causing a 

reduction in prize. In addition, the fillet is less suited for specialized food products as further 

processing is hampered by the weakness of the connective tissue (Garber et al. 2019). The severity 

of gaping is conventionally scored by observations of amounts and sizes of slits and holes, as 

defined by Andersen et al. (1994) or variations thereof. The scoring system used in this study is 

illustrated in Table 1.1.  

 

 

    

 

  

Figure 1.4. Gaping assessment. Intact fillet (a), fillet with gaping (b), and gaping score assessments of 

salmon fillets by trained personnel (c). Photographs (a,b) taken by Durita Nielsen and reprinted with 

permission from (Jacobsen et al. 2019) © ACS Omega 2019. Photograph (c) property of Fiskaaling. 

 

a) b) 

c) 
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The fillets are handled carefully during examination as trained personnel only slide their hands 

below the fillet revealing any potential tears and holes (Figure 1.4c). The measurement is normally 

performed some days post-mortem as gaping is seldom apparent in newly slaughtered salmon. 

Although the problem has been known for many years and addressed by industrial optimizations as 

well as academic research, the causes of gaping and the molecular mechanisms are still not fully 

understood. 

  

1.7 Previous studies of gaping 

Previous studies analyzing potential causes of gaping have had widespread focus (Figure 1.5), 

examining various factors’ influence on the presence or severity of gaping. There is a general 

agreement that heritability is not the determining factor (Kause et al. 2011; Garber et al. 2019), but 

rather that one or several external factors are more influential. An effect of season and location on 

gaping severity has been suggested although any consistent pattern is difficult to establish (Mørkøre 

and Rørvik 2001; Bjørnevik et al. 2004; Espe et al. 2004; Mørkøre and Austreng 2004; Margeirsson 

et al. 2007).  

 

 

Figure 1.5. Parameters tested for potential correlation to gaping 
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In addition, the relationship between growth rate or muscle fibers and the occurrence of gaping has 

been studied, and again contradictory results have been reported (Kissing et al. 2006).  

Experimental studies investigating effects of different diets or additives have had various results 

(Mørkøre and Austreng 2004; Hatlen et al. 2013; Kousoulaki et al. 2015; Kousoulaki et al. 2016), 

and practical application of this knowledge is somewhat restricted to feed manufacturers. On the 

other hand, stress and handling methods at slaughter have a greater potential for transfer of 

knowledge from experimental studies to the farming facilities. It is reasonably established that 

stress prior to and at slaughter of farmed salmon has a negative effect on gaping in the fillets 

(Lavéty et al. 1988; Roth et al. 2006; Bauhaud et al. 2010) and optimizations in the industry has 

improved the fillet quality. However, some studies have not found any correlation (Skjervold et al. 

2001; Kissing et al. 2004), again making it difficult to discern the actual process of gaping, 

although rigor and pH are suspected to play a role in stress induced gaping (Lavéty et al. 1988; 

Huss 1995). Overall, any fulfilling explanation is lacking.  

Although the process leading to gaping is illusive, the location has been established as being in the 

sarcolemma, the cell membrane of the muscle cells, and in the basement membrane, the layer of the 

myocommata adjacent to the sarcolemma. On this site the muscle fibers are connected to the 

myocommatal sheets and an increased degree of disconnection in this interface leads to increased 

gaping (Bremner & Hallett 1985; Hallett and Bremner 1988; Ofstad et al. 1996; Fletcher et al. 

1997). The structural components in the sarcolemma and the myocommata as well as their 

interactions are therefore an essential focus in the analysis of the molecular processes involved in 

gaping.  

 

1.8 The extracellular matrix 

The myocommata is an extracellular matrix (ECM) that is composed of a wide array of different 

molecules interacting with each other and the cells, providing structural support, adhesiveness, and 

means of biochemical communication within the tissue. Both in the ECM and in the sarcolemma the 

major components are collagens, proteoglycans (PGs) and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs). Together 

they form a comprehensive structural network that greatly influences the functions and textural 

properties of these connective tissue types.  

 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/are.12884#are12884-bib-0009
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/are.12884#are12884-bib-0018
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/are.12884#are12884-bib-0034
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/are.12884#are12884-bib-0015
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Figure 1.6. Schematic structure across the myosepta. Muscle cells are attached to the basement 

membrane, on both sides of the interstitial matrix.  

 

The mechanisms of adhesion between muscle cells and the ECM is still not fully understood, but 

due to the major importance of the dynamic interactions between the cells and the ECM there is 

currently a major focus on this research issue (Goody et al. 2015).

 

Figure 1.7. Schematic illustration of fibrillar collagen structure. The red strings depicted on the fibers are 

proteoglycans. 
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The ECM is effectively divided into two sections with quite different characteristics and functions: 

the interstitial matrix and the basement membrane (Figure 1.6). The interstitial matrix is mainly 

composed of fibrillar collagens and proteoglycans (Figure 1.7) and determines physical 

characteristics such as strength and elasticity of the tissue. The basement membrane lies between 

the interstitial matrix and the cell surface and contains other types of collagens and proteoglycans 

(Figure 1.8) which link the cell and the ECM together, providing attachment and possibility of 

interaction between the cell and its microenvironment. Research on ECM components in relation to 

fillet quality has mainly focused on other quality issues than gaping (e.g. Johnston et al. 2006; 

Hannesson et al. 2007; Moreno et al. 2012; Torgersen et al. 2014). However, some studies have 

focused on ECM components in relation to gaping in salmon fillets (Andersen et al. 2003; Espe et 

al. 2004). The ECM component receiving most attention in this context has been collagen.   

 

 

 

Figure 1.8. The basement membrane. Major components are illustrated. The illustration is from Molecular 

Cell Biology, 6th edition (Lodish et al. 2008)  
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1.9 Collagen 

Collagen is the most abundant protein in the extracellular matrix and is highly important for the 

function and properties of the ECM. Collagen is composed of three polypeptide chains intertwining 

to form a triple helix (Figure 1.7). Collagen is a protein with an atypical amino acid composition as 

it contains many hydroxyprolines and it is formed as a triple helix. It has two common repeating 

motifs consisting of glycine-proline-X and glycine-X-hydroxyproline. Collagen is a very stable 

molecule and insoluble in water due to intra- and intermolecular covalent linkages. Characterization 

of the collagen content often involves measuring the acid-, and pepsin soluble as well as insoluble 

fractions (e.g. Zhang et al. 2007; Eysturskarð et al. 2009; Matmaroh et al. 2011; Bhuimbar et al. 

2019).  

There are many types of collagen with various characteristics. The most common collagen types in 

connective tissue are types I, II, III, V and XI (Gelse et al. 2003). These are termed fibrillar 

collagens as they aggregate to form long fibrils (Figure 1.7). Collagen type I (Figure 1.9a) is the 

most abundant type of collagen and the most abundant protein in vertebrates. It is the main 

structural component in tissues such as skin, bone, artery walls and the endomysium surrounding 

the muscle cells (Gelse et al. 2003). In contrast, collagen type IV forms a sheet like two-

dimensional network. It is much less abundant but is an important component of the basement 

membrane in the ECM (Figure 1.9b), and is therefore of high interest in connection with gaping.  

 

    

Figure 1.9. Collagen I and IV in salmon fillets. IHC staining with antibodies against collagen I (a), DAB 

staining with antibodies against collagen IV (b). 

 

Studies investigating the potential correlation between collagen and gaping have revealed that the 

amount of collagen does not seem to be critical but that the composition and dynamics of the 

a) b) 
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collagen in the ECM is linked to gaping in fish fillets (Espe et al. 2004; Pittman et al. 2013; Hagen 

and Johnsen 2016). This would suggest that the collagen in the ECM somehow becomes unraveled 

and disorganized in connection with gaping. Other studies have shown that collagen IV is essential 

to the structural integrity of the basement membrane, and a deficiency of collagen IV causes a 

patchier and weaker basement membrane (Pöschl et al. 2004). However, collagen is not a solitary 

structure, but is intertwined with proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans, which are highly 

important for its structural development and integrity (Costell et al. 1999; Geng et al. 2006; 

Bastiaansen-Jenniskens et al. 2009). 

 

1.10 Proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans 

Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are carbohydrate polymers usually modified with sulfate groups 

giving them a highly negative charge. 

 

Figure 1.10. Glycosaminoglycan types and structure. Positioning of the sulfate group indicator varies as 

the compounds can be sulfated at positions C2, C4 and C6 or be N-sulfated.  
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There are four main types of GAGs: Chondroitin sulfate/dermatan sulfate, heparan sulfate and 

keratan sulfate which all carry sulfate groups and hyaluronan, which is unsulfated. All are linear 

polysaccharides composed of repeating units of disaccharides, an amino sugar (N-

acetylglucosamine or N-acetylgalactosamine) and an uronic acid (glucuronic acid or iduronic acid) 

or galactose (Figure 1.10). The sulfated GAGs are usually attached to extracellular proteins forming 

proteoglycans (PGs). Because the GAGs are relatively large and highly charged, they can dominate 

the chemical properties of the PGs (Ly et al. 2010; Mouw et al. 2014). Each GAG type can vary in 

both chain length and sulfation degree. In addition, the sulfation degree is often not uniform along 

the entire chain.  

 

Figure 1.11. Chemical structures of chondroitin sulfate and heparan sulfate. Chondroitin sulfate (a), 

heparan sulfate (b). Potential sulfation sites are marked with red letters. 

a) 

b) 
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These molecular variations influence the functional properties of the GAG. Therefore, the GAGs 

are very versatile compounds and still the different variants have their own characteristics. In the 

connective tissue of muscle, chondroitin sulfate and heparan sulfate are the most abundant sulfated 

GAGs. Chondroitin sulfate is composed of N-acetylgalactosamine and glucuronic acid disaccharide 

units. The N-acetylgalactosamine commonly carry sulfate on position C4 (chondroitin 4-sulfate), 

position C6 (chondroitin 6-sulfate) or both (chondroitin 4,6-sulfate) (Figure 1.11a). Sulfation of the 

C2 position on the glucuronic acid is not as common. Heparan sulfate is composed of the 

disaccharide units N-acetylglucosamine and glucuronic acid. HS is more versatile than CS as the N-

acetylglucosamine can also be N-sulfated (Figure 1.11b). Heparan sulfate is known to have high 

and low sulfated domains along the chain, which are important for the properties of the HS. 

Proteoglycans are present in all bilateral animals and integral components of most tissues indicating 

a long evolutionary history (Couchman and Pataki 2012). Although the number of GAG types and 

the number of proteins that can be substituted with GAGs is limited, the PGs have evolved into 

many forms due to the variability of the GAG chains as well as variation in the number of GAGs 

attached to the protein. This flexibility of the PGs means they have many important functions in 

development and homeostasis (Chakravarti et al. 1998; Costell et al. 1999; Farach-Carson and 

Carson 2007; Bastiaansen-Jenniskens et al. 2009). The roles of PGs and GAGs in the ECM are 

many as some are located in the matrix itself, some on the cell surfaces and some are 

transmembrane PGs. One major function of the PGs is structuring the collagens in both the 

interstitial matrix and in the basement membrane and ensuring attachment between these and the 

cells (Danielson et al. 1997; al Jamal et al. 2001; Tingbø et al. 2006; Kalamajski and Oldberg 2010; 

Iozzo and Schaefer 2015).  

 

1.11 Degradation of the extracellular matrix 

The ECM, crucial for maintaining an array of tissue structures, physiological states and events, is a 

surprisingly dynamic entity. Remodeling of the ECM is therefore vital for its various functions 

(Mott and Werb 2004). The remodeling is regulated by various proteolytic enzymes that can 

degrade the extracellular components and make modifications. The main group of enzymes capable 

of degrading collagens and other ECM components are the matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs). 

There are many types of MMPs grouped into subfamilies based on the historical assessment of their 

main substrate. For instance, gelatinases were considered most effective on gelatins and basement 
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membrane collagens while collagenases were classified as most effective on interstitial and fibrillar 

collagens (Vargová et al. 2012). The classification has its flaws and one should be careful not to 

rely solely on this as a description of a MMPs range of activity. MMP2 and MMP9 are classified as 

gelatinases because gelatin was considered their main substrate. However, they are also fully 

capable of degrading collagen IV (Zeng et al. 1999; Odaka et al. 2005; Monaco et al. 2006) and 

MMP2 is in addition capable of degrading collagen type I (Aimes and Quigley 1995). The 

gelatinases also bind to various other collagen types, proteoglycans, proteins and glycoproteins in 

the ECM (Murphy et al. 1994; Shipley et al. 1996; Gianelli et al. 1997; Krekoski et al. 2002). In 

living tissue, the production, activation and inhibition of these enzymes is controlled to maintain the 

tissue in a functional equilibrium (Birkedal-Hansen et al. 1993) and in sound connective tissues PG 

and GAG chains also protect the collagen (Geng et al. 2006; Tatara et al. 2017). However, failure to 

keep this balance can have detrimental physiological effects (Vargová et al. 2012). The increased 

amount of soluble collagen in gaping fillets of salmon might suggests the action of such enzymes 

post-mortem when the equilibrium is no longer upheld. As gelatinases have been shown to be 

present in salmon blood (Eysturskarð et al. 2017), they could potentially cause basement membrane 

degradation post-mortem if the blood is not drained and cleaned properly from the slaughtered 

salmon. However, it is also worth noticing that MMPs might not be the main enzymes degrading 

ECM components (Gill and Parks 2011) and that some studies suggest that the gelatinases actually 

are weak type IV collagenases (Rowe and Weiss 2008). 

Degradation of the ECM might also be caused by other enzymes acting on the proteoglycans and 

glycosaminoglycans. An example are the ADAMTS (A Disintegrin And Metalloproteinase with 

ThromboSpondin motifs), a family of enzymes related to the MMPs. The ADAMTS are secreted 

proteinases that act on extracellular substrates (Porter et al. 2005). They are capable of degrading 

proteoglycans and can have detrimental effects on cell-matrix communication and cause impaired 

fibrillar ECM networks (Stanton et al. 2011). However, as with MMPs it can be difficult to 

distinguish between situations where the activity of the ADAMTS is a necessity for normal function 

and when it has an adverse effect on the tissue (Stanton et al. 2011). The activity of ADAMTS on 

various proteoglycans can also be influenced by the presence or absence of glycosaminoglycans 

(Pratta et al. 2000; Kashiwagi et al. 2004; Poon et al. 2005). Catabolism of glycosaminoglycans 

themselves usually takes place in the lysosomes after endoenzymes release them from the protein 

core of the PG and partially degrade the polysaccharide to oligosaccharides. The oligosaccharides 

are endocytosed and transferred to the lysosomes where a number of exoenzymes reduce them to 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/are.12884#are12884-bib-0017
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monosaccharides and inorganic sulfate (Fuller et al. 2004). Under normal physiological conditions, 

the lysosomal enzymes are active only in the acidic environment inside the lysosome. However, a 

rapid decline in muscle pH post-mortem might compromise this barrier and allow these enzymes to 

be active outside the lysosome (Bahuaud et al. 2010). The endoenzymes performing the initial 

degradation of the glycosaminoglycans include endoglycosidases heparanase and hyaluronidase. 

The heparanase releases heparan sulfate from the protein core of the PG and cleaves the 

polysaccharide to shorter oligosaccharides (Bame 2001). Heparanase cleaves the heparan sulfate 

chains at specific sites generating fragments of 10 to 20 disaccharides (Masola et al. 2018). In 

addition to ECM turnover, heparanase has also been associated with various pathological conditions 

(Masola et al. 2018). Despite their name, hyaluronidases can degrade chondroitin sulfate as well as 

hyaluronan, and they are thought to be involved in the initial stage of the CS degradation process 

(Honda et al. 2012). However, degradation of glycosaminoglycans can also be performed by 

bacterial enzymes (Schmidtchen et al. 2001; Han et al. 2014; Ulmer et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015; 

Kawai et al. 2018). 

 

1.12 Bacterial enzymes 

Bacteria are present everywhere and in food production there usually is a high awareness of this 

fact. Hygienic conditions in production facilities are of vital importance as some bacteria can cause 

illnesses to consumers or spoil food products needlessly fast. However, there has not been much 

focus on the possibility that bacteria might partly be responsible for the degradation of connective 

tissue in salmon fillets resulting in gaping or other quality issues not characterized as spoilage. 

Bacteria are capable of degrading chondroitin sulfate (Prabhakar et al. 2005) and heparan sulfate 

(Tripathi et al. 2012; Gu et al. 2017) which is commonly exploited in various laboratory methods. 

However, it is only recently that the true diversity of bacterial GAG degrading enzymes has started 

to emerge. Recent discoveries have characterized bacterial enzymes deviating from the traditional 

degradation pathways (Ulmer et al. 2014; Ndeh et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2019) revealing several 

potential GAG degradation pathways. Various typical soil bacteria are known to produce GAG 

degrading enzymes, but bacteria with such capabilities have also been detected in the marine 

environment and in digestive tracts (Han et al. 2014; Ulmer et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015; Kawai et 

al. 2018). Some bacteria can also produce collagenolytic proteases (Harrington 1996). Similar to the 

bacterial GAG degrading enzymes, some of these collagenases have been exploited in laboratory 
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methods. In addition, there has recently been an increase in new identifications of bacterial 

collagenases (Zhang et al. 2015) and application of collagenases derived from marine bacteria has 

also been studied (Yang et al. 2017). Bacteria, which can degrade the major basement membrane 

component, collagen IV, have also been detected in the human digestive tract (Pruteanu et al. 2011). 

Although bacterial collagenases are largely unknown and understudied, it seems that collagenase-

producing bacteria are present in the marine environment and potentially in digestive systems of 

animals. Because the known bacterial collagenases have demonstrated a broad specificity (Duarte et 

al. 2016), the possibility of bacterial influence on degradation of the ECM in salmon fillets is 

certainly present.  
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2. Purpose and objectives 

 

The purpose if this study was to gain insight into potential causes of gaping in farmed salmon fillets 

and possible molecular mechanisms of this process.  

 

The research objectives were to: 

 

1) Establish any potential effect of two production parameters on the occurrence of gaping 

in farmed salmon fillets. The tested parameters were cleaning of the abdominal cavity 

and the temperature between slaughter and processing. (Paper I). 

 

2) Determine if analysis of glycosaminoglycan structure in the connective tissue of salmon 

fillet with and without gaping can reveal potential molecular mechanisms of degradation 

causing gaping (Paper II).  

 

3) Determine if bacterial enzymes potentially play a role in post-mortem degradation of the 

connective tissue causing gaping in salmon fillets  (Paper III and IV) 

 

4) Estimate the applicability of the used methods for research in causes of gaping in salmon 

fillets and the level of reproducibility (Paper V and Synoptic discussion).  
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3. Summaries of included papers 
 

3.1 Paper I 

Jacobsen Á, Joensen H, Eysturskarð J. (2017). Gaping and loss of fillet firmness in farmed 

salmon (Salmo salar L.) closely correlated with post-slaughter cleaning of the abdominal 

cavity. Aquaculture Research 48, 321-331. Doi.org/10.1111/are.12884. 

The paper describes the results from an experimental setup examining the potential effects of 

cleaning of the abdominal cavity post-slaughter and the temperature between slaughtering and 

processing of farmed Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.) on the level of gaping in the salmon fillets. 

The study revealed a positive correlation between the amount of blood and bodily fluids left in the 

abdominal cavity of the salmon during cold storage and occurrence of gaping in the fillets 7 days 

post-mortem. This finding was supported by a multivariate analysis including all 28 parameters 

measured. 

 

3.2 Paper II  

Jacobsen Á, Shi X, Shao C, Eysturskarð J, Mikalsen S-O, Zaia J (2019). Characterization of 

glycosaminoglycans in gaping and intact connective tissues of farmed Atlantic salmon (Salmo 

salar) fillets by mass spectrometry. ACS Omega 4, 15337-15247. 

Doi.org/10.1021/acsomega.9b01136. 

Following the quality measurements of the salmon from the experimental setup described in Paper 

I, samples were taken of connective tissue in the fillets in areas with and without gaping. Mass 

spectrometry analysis of chondroitin sulfate and heparan sulfate were performed on digested GAG 

pools extracted from these connective tissue samples. 

This paper describes the results from the SEC-LC/MS analysis of the two glycosaminoglycans, 

chondroitin sulfate (CS) and heparan sulfate (HS), extracted from these samples. The results 

showed differences in the distribution of CS disaccharides with the gaping samples having a lower 

CS sulfation degree than the intact tissue samples. There were also differences in the HS chain 

composition between intact and gaping samples.  
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3.3 Paper III  

Jacobsen Á, Mikalsen S-O, Joensen H, Eysturskarð J (2019). Composition and dynamics of 

the bacterial communities present in the post-slaughter environment of farmed Atlantic 

salmon (Salmo salar L.) and correlations to gelatin degrading activity. PeerJ 7:e7040. 

Doi.org/10.7717/peerj.7040. 

The results presented in Paper I and II suggested the possibility of bacterial involvement in the level 

of gaping in the salmon fillets. This paper describes the results of a next-generation sequencing 

analysis of the microbial community present in the intestines of farmed Atlantic salmon at slaughter 

and in skin mucus, abdominal cavity fluids and storage ice during cold storage. Gelatinase activity 

was also measured in the same samples and comparisons made. The results showed a connection 

between transfer of intestinal material to the abdominal cavity and the increase in gelatinase activity 

there.  

 

3.4 Paper IV  

Jacobsen Á, Eysturskarð J, Mikalsen S-O. Initial metagenomic screening of microbial 

communities in stomach and intestines of four fish species inhabiting coastal waters. In prep. 

The paper describes a small pilot study performed during method development. Samples from 

intestine and abdomen of four marine fish species inhabiting coastal waters in the Faroe Islands, 

including farmed Atlantic salmon, were sequenced by the 454 next generation sequencing 

technology. The results showed microbial communities in Atlantic salmon and cod (Gadus morhua 

L.) similar to other studies. In particular, the bacterial community in the salmon intestines were 

dominated by Mycoplasmataceae, which was also detected in the analysis presented in Paper III. It 

also revealed a relatively high abundance of potentially pollutant bacteria in the free coastal living 

species. In addition, it contains the first next-generation sequencing studies of two marine fish 

species, haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus L.) and ling (Molva molva L.), which had clearly 

distinct microbiomes. 
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3.5 Paper V  

Jacobsen Á, Mikalsen S-O, Salter I. Comparison of custom made QIIME and standard 

pipeline SILVAngs bioinformatics for investigation of microbial communities in farmed 

salmon (Salmo salar L.) post-slaughter. In prep. 

The paper describes a comparison of the custom made bioinformatics analysis applied to the next-

generation sequencing study described in paper III with a standardized SILVAngs pipeline analysis 

of the same data. Differences were detected in obtained reads and OTUs formed. This was reflected 

in a difference in the alpha diversity estimate Chao1. Bacterial community composition was similar 

at family level for all sample types, while there were discrepancies at higher resolution.   
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Abstract

This study analysed the effect of cleaning intensity

of the abdominal cavity and storage temperature

from slaughter to the end of processing on the qual-

ity of farmed salmon (Salmo salar L.) fillets. These

two parameters were manipulated in an experimen-

tal setup using in total thirty salmon with an aver-

age weight of 4.2 kg. The experiment was designed

to imitate realistic scenarios in a normal production

process in the Faroe Islands. The salmon stored at

low temperatures had an average muscle tempera-

ture of 4.65°C, whereas the salmon stored at ambi-

ent temperature had an average muscle

temperature of 11.27°C. After the salmon were gut-

ted to remove all viscera except the kidney, the

abdominal cavity was either rinsed lightly or metic-

ulously cleansed of kidneys, all blood and bodily flu-

ids. A wide range of quality and production

parameters were measured either straight after

cleaning or after the salmon had been stored in

chipped ice at 1.5°C for 7 days. All measured

parameters were analysed for possible correlations

by principal component analysis (PCA). Blood and

remains left in the abdominal cavity were shown to

have a significant negative effect on fillet firmness

(P < 0.01) and gaping (P < 0.01). The different

storage temperatures between slaughter and gut-

ting, tested in this experiment, did not significantly

affect fillet firmness or gaping. However, the fillet

colour showed significant negative correlation

(P < 0.01) with the storage temperatures applied.

Keywords: fillet quality, fillet gaping, fillet

firmness, Atlantic salmon

Introduction

Quality issues related to farmed Atlantic salmon

(Salmo salar L.) fillets have been studied quite

intensively over the last few decades. There are

many quality parameters to take into account, but

some of the main concerns are gaping and loss of

fillet firmness, which according to Mørkøre and

Rørvik (2001) are not inherently interrelated.

Gaping is the tearing of the connective tissue

between muscle layers and hence causes holes and

slits in the fish fillet. This leads to the downgrad-

ing of the food product, and hence economic loss,

because of the rejection by consumers due to its

unappealing appearance. This also causes limita-

tions for specialized food production (Pittman,

Grigory & Brandebourg 2013). Fillet firmness is

measured manually by pressing a finger on the fil-

let to estimate the elasticity and firmness. This

should not be confused with fillet texture, which is

measured mechanically by a Texture Analyser.

Loss of fillet firmness poses the same problems as

gaping for the industry due to difficulty in further

processing, downgrading of the product, and con-

sumer rejection is also a very important sensory

criterion (Veland & Torrisen 1999; Torgersen,

Koppang, Stien, Kohler, Pedersen & Mørkøre

2014). Relating these quality issues to one specific

reason has proven to be difficult. Although the

extensive research has shed light on several key

elements and optimization possibilities, there are

still contradictory results, which indicate that the

underlying causes are not yet fully understood,

especially so for gaping. The most recognized

cause of gaping and soft fillets is the increased
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level of stress caused by handling prior to and at

slaughter (Roth, Slinde & Arildsen 2006;

Bahuaud, Mørkøre, Østbye, Veiseth-Kent, Thomas-

sen & Ofstad 2010). This is believed to be linked

to a decrease in pH (Lavety, Afolabi & Love 1988;

Skjervold, Fjæra, Braarød & Einen 2001). Acidic

conditions also cause an increased activity of

Cathepsin L in the muscle tissue, which degrades

collagen and is linked to the softening of the fillets

(Bahuaud, Gaarder, Veiseth-Kent & Thomassen

2010). However, stress cannot always be corre-

lated with gaping and loss and fillet firmness (Kies-

sling, Espe, Ruohonen & Mørkøre 2004). Fillet

firmness has also been shown to be heritable

(Bahuaud, Gaarder et al. 2010) whereas gaping,

on the contrary, does not seem to be genetically

determined (Kause, Quinton, Airaksinen, Ruoho-

nen & Koskela 2011). On the other hand, gaping

has been shown to vary with season, although a

consistent pattern seems difficult to deduce (Mør-

køre & Rørvik 2001; Espe, Ruohonen, Bjørnevik,

Frøyland, Nordtvedt & Kiessling 2004). In addi-

tion, location of catch has been shown to have an

effect (Margeirsson, Jonsson, Arason & Thorkelsson

2007). However, it is clear that the loss of

strength in the connective tissue, which reveals

itself as gaping, is connected to a higher percent-

age of soluble collagen in the extracellular matrix

(ECM) compared to the fillets with intact connec-

tive tissue (Espe et al. 2004). The location of tear-

ing has been found to be in the sarcolemma, the

cell membrane of the muscle cells, which connects

the muscle fibres to the myocommatal sheets of

the ECM, and in the innermost layer of the

myocommata, the endomysium. The myocom-

matal–muscle fibre interface has been shown to

have an increased degree of disconnection with

increased gaping (Bremner & Hallett 1985; Hallett

& Bremner 1988; Ofstad, Egelandsdal, Kidman,

Myklebust, Olsen & Hermansson 1996; Fletcher,

Hallett, Jerrett & Holland 1997). Both in the extra-

cellular matrix and in the sarcolemma, the compo-

nents: collagen, proteoglycans (PGs) and

glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) interact to form a

structural network, which greatly influences the

textural properties of various connective tissue

types. Collagenases present in the tissue can cause

harmful proteolytic degradation of the collagen

but in sound connective tissues PG and GAG

chains protect the collagen (Geng, McQuillan &

Roughley 2006). In living tissue, the expression,

activation and inhibition of these collagenases is

controlled to maintain tissue homoeostasis includ-

ing necessary turnover and restructuring of colla-

gen (Birkedal-Hansen, Moore, Bodden, Windsor,

Birkedal-Hansen, DeCarlo & Engler 1993). The

increased amount of soluble collagen in gaping tis-

sue therefore suggests that these normal condi-

tions of equilibrium are somehow disturbed. Dr

Nielsen, QC Manager at Hiddenfjord (Faroe

Islands), states that apart from handling stress,

two production parameters seem to be critical fac-

tors responsible for the gaping severity of farmed

Atlantic salmon fillets. One factor is the initial

storage temperature from the time the salmon are

killed and until they are further processed. In their

experience, chilling the salmon immediately after

slaughter seems to have a positive effect on the

quality of the fillets. The other factor is the thor-

oughness of the post-mortem cleaning of the

abdominal cavity. Leaving parts of the organs or

intestines, blood and/or other bodily fluids in the

abdominal cavity was suspected to induce gaping.

Changing procedures to meticulously cleaning the

abdomen reduced occurrences of gaping (personal

communication). This article reports the results of

an experiment focusing on these two production

parameters, which we will attempt to relate to the

corresponding firmness and gaping level of Atlan-

tic salmon fillets. A broad range of other produc-

tion and quality parameters were also included in

the study, and principal component analysis (PCA)

was performed to reveal possible correlations.

Materials and methods

Material background and experimental setup

Thirty Atlantic salmon, with an average size of

4.2 kg, were kindly provided by the aquaculture

farming company Hiddenfjord (Faroe Islands). All

individuals measured were taken from the same

net pen on an aquaculture site located in

Sørv�agur, Faroe Islands. On the day of sampling,

7 July 2011, the seawater temperature in the area

was 9.8°C. Fish from the same net pen are usually

of the same age and all the biotic and abiotic fac-

tors have been identical from fry to slaughter.

None of the salmon used in the experiment had

reached maturity. The standard process of slaugh-

ter laid emphasis on avoiding handling and crowd-

ing stress as much as possible. The net pen with

salmon was tugged very carefully from the

on-growing site in the fjord to the slaughter
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facility by the shore. They were subsequently

pumped up to the slaughter processing line, where

they were killed by a blow to the head in an auto-

mated system. The gills were thereafter slit open,

before the salmon were released from the auto-

mated system to an inspection table. All individuals

were inspected manually to ensure the gills had

been cut well enough for the salmon to bleed out

properly. The first fifteen specimens to be used in

the experiment were taken off the inspection table

at this stage. They were carefully held with the

head angled down until having bled out and there-

after stored at ambient temperature, approximately

11°C. All other individuals were submerged in iced

seawater in a transport container. At the time of

the experiment, the cooling system unfortunately

was not functioning optimally, and the tempera-

ture of the ice water in the container was approxi-

mately 3.5°C. When full, the container was moved

to another facility where the salmon were pro-

cessed further. The time span between slaughtering

and gutting was approximately 2 h. At the first

stage on the processing line all salmon were gut-

ted. Intestines and organs were removed, though

the kidney was not cut/scraped out completely.

The fifteen salmon taken earlier off the inspection

table were, at the same time as the others, put

through the same process of gutting. At the second

stage the salmon were rinsed and their abdominal

cavity cleaned thoroughly, removing all traces of

organs, intestines, blood and bodily fluids. Ten of

the fifteen salmon previously stored at ambient

temperature were cleaned well, according to stan-

dard procedure, whereas the other five were only

rinsed lightly, not cleaned properly. All 15 salmon,

previously stored at ambient temperature, were

thereafter stored in transport boxes with chipped

ice. Fifteen of the salmon that had been stored and

transported in the iced seawater were also taken to

be used in the experiment. Ten of these 15 individ-

uals were only rinsed lightly, not cleaned properly,

whereas the other five were rinsed and the abdomi-

nal cavity thoroughly cleaned. Again, all fifteen

individuals were subsequently stored in transport

boxes with chipped ice. Table 1 provides an over-

view of the various treatments.

Quality measurements and evaluations

Three hours after the beginning of the slaughter-

ing process, all thirty salmon taken aside for the

experiment were stored in transport boxes with

chipped ice. At this time a few measurements were

taken. The objective measurements were length,

weight and muscle temperature. Sensory evalua-

tions included stage of rigour mortis, skin condi-

tion, colour of gills and cleaning of the abdomen.

The sensory evaluations were each categorized

into groups 0–3, where 0 was the best condition

and 3 the worst. Following the measurements,

every individual was again stored in a transport

box with chipped ice, and all were subsequently

transported to a cooling facility for storage at

1.5°C for 7 days.

On the 7th day, standardized quality measure-

ments and evaluations (Table 2) were carried out

by trained personnel, unaware of the experimental

changes made to the initial storage temperature

and cleaning of the abdominal cavity. The salmon

were filleted by hand, and additional sensory evalu-

ations were conducted categorizing each individual

according to appearance in the same manner as on

day one. These evaluations included the Quality

Index Method (QIM) for salmon, developed by

Sveinsdottir, Hyldig, Martinsdottir, Jorgensen and

Kristbergsson (2003). The number of holes and

slits observed in the fillet determined the gaping

score. Fillet firmness score was determined by

pressing with the forefinger on the loin right in

front of the dorsal fin. Objective measurements per-

formed on day seven included analysis of a stan-

dard section of the fillet, the Norwegian Quality Cut

(NQC – Norwegian standard procedure – NS 9401

1994). The fillet texture was measured as breaking

strength with a TA.XT plus Texture Analyser

(Stable Micro System Ltd., Surrey, UK), equipped

with a flat-ended cylinder (12.5 mm diameter, type

P/0.5). The trigger force was 0.1 N and the test

speed was 1 mm s�1. The force–time graph was

recorded by a computer, equipped with the Texture

Expert software for Windows (version 1.15, SMS,

Surrey, UK). Three recordings per fillet were made

perpendicular to the muscle fibres, and mean val-

ues, expressed as the force (N) required puncturing

the surface of the sample, were calculated.

Table 1 The various experimental treatments and num-

ber of salmon subjected to investigation

Well cleaned Not cleaned Total

Low temp. 5 10 15

High temp. 10 5 15

Total 15 15 30
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Fat content and pigmentation (astaxanthin con-

centration) in the NQC was analysed using Pho-

toFishMT (Nofima, �As, Norway). An overview of all

measurements and parameters categorizing the

salmon is given in Table 2.

Statistical analysis

Fisher’s exact test for Count data (Fisher 1922)

was used for testing differences in gaping and firm-

ness scores between the groups with differing

cleaning and storage conditions (Table 1). The

Fisher’s exact test was applied because it is useful

for categorical data and, contrary to approxima-

tion tests, is valid for small sample sizes. Strictly

speaking, the test requires both the column and

row totals in the data matrix to be fixed in order

for it to be exact. In cases where not all of the row

or column totals are conditioned, the Fisher’s

exact test instead provides a conservative P-value.

The 4 9 4 factorial matrixes, four treatment

groups and four categories of either gaping or

firmness, were analysed. The Fisher exact tests

were also applied to two groups at a time, in order

to compare groups with only one of the treatment

parameters varying. If a treatment parameter was

shown to have no significant effect on either gap-

ing or firmness scores, the groups, which differed

in only that parameter, were combined. The Fisher

exact test was thereafter performed on the 2 9 2

factorial matrix for the other treatment parameter.

The tests were performed in the statistical software

package R (http://www.r-project.org).

For multivariate analysis the data matrix with

results from the extensive sensory analysis was

scaled first by normalization and secondly by log-

transformation. The number of variables and sam-

ples was 28 and 30 respectively. Normalization is

obligatory for a subsequent proper comparison of

the sample data, and this part of the pre-process-

ing was carried out by expressing each variable as

a percentage of the sum of values for each sample.

The normalized data were then log-transformed to

avoid domination of the variables with compara-

tively large entries. The data were since subjected

to Principal Component Analysis, PCA (Wold

1976) using the software package SIRIUS (Kval-

heim & Karstang 1987). In the PCA process the

samples or objects are placed in a 28-dimensional

vector-space, i.e. one coordinate for each variable

and new orthogonal vectors or principal compo-

nents, PCs, are generated through the centroid of

all the objects in the multidimensional space. The

courses of the new PCs are in the direction of the

largest and second largest variation of the objects.

In this manner the dimensionality is reduced from

28 dimensions to two without loosing much of the

total variance. The relation among the objects is

displayed by projecting them on the plane spanned

by the two PCs, that is PC1 and PC2 describing

the largest variation and next largest variation

respectively.

Results and discussion

Cleaning of the abdominal cavity

The Fisher’s exact test applied to the 4 9 4 facto-

rial matrixes, four treatment groups and four cate-

gories of either gaping or fillet firmness, showed

Table 2 Parameters included in the study

Day Parameters Units/Grades

Sensoric evaluations

1 Loss of scales 0–3

1 Rigour status 0–3

1 Cleaning of the abdominal cavity 0–3

1 Gill colour 0–3

7 Fillet – gaping 0–3

7 Fillet – firmness 0–3

7 Fillet – colour *

QIM

7 Skin – appearance 0–2

7 Skin – slime 0–2

7 Skin – smell 0–3

7 Skin – firmness 0–2

7 Eye – pupils 0–2

7 Eye – shape 0–2

7 Gills – colour 0–2

7 Gills – slime 0–2

7 Gills – smell 0–3

7 Abdomen – blood 0–1

7 Abdomen – smell 0–3

Objective measurements

1 Weight kg

1 Length cm

1 K-factor †

1 Temperature °C

7 Temperature °C

7 NQC colour – PhotoFish ‡

7 NQC pigmentation – PhotoFish mg kg�1

7 NQC fat content§ – PhotoFish %

7 Fillet texture – Texture Analyzer N

*A SalmoFanTM Ruler was used for measuring.

†K-factor was calculated as K = 10NW/L3, N = 5.

‡PhotoFish measures expressed as SalmoFan values.

§Group average.
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highly significant differences between the groups;

P < 0.01 for both gaping and firmness. However,

this does not state what effect each of the treat-

ment parameters, temperature and level of clean-

ing, had on the quality estimates. The Fisher exact

tests applied to two groups at a time, with the

same cleaning treatment but different initial stor-

age temperatures, were not significant for neither

gaping nor fillet firmness (data not shown). The

Fisher exact tests applied to the groups with differ-

ent cleaning treatments kept at same tempera-

tures, on the other hand, were significant in most

cases. Concerning gaping, the Fisher’s exact test of

the high temperature groups showed significant

differences between the two cleaning treatments

(P < 0.01), but not for the low temperature

groups (P = 0.077), whereas the tests for fillet

firmness were significant for both high and low

initial storage temperatures (P < 0.01). Because

the temperatures tested in the experiment did not

seem to have different effects, the salmon were

grouped according to how well the abdominal cav-

ity was cleaned only, for further analyses.

The salmon with well-cleaned abdominal cavity

and the salmon, which were not cleaned, had dif-

ferent group distributions of gaping scores

(Fig. 1a). The salmon that were not cleaned

(n = 15) had a very high occurrence of gaping

with 14 individuals having the highest gaping

score. In the group of salmon with well-cleaned

abdominal cavity (n = 15), there were equally

many with gaping scores 1 and 3. Fisher’s exact

test for Count data showed a significant difference

between the distribution of gaping scores of the

two groups (P < 0.01).

Fillet firmness did not vary much, as only scores

1 and 2 were detected. This indicated a more mod-

erate effect, but still, the level of fillet firmness in

the group of salmon with well-cleaned abdominal

cavity was markedly different from that in the

group of salmon with not cleaned abdominal cav-

ity (Fig. 1b). Thirteen of the 15 individuals,

cleaned well, had a firmness score of 1, whereas

all but one of the not cleaned individuals had a

firmness score of 2. Again Fisher’s exact test for

Count data showed a significant difference

(P < 0.01) between these two groups.

This experiment reveals that bodily fluids, rem-

nants and blood left in the abdominal cavity dur-

ing storage have a highly negative effect on the

fillet quality of Atlantic salmon. The strong corre-

lation detected between not cleaned abdominal

cavities and a higher occurrence of gaping and

loss of fillet firmness has to our knowledge not

been previously reported. However, in a review by

Borderias and S�anchez-Alonso (2011) it was rec-

ommended to clean gutted fish thoroughly in

order to remove traces of blood and intestinal con-

tent, as this has been shown to reduce the micro-

bial load (Erkan 2007). For the same reason

starvation was highly recommended in order to

reduce the amount of digestive enzymes produced

by bacteria in the intestines. In fresh, chilled fish

the bacteria generally do not invade the muscle

tissue, as their activity is mainly on the surface.

On the other hand, the bacterial enzymes diffuse

from the surface into the muscle tissue, releasing

compounds into fluids and watery substances,

(a)

(b)

Figure 1 (a,b) Fillet gaping and firmness. Distribution

of (a) gaping scores and (b) firmness scores of the indi-

viduals with either cleaned or not cleaned abdominal

cavities. Gaping score is determined by number of holes

and slits in the fillet. G0: no gaping, G1: < 5 small, G2:

< 10 small and/or 5 large, G3: > 10 small and/or 5

large. Small slits: < 1 cm, large slits: > 1 cm. Firmness

score is determined by pressing with the forefinger on

the loin right in front of the dorsal fin. F0: firm and

elastic, F1: firm but not elastic, F2: soft, F3: very soft.
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which diffuse outwards (Huss 1995). It is also pos-

sible for the bacteria to degrade the collagen net-

work in the ECM with their collagenases. These

differ from vertebrate collagenases, as they exhibit

broader substrate specificity (Peterkofsky 1982;

Birkedal-Hansen 1987). They can attack almost

all collagen types, and are able to make multiple

cleavages within triple helical regions (Mookhtiar

& Van Wart 1992). Bacterial collagenases have

shown the ability to disrupt the extracellular

matrix of arterial walls in vertebrates, where colla-

genases present in the blood did not cause such

degradation (Rosenberg, Estrada, Kelley & Kornfeld

1993). Brown, Hook and Tragakis (1972) reported

the same phenomenon, where corneal collagen

was protected by proteoglycans from degradation

by collagenases present, but was degraded by bac-

terial collagenases, as they also broke down the

proteoglycans. However, bacterial activity is not

the only possible explanation for the ECM degrada-

tion detected in this experiment, as polymorphonu-

clear leucocytes in the blood contain collagenases,

that are also able to degrade proteoglycans and

hence the collagen structure. These lysosomal col-

lagenases, also named neutrophilic collagenase or

Matrix Metalloproteinase 8 (MMP-8), have been

connected to various diseases, where the collagen

structure is damaged (Harris, Faulkner & Brown

1975; Gangbar, Overall, McCulloch & Sodek

1990; Herman, Sukhova, Libby, Gerdes, Tang,

Horton, Kilbride, Breitbart, Chun & Sch€onbeck

2001). Matrix Metalloproteinase 8 is mainly pro-

duced in polymorphonuclear granulocytes and

preferentially degrade collagen type I. Matrix

Metalloproteinase 8 degrades collagen type I much

more effectively than the other interstitial collage-

nases, MMP-1 and MMP-13, which preferentially

degrade collagen types III and II respectively (Her-

man et al. 2001). As type I collagen is a major

constituent of the ECM in salmon, MMP-8 could

very likely cause damage to the connective tissue

resulting in gaping of the fillet. Coagulation of the

blood also induces an enhanced release and acti-

vation of MMP-8 (Jung 2008; Manello 2008), and

the remains of the blood present in the abdominal

cavity will thus contain a high concentration of

activated MMP-8, capable of degrading the ECM in

the salmon fillet. As mentioned in the introduction

some lysosomal cysteine proteases also have the

ability to disrupt the collagen network, but their

activity is generally thought to be restricted to the

lysosomes, as they are inhibited by the neutral pH

and oxidative extra lysosomal environment. How-

ever, cathepsin L, which previously has been asso-

ciated with post-mortem autolysis of fish muscle,

has fairly recently been detected in blood cells of

certain fish species (Ahimbisibwe, Inoue & Aoki

2010). Blood with lowered pH, caused by stress

prior to and at slaughter, left in the abdominal

cavity could, thus contain active forms of cathep-

sins, capable of degrading the ECM structure.

Degradation by both bacterial and neutrophilic

collagenases can also be enhanced by stress. Han-

sen, Rødbotten, Eie, Lea, Rudi and Mørkøre

(2012) showed that crowding stress had a signifi-

cant impact on the bacterial load in salmon fillets.

Others have discovered that stress causes an

increase in polymorphonuclear leucocytes in the

blood (Sasagawa, Matsubara & Satow 1993;

Suzuki, Totsuka, Nakaji, Yamada, Kudoh, Liu,

Sugawara, Yamaya & Sato 1999). Several compo-

nents may also operate in concert, as various bac-

teria have the ability to activate host MMPs and

neutrophil interstitial procollagenases as well as

inactivate proteinase inhibitors (L€ahteenm€aki,

Kuusela & Korhonen 2001).

Further research is required to describe the

degradation process properly and determine the

enzymes involved in the loss of fillet firmness and

increase in fillet gaping.

Temperature between slaughter and gutting

In contrast to the cleaning of the abdominal cav-

ity, the storage temperature between slaughter

and gutting did not show an effect on gaping or

fillet firmness (data not shown), and Fisher’s exact

test for Count data was not significant (P > 0.05).

The muscle temperature in the salmon stored at

ambient temperature was on average 11.27°C,
SD = 0.08, measured straight after gutting and

cleaning. Under optimized conditions, the salmon

are stored in iced seawater between slaughter and

gutting in order to keep the salmon chilled at all

times. However, at the time of sampling, the cool-

ing system was not operating at full effect due to a

malfunction. Muscle temperatures measured

straight after gutting and cleaning of the fifteen

salmon which were chilled was on average

4.65°C, SD = 0.65. This is slightly higher than the

desired threshold of max 4.0°C, and the variation

within the group is fairly large. These limitations

in the comparisons of temperature differences

between the various experimental groups, caused
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by relatively high and varying muscle tempera-

tures in the low temperature group, have to be

taken into account, when considering the results.

As the results show no difference in the occur-

rence of gaping or loss of fillet firmness between

the two initial storage temperatures tested, two

options are indicated. One option is that the mus-

cle temperature has to be above 11.3°C, during an

approximately two to three hour period in the pro-

duction process before proper storage, to induce

gaping or loss of fillet firmness. The other option is

that the muscle temperature has to be kept below

the approximate 4.5°C, measured in this experi-

ment during initial storage and processing, in

order to avoid temperature-induced gaping and

loss of fillet firmness. If this latter option would be

the case, then only a small elevation of initial stor-

age temperature could have an effect on quality.

Purely speculative, the overall high gaping scores

found in this study might be an indication of this.

Furthermore, it should be kept in mind that many

of the possible mechanisms behind the specific tis-

sue degradation that causes gaping or loss of fillet

firmness are temperature dependent.

Multivariate analysis

A comprehensive simultaneous evaluation of the

samples and variables was obtained by multivari-

ate analysis, PCA, visualized in a PC-plot (Fig. 2),

which illustrates the relationship between the

manipulated variables, temperature (Temp) and

cleaning of the abdominal cavity (Abd) and the

sampled individuals as well as their mutual rela-

tionship. The reciprocal relationship between all

relevant quality variables measured is also illus-

trated in the plot. The variables centred around

origo and a few others without relevancy to the

plot were eliminated for clarity.

It is evident that the two manipulated variables,

Temp and Abd, have the largest influence on the

positioning of both the sampled individuals and

the other variables in the PC plot. First, all the

other measured variables are much closer to the

origo and second all the individual salmon samples

are neatly grouped according to temperature and

cleaning treatment of the abdominal cavity, posi-

tioned in relation to the manipulated variables.

Individuals stored at low and high temperatures,

respectively, are separated along the axis connect-

ing Temp and origo and the cleaned and not

cleaned individuals are separated along the axis

connecting Abd and origo. The odd one out had a

relatively high storage temperature compared to

the other salmon from the same treatment group.

The quality parameters gaping (A) and firmness

(B) are drawn towards Abd, which means higher

scores are positively correlated with the lack of

cleaning of the abdominal cavity. Gaping seems to

be slightly more affected as it is drawn a bit closer

towards Abd and at a slightly narrower angle.

In order to see how well gaping was correlated

with the level of cleaning, a new calculation was

carried out including the not cleaned individuals

only. The resulting biplot has Abd scores as

abscissa and gaping score as ordinate (Fig. 3a).

With one sample excluded, as it turned out to

be an outlier, the two variables were perfectly cor-

related (R2 = 1.000). The exact correlation is of

course influenced by the fact that the variables are

discrete data, prior to normalization and

Figure 2 PC plot of variables and samples. The repre-

sented variables are: temperature in the abdominal

cavity between gutting and storage (* Temp), remains

left in the abdominal cavity (* Abd), fillet gaping day 7

(A), fillet firmness day 7 (B), fillet texture day 7 (C),

rigour status day 1 (D), smell of skin day 7 (E), abdom-

inal cavity temperature day 7 (F), fillet colour day 7

(G), and colour of gills day 7 (H) and day 1 (I). The

samples are salmon with well-cleaned abdominal cavity

and kept chilled between slaughter and gutting (○),

well cleaned but not chilled (◊), not cleaned but chilled

( ), and not cleaned and not chilled ( ). The odd one

out sample near variable B had a relatively high tem-

perature (>6°C). The first principal component (PC1)

and the second principal component (PC2) describe

45% and 16% of the variance respectively.

© 2015 The Authors. Aquaculture Research Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd., Aquaculture Research, 1–11 7
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Log-transformation. In the same way, an analysis

of fillet firmness as a function of cleaning of the

abdominal cavity was conducted. Again the vari-

ables were perfectly correlated (R2 = 0.999)

(Fig. 3b), when another different outlier sample

was excluded.

Mørkøre and Rørvik (2001) found out that gap-

ing could well occur even though firmness was

high. This assessment that there is no linear rela-

tionship between gaping and fillet firmness is not

disputed by our results. However, it is clearly

demonstrated that both quality parameters are

negatively affected by a not cleaned abdominal

cavity during storage; something researchers

should have in mind for future experiments

including these parameters.

In the PC plot (Fig. 2) the mechanical measure-

ment of fillet texture (C) is also drawn towards

Abd, albeit not as far as gaping and firmness, but

in an almost straight line, a clear indication of

correlation. As a consequence, the not cleaned sal-

mon thus have fillets with higher breaking

strength at the same time as they have more gap-

ing and loss of firmness. The lack of intuitive cor-

relation between texture and gaping has been

demonstrated previously by Kiessling et al. (2004).

Likewise, Stien, Hirmas, Bjørnevik, Karlsen, Nort-

vedt, Bencze Rør�a, Sunde and Kiessling (2005) did

not find any significant effect of stress on fillet tex-

ture in cod, when measured by a texture analyser.

Also rigour (D) is affected by the manipulated

parameters, as it is positioned close to the samples

neither cleaned nor cooled, which are positively

correlated with both Temp and Abd. The correla-

tion between rigour and storage temperature is

consistent with previous findings (Borderias &

S�anchez-Alonso 2011), but a mutual relationship

between rigour and lack of post-slaughter cleaning

of the abdominal cavity has to our knowledge not

been reported previously.

Along with the high temperature groups, the

skin smell (E) and temperature (F) on day 7 are

drawn towards Temp (Fig. 2), and thus positively

correlated with the initially elevated storage tem-

peratures. The colour of the fillet and gills (G, H, I)

on the other hand seems to be negatively corre-

lated with the elevated temperature and not

affected by the cleaning of the abdominal cavity,

as these are at an almost 90 degree angle to Abd

and 180 degree angle to Temp from the Origo.

The difference in fillet colour for salmon stored at

high and low temperature between slaughter and

gutting is illustrated in a boxplot (Fig. 4) with the

SalmoFan values (NormLog). A Wilcoxon test,

(a)

(b)

Figure 3 (a,b) Biplot of gaping scores (a) and firmness

scores (b) correlated with level of remains in the

abdominal cavity after normalization and log-transfor-

mation. Not cleaned individuals only.

Figure 4 Fillet colour. Boxplot of normalized and log-

transformed values of fillet colour comparing salmon

chilled (4.65°C average) with salmon kept at ambient

temperature (11.27°C average) from slaughter to end

of gutting and cleaning. Fillet colour was measured

using a SalmoFanTM Ruler and values ranged from 25.5

to 29.0.

© 2015 The Authors. Aquaculture Research Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd., Aquaculture Research, 1–118
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performed in Excel, showed a significant difference

between the two groups (P < 0.01). Fillet coloura-

tion is generally caused by carotene deposition in

the muscle pre-mortem, but it has been shown to

be affected by slaughtering methods (Robb, Kestin

& Warris 2000; Erikson & Misimi 2008). However,

the effect of temperature differences on fillet colour

straight after slaughter has to our knowledge not

been reported previously.

Fat content and harvest weight showed no con-

nection to either gaping or loss of fillet firmness

(data not shown). This is consistent with previ-

ously published findings (Andersen, Strømsnes,

Steinsholt & Thomassen 1994; Andersen, Thomas-

sen & Rør�a 1997; Johnston, Bickerdike, Li, Ding-

wall, Nickell, Alderson & Campbell 2007; Kause

et al. 2011).

Conclusion

In conclusion, the results show that the severity of

gaping as well as loss of fillet firmness is signifi-

cantly increased by leaving blood and/or other

remains in the abdominal cavity after slaughter

and gutting. The multivariate analysis also verifies

that gaping and loss of fillet firmness is not con-

nected to any of the other quality parameters. Fur-

thermore, the experiment shows that an elevated

storage temperature of the salmon, for just two to

three hours following slaughter, causes loss of fillet

and gill colour.
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ABSTRACT: In the Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) aquaculture industry, gaping
(the separation of muscle bundles from the connective tissue) is a major quality
problem. This study characterized chondroitin sulfate (CS) and heparan sulfate
(HS) in the connective tissue of intact and gaping salmon fillets from 30 salmon by
mass spectrometry. Statistical difference was detected between gaping and intact
tissues only when comparing pairwise samples from the same individual (n = 10).
The gaping tissue had a lower content of monosulfated CS disaccharides (p =
0.027), and the relative distribution of CS disaccharides was significantly different
(p < 0.05). The HS chains were short (average = 14.09, SD = 4.91), and the intact
tissue seemed to have a more uniform HS chain structure compared to the gaping
tissue. Time-series samples from the same individuals are recommended for future
research to improve the understanding of reasons and implications of these differences.

■ INTRODUCTION

The fish muscle myotomes are arranged as folded sheets that
are joined together in layers along the longitudinal axis of the
fish by connective tissue, the myocommata. Gaping is defined
as the phenomenon in which the connective tissue of fish fillets
is weakened and fails to hold the muscle myotomes together,
resulting in holes and slits in the fillet. Gaping poses a major
problem for the aquaculture and fisheries industries due to the
unappealing appearance and limitations in specialized food
production of the fillets, which causes down-rating of the
quality classification and hence affects pricing.1

The location of tearing has been found to be in the
sarcolemma (the cell membrane of the muscle cells), which
connects the muscle fibers to the myocommatal sheets of the
extracellular matrix (ECM) and, in the innermost layer of the
myocommata, the basement membrane.2,3 The myocommata−
muscle fiber interface has a lower degree of connection as
gaping increases.4,5 Both in the ECM and in the sarcolemma,
the components collagen, proteoglycans (PGs), and glyco-
saminoglycans (GAGs) interact to form a structural network,
which is known to influence strongly the textural properties of
various tissue types including connective tissue.6,7 The main
structural component of the ECM is collagen, and the
solubility of major collagen types (I and V) has long been
suspected to be higher in gaping tissue.8−10 However, collagen
is not the only factor affecting the strength of the ECM.
Research in many different fields have revealed that GAG

chains of PGs contribute significantly to the formation of a
functional collagen network and thus to the structural integrity
of connective tissue.11−14

There are four main groups of GAGs: chondroitin sulfate
(CS)/dermatan sulfate (DS), heparin/heparan sulfate (HS),
keratan sulfate (KS), and hyaluronan. They are linear
polysaccharides whose disaccharide building blocks consist of
an amino sugar (N-acetylglucosamine or N-acetylgalactos-
amine) and an uronic acid (glucuronic acid or iduronic acid)
or galactose. PGs are glycoproteins covalently modified with
heparin, HS, CS/DS, and/or KS chains (see study of Iozzo and
Schaefer7 for the nomenclature). The GAG chains are much
larger than other types of glycans typically found on PGs, and
they therefore tend to dominate the chemical properties of the
PGs.6,15 Many PGs also exhibit differences in the number of
GAG chains, their lengths, and the arrangement of sulfated
residues along the chains depending on the PG’s tissue
location and function.16,17 A study examining the effect of
GAGs on matrix production, distribution, and functionality by
inhibiting GAG incorporation18 showed that an incomplete
proteoglycan network resulted in a decrease in collagen
deposition and less cross-linked collagen. This work suggested
that the GAG incorporation in PGs contributes to the
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Table 1. Chondroitin Sulfate Saccharides Included in the Comparative Analysisa

composition

saccharide units m/z [M − H]−1 retention time (min) ΔHexA HexA GalN SO3 Ac ion species

dp1 302.29 102.5 0 0 1 1 1 [0,0,1,1,1]
dp2 378.1 106 1 0 1 0 1 [1,0,1,0,1]

468.01 106 1 0 1 0 1 modificationb

757.216 106 1 0 1 0 1 dimer
dp2 458.06 97 1 0 1 1 1 [1,0,1,1,1]

917.13 97 1 0 1 1 1 dimer
dp2 537.02 90.5 1 0 1 2 1 [1,0,1,2,1]

268.51 90.5 1 0 1 2 1 z = 2
458.06 90.5 1 0 1 2 1 [1,0,1,2,1]c

dp3 634.09 93.5 1 1 1 1 1 [1,1,1,1,1]
839.07 86.5 0 1 2 3 2 sat. [0,1,2,3,2]
419.03 86.5 0 1 2 3 2 z = 2

dp4 757.22 96 1 1 2 0 2 [1,1,2,0,2]
837.17 86 1 1 2 1 2 [1,1,2,1,2]
997.09 105.5 1 1 2 3 2 [1,1,2,3,2]
498.04 105.5 1 1 2 3 2 z = 2

dp5 568.65 91 0 2 3 2 3 sat. [0,2,3,2,3], z = 2
dp6 1136.33 106 1 2 3 0 3 [1,2,3,0,3]
dp8 757.22 92 1 3 4 0 4 [1,3,4,0,4], z = 2

aDescription of composition by shorthand adapted from ref 30. Abbreviations: ΔHexA, Δ-4,5-unsaturated hexuronic acid; HexA, saturated
hexuronic acid; GalN, galactosamine; SO3, sulfate group; Ac, acetyl group; sat., saturated.

bIon with unknown modification assigned as [1,0,1,0,1]
based on chromatographic retention time. cLoss of SO3.

Figure 1. Representative extracted MS spectrum and chromatograms for chondroitinase ABC-digested CS extracted from salmon muscle and
connective tissues. (a) TIC, (b) BPC, and (c) extracted MS spectrum from SEC-LC/MS analysis. (c) Various peaks analyzed are labeled with m/z
values and description of composition using the nomenclature described previously.30 EICs of relatively abundant CS oligosaccharides are
illustrated in (d) dp1 [0,0,1,1,1], (e) dp3 [1,1,1,1,1], and (f) dp4 [1,1,2,3,2].
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formation of a functional collagen network. In addition, a
major function of PGs is binding collagen fibers together and
anchoring cells to collagen or basement membranes.7,13,19−22

Some researchers claim that the degradation of the
myocommata is caused mainly by the degradation of the
PGs.23 The content of sulfated GAGs has been shown to differ
between fish species, which are differently prone to gaping.24

Also, content of various PGs known to interact with collagen
were shown to vary among these species,21 and the
degradation of the intramuscular connective tissue in Pacific
rockfish (Sebastes sp.) has also been related to both increased
solubility of collagen and degradation of the GAGs.11

However, most published studies that analyzed the PG and
GAG content in connection with fillet quality in other fish
species and salmon fillets (e.g., refs 25 and 26) have not
focused on gaping.
The aim of this study was to examine the content and

structure of GAGs in gaping and intact salmon fillets in detail.
Although all GAG types are of importance, CS and HS were of
most interest in this instance as they are parts of PGs and they
were estimated to be present in the tissue in adequate amounts
for MS measurements. Liquid chromatography−mass spec-
trometry (LC−MS) methods are capable of providing detailed
knowledge of the structural diversities of GAGs in tissue.27

These methods provide insight into variations in phenotypic
distribution of GAGs in tissue of different origin, devel-
opmental stage, or disease stage.27−35 The research presented
here reveals the content and distribution of structural
phenotypes of the two GAGs, chondroitin sulfate (CS) and
heparan sulfate (HS), as well as comparisons between gaping
and intact connective tissues in farmed salmon (Salmo salar)
fish fillets.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chondroitin Sulfate. When digested with chondroitinase

ABC, the average amount of CS disaccharides detected was
0.9147 μg/mg (SD = 0.4559) dried tissue. By comparison,
extraction from fish heads, bones, or other organs containing a

higher content of GAGs than muscle tissue generally resulted
in higher amounts of extracted CS.36,37 The amounts of CS
recovered from various diamond squid tissue types were
between 0.021 and 3.482 μg/mg defatted tissue,38 while
another study39 detected 0.11 μg/mg sulfated CS disaccharides
in rat muscle. Therefore, the amounts recovered from salmon
muscle tissue in this study were at levels comparable with those
found in similar tissue of other animal species. In addition to
disaccharides, the digestion of CS resulted in a variety of
mono- and oligosaccharides. In-source dimer formation of
nonsulfated and singly sulfated CS disaccharides during
ionization was also registered and included in the analysis.
The dimers were identified by having the same size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) retention times as the respective
disaccharides but with m/z values corresponding to dimers
(Table 1). To our knowledge, there have not been any
previous reports on in-source dimer formation of glycosami-
noglycans. However, multimer formation in MS analyses of
various compounds is not uncommon.40,41 All chondroitin
sulfates detected and included in the comparative analysis are
listed in Table 1, with m/z values, retention time, description
of composition by shorthand (adapted from ref 42), and ion
species detected.
The total ion chromatograms (TICs) showed a considerable

amount of noise when samples were examined by SEC-HPLC,
as illustrated by a representative CS TIC in Figure 1a. An
attempt to reduce the noise by precipitating CS in chilled
ethanol prior to chondroitinase digestion proved unsuccessful.
However, the base peak chromatograms (Figure 1b) show that
relevant MS peaks could be analyzed without any problems. A
representative MS spectrum with various peaks labeled is
illustrated in Figure 1c. Representative extracted ion chromato-
grams (EICs) of the most abundant dp1, dp3, and dp4 ion
species are illustrated in Figure 1d−f.
EICs of every ion species listed in Table 1 were measured for

all samples, and comparisons were made between gaping and
intact tissue samples. No significant differences were found in
the abundances of the measured CS ion species, the CS chain

Table 2. Chondroitin Sulfate Measurementsa

all samples (n = 32)
(μg/mg dried tissue)

intact samples (n = 14)
(μg/mg dried tissue)

gaping samples (n = 18)
(μg/mg dried tissue)

chondroitin sulfate average SD average SD average SD statistics (Welch’s t-test)

total dp2 0.9148 0.2683 0.9833 0.317 0.8615 0.1983 p = 0.238
dp2 [1,0,1,0,1] 0.3573 0.0994 0.3541 0.953 0.3598 0.1023 p = 0.876
dp2 [1,0,1,1,1] 0.4786 0.1706 0.5419 0.2192 0.4293 0.0939 p = 0.081
dp2 [1,0,1,2,1] 0.0798 0.0452 0.0894 0.0546 0.0722 0.0343 p = 0.331
dp1 0.032 0.011 0.0321 0.0129 0.032 0.0093 p = 0.985
dp3 [0,1,2,3,2] 0.00111 0.00137 0.00103 0.00101 0.00126 0.0016 p = 0.786
dp3 [1,1,1,1,1] 1.505 0.2203 1.4917 0.1269 1.5154 0.2755 p = 0.749
dp4 0.0494 0.0309 0.0398 0.0281 0.057 0.031 p = 0.123
dp5 0.00201 0.00112 0.0079 0.00111 0.00206 0.00111 p = 0.807
dp6 0.00026 0.00032 0.0003 0.00043 0.00022 0.00019 p = 0.515
dp8 0.00066 0.00103 0.00041 0.00099 0.00086 0.00103 p = 0.230
chain length 99.8 23.65 104.3 29.57 96.6 18.82 p = 0.385

dp2 distribution (%)

[1,0,1,0,1] 39.6 7.0 37.2 7.1 41.5 6.5 p = 0.088
[1,0,1,1,1] 52.0 5.7 54.1 5.5 50.4 5.5 p = 0.071
[1,0,1,2,1] 8.4 2.3 8.8 2.5 8.1 2.2 p = 0.446

aWelch’s t-test was used to test for differences between intact (n = 14) and gaping (n = 18) samples. The chain length was estimated by dividing
the total CS saccharide measurements adjusted to disaccharide units with the amount detected of saturated dp1, dp3, and dp5, which originate
from the nonreducing end.
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length, or the relative dp2 distribution when comparing all
gaping and intact samples. All measurements and statistical
values for the comparison between intact and gaping tissues are
listed in Table 2.
Chondroitin sulfate has a normal chain length ranging from

40 to 120 disaccharide units, depending on tissue context,43

although shorter chains also have been reported.30 Therefore,
the average CS chain length of 99.8 disaccharide units
estimated in this study is within the expected range. The
length of the CS chain and molecular weight distribution have
been reported to have a considerable effect on CS function and
interaction with other molecules.44 The average CS chain
length of intact tissue was higher than that of gaping tissue, but
the difference was not significant (Table 2).
The dp3 composition [1,1,1,1,1] (see Table 1) accounted

for between 93.3 and 99.8% of the various mono- and
oligosaccharides, excluding the dp2s. An earlier study45

reported the presence of CS trisaccharides resistant to
chondroitinase digestion and concluded that they originated
from the reducing terminal end of CS chain and their release
caused by either alkaline treatment of the PG or presence of
tissue endo-β-D-glucuronidases. Another study46 also detected
these trisaccharides in shark cartilage and suggested that they
were generated by breakdown of the CS chain or during
commercial processing. Because sampling for this study took
place 7 days postmortem, some degradation might well have
occurred, although it is difficult to estimate to what degree
since no such analysis has been made of fresh salmon muscle
and connective tissues for comparison. The cause of such a
high concentration of these trisaccharides does not appear to
be related to the connective tissue degradation causing gaping
as no significant difference was detected between their content
in intact and gaping tissues.
To our knowledge, no comparable quantitative analysis of

GAGs in fish muscle has been reported. However, the relative
CS dp2 distribution detected in this study was considerably
different from that detected in other studies analyzing the CS
content in various fish species,37,47−50 although these studies
focused on other tissues such as bone, whole embryo or adult,
fins, swim bladder, and cartilage. The present CS sulfation

degree was much lower as nearly 40% of the CS disaccharides
were nonsulfated, while these other studies reported from
undetectable amounts to ∼33% at the most of nonsulfated CS
disaccharides. On the other hand, the relative content of
disulfated CS disaccharides was at a more comparable level to
these other studies at around 8 to 10% (Table 2). There were
no significant differences detected in the relative distribution of
the three dp2 ion species when comparing all gaping and intact
samples (Table 2).

Pairwise Comparisons of Intra-Individual Gaping and
Intact Tissue Samples. Comparisons of the intact and
gaping sample pairs taken from the same individuals (n = 10)
showed a significant difference in the relative distribution of
the dp2 phenotypes (Table 3). Each dp2 phenotype was tested
for discrimination between the two sample types by the paired
t-test and by the paired Wilcoxon test (not shown). Both tests
showed significant difference between intact samples and
gaping samples for all three dp2 phenotypes.
Comparisons of the measured CS amounts showed

significant difference in the monosulfated dp2 [1,0,1,1,1]
only (Table 3). Representative EICs of the dp2 phenotypes for
intact (Figure 2a) and gaping (Figure 2b) samples illustrate the
relation between the peak sizes.
The comparisons of the relative dp2 values of the intact and

gaping sample pairs from each individual were illustrated in a

Table 3. Pairwise Comparisons of Intra-Individual Gaping and Intact Samples

intact samples (n = 10) (μg/mg dried tissue)
Gaping samples (n = 10)
(μg/mg dried tissue)

chondroitin sulfate average SD average SD statistics (paired t-test)

total dp2 1.0161 0.362 0.8866 0.1656 p = 0.212
10101 0.3438 0.1058 0.3845 0.0928 p = 0.285
10111 0.5537 0.1994 0.4336 0.0893 p = 0.027a

10121 0.0244 0.0646 0.0692 0.0982 p = 0.098
dp1 0.0296 0.0118 0.0342 0.0104 p = 0.265
dp3 [0,1,2,3,2] 0.0012 0.0011 0.001 0.0012 p = 0.803
dp3 [1,1,1,1,1] 1.4584 0.1257 1.537 0.2821 p = 0.507
dp4 0.0407 0.0264 0.045 0.0353 p = 0.636
dp5 0.0009 0.0011 0.0023 0.0017 p = 0.284
dp6 0.00033 0.00052 0.00024 0.0002 p = 0.663
dp8 0.00057 0.00119 0.00091 0.00109 p = 0.578
chain length 109.6 28.75 94.64 19.91 p = 0.172

dp2 distribution (%)

[1,0,1,0,1] 35.2 7.03 43.33 6.17 p = 0.002b

[1,0,1,1,1] 55.49 5.72 49.04 5.05 p = 0.006b

[1,0,1,2,1] 9.3 2.52 7.63 1.5 p = 0.03a

aSignificant at p < 0.05. bSignificant at p < 0.01.

Figure 2. Representative combined EICs of the three major CS
disaccharide compositions from (a) intact and (b) gaping tissues.
Peak 1, disulfated CS dp2 [1,0,1,2,1]; peak 2, monosulfated CS dp2
[1,0,1,1,1]; peak 2′, in source loss of SO3 from monosulfated CS; peak
3, nonsulfated CS dp2 [1,0,1,0,1].
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dot plot showing connections between the samples taken from
the same individual (Figure 3). Intact samples nearly always

had lower relative content of nonsulfated CS dp2s compared to
gaping samples from the same individual and a higher relative
content of both mono- and disulfated CS dp2s.
This means that a difference was found in the CS sulfation

degree between intact and gaping samples from the same fillet,
while no difference was seen in total dp2 content or any CS
saccharide other than the monosulfated disaccharide. This
indicates that CS in gaping tissue has been more subject to
desulfation. A higher degree of desulfation but not degradation
might suggest the action of endosulfatases. Although the
endogenous CS catabolism has not been fully established, the
most recognized path of CS degradation in vertebrates is by
fragmentation of the CS chain into oligosaccharides followed
by sequential degradation from the nonreducing end by
exoglycosidases and sulfatases working in tandem.51 A study
showed that both total CS content and CS4 were significantly
reduced by higher galactosamine-4-sulfatase levels in hu-
mans.52 Therefore, it might be possible that the different

degradation pattern in gaping tissue is caused by bacterial
endosulfatase activity.53 Many bacteria in the human intestines
are capable of digesting GAGs,54 and chondroitin sulfate 4-O-
endosulfatases from marine bacteria have also been identi-
fied.55 These bacterial enzymes might potentially display a
higher activity or a wider range of CS-degrading pathways. To
our knowledge, no eukaryotic CS endosulfatases have yet been
reported. The bacterial CS 4-O endosulfatases can remove 4-
O-sulfate from CS polysaccharide chains but are inhibited by
the 6-O-sulfation of GalNAc.55 This corresponds well with the
findings in this study showing that the differences between the
singly sulfated and nonsulfated forms in gaping and intact
tissues are highly significant, while the difference in relative
content of the doubly sulfated CS disaccharides is less
significant (Table 3). An earlier study showed a correlation
between intestinal fluids and/or blood left in the abdominal
cavity post-slaughter and a higher degree of gaping.56

Potentially, bacteria present in salmon intestines are capable
of producing endosulfatases acting on chondroitin sulfate. On
the other hand, the desulfation of CS polysaccharides by
bacterial sulfatases might also promote the digestion of CS by
bacterial lyases, which could cause a difference in CS content.
Alternatively, there could be some inherent variation in the

sulfation degree in the connective tissue of the salmon fillets,
leaving the integrity of some areas more vulnerable to
disintegration by the action of sulfatases from the blood
and/or intestinal fluids. Further research into the CS
desulfation potential of fish blood and intestinal bacteria is
needed to clarify any potential effect of these substances on the
connective tissue and chondroitin sulfate composition.
Comparisons to fresh tissue are also recommended.
Another implication of these findings is that future research

might benefit from comparing samples from the same
individuals over a time period postmortem instead of
comparing different individuals. The results from this study
imply that the total content and relative distribution of CS dp2
in the tissue vary from individual to individual and it might be

Figure 3. Dot plot comparing the relative distribution of the three CS
disaccharide compositions in intact (n = 10) and gaping (n = 10)
sample pairs from the same individuals. The sample pairs are
illustrated with connecting lines.

Figure 4. Representative chromatograms for heparanase I, II, and III-digested HS extracted from salmon muscle and connective tissues. (a) TIC,
(b) BPC, and EICs of the relatively abundant Δ-unsaturated disaccharides (c) D0A0 and (d) D0S0 and the relatively abundant saturated
disaccharides (e) U2A0/U0A6 and (f) U0S0.
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difficult to find a specific threshold amount or dp2 distribution
indicative of gaping tissue. On the other hand, the results
indicate that changes within the same individual are more
informative.
Heparan Sulfate. The TICs of the HS samples showed

some noise (Figure 4a), but as with CS, the BPC was better
resolved (Figure 4b) and it was possible to quantify
disaccharides using the SEC-MS data. In addition, Figure 4
illustrates representative EICs of relatively abundant HS Δ-
unsaturated disaccharides (Figure 4c,d) and saturated
disaccharides (Figure 4e,f).
The amount of HS disaccharides measured after GAG

extraction and digestion by heparanase I, II, and III was, on
average, 0.209 μg/mg dried tissue. A similar amount of HS, 0.2
μg/mg dried tissue, was detected in swim bladders of groupers
(subfamily Epinephelinae).49 For comparison, there was 0.34
μg/mg sulfated HS detected in rat muscle,39 while the amounts
detected in various defatted and dried murine tissue types were
between 0.120 and 3.30 μg/mg.57 As with the CS analysis, the
HS values were compared between all intact and gaping
samples as well as between intact and gaping sample pairs from
the same individual (n = 10). An overview of all HS dp2
compositions and ion species measured with m/z values and
retention times can be found in Table S1. There was no
difference detected in the total amount of HS disaccharides
recovered from intact and gaping tissues by either comparison
method (Table 4). In this study, the amount of CS dp2s
detected (Table 2) was 4.7 times more abundant than that of
HS dp2s (Table 4). A study of cod and wolffish, the first prone
to gaping and the other not,23 reported that the sulfated CS/
HS ratios in the fillets were 0.58 and 4.14, respectively.24

However, these measurements were performed using different
techniques than applied in this study.
The HS chain length, which was calculated by dividing the

total amount of disaccharides with the saturated amount, was
14.09 dp2s on average (Table 4), which is short compared to
the 25−200 disaccharides considered to be the common
range.58 In comparison, various tissue types in rat contained an
HS chain length between ∼30 and 60 disaccharide units.27 It is
difficult to estimate to what extent the relatively short chain
length is caused by postmortem degradation as there are no
data of this kind from live or newly slaughtered fish. However,
as the salmon was in storage for 7 days postmortem before
sampling, it is likely that some degradation has taken place. In
addition, no significant differences were detected in the HS
chain length between intact and gaping tissues (Table 4). This
indicates that gaping is not caused by a difference in rate of the
usual form of degradation where HS chains are first cleaved
into smaller fragments by endo-β-glucuronidase followed by a

well-ordered sequential degradation including several enzymes.
Endolytic heparanase activity can cause shorter HS chains59 as
they seem to have larger affinity for cleaving glycosidic bonds
closest to the nonreducing end.60

The short chain length was most likely also the reason that
the HS dp2 distribution detected in this study, as illustrated in
Figure 5 using shorthand description,61 was different and that

the HS sulfation degree (Table 4) was lower than that detected
in other species and organs.27,42,47 HS chains are arranged in
domains of high sulfation, low sulfation, and mixed regions.
The specific arrangement of domains seems to be important
for the function of HS.62 Salmon muscle might contain less
sulfated HS chains, or the comparatively low sulfation degree
might be a reflection of postmortem desulfation or loss of more
densely sulfated regions due to postmortem degradation.
However, rat skeletal muscle has also been demonstrated to
have a relatively low sulfation degree of HS, both internally in
the chain and at the nonreducing end, compared to various
other organs.27 No significant difference was detected in the
overall sulfation degree of the HS chains between gaping and
intact tissues in our samples. However, a significant difference

Table 4. HS Measurements and Comparisons of Amounts Detected, Chain Length, and Sulfation Degree

all samples (n = 32) intact samples (n = 14)
gaping samples

(n = 18) statisticsa

parameter average SD average SD average SD Welch’s t-test Paired t-test

total amount of HS (μg/mg dried tissue) 0.194 0.065 0.209 0.058 0.189 0.069 0.411 0.552
chain length 14.09 4.91 14.6 4.8 13.7 5.11 0.598 0.744
Δ-unsat. sulf. degree 0.473 0.054 0.467 0.06 0.478 0.05 0.579 0.28
Δ-unsat. N-sulf. degree 0.323 0.018 0.322 0.02 0.326 0.016 0.572 0.037b

sat. sulf. degree 0.945 0.137 0.96 0.118 0.939 0.154 0.676 0.964
sat. N-sulf. degree 0.27 0.137 0.256 0.123 0.281 0.15 0.604 0.76

aWelch’s t-test included all samples, while the paired t-test only included those intact (n = 10) and gaping (n = 10) sample pairs retrieved from the
same individuals. bSignificant at p < 0.05.

Figure 5. Relative distribution of (a) Δ-unsaturated and (b) saturated
HS disaccharides in intact and gaping tissues. The HS dp2s are
abbreviated using the nomenclature described previously.63
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was found in the Δ-unsaturated N-sulfation degree between
intact and gaping tissues (p = 0.034) sampled from the same
individual (n = 10). The gaping samples generally had a higher
Δ-unsaturated N-sulfation degree. No difference was detected
when comparing all samples (Table 4).
Consistent with the findings of others,42 there was a clear

difference in the sulfation pattern of the internal chain and
nonreducing end (Figure 5). The unsaturated HS disacchar-
ides had a low level of O-sulfation (Figure 5) as they were
mainly nonsulfated (∼59.5%) or just N-sulfated (∼26.5%),
while the saturated disaccharides had a much higher sulfation
degree with only ∼19% nonsulfated dp2s. Whether this is a
reflection of the original chain structure or it is due to
postmortem degradation of the HS chains is difficult to
estimate. A comparison with fresh salmon tissue samples is
needed to clarify that issue.
From the saturated and unsaturated dp2 distribution (Figure

5), it is also possible to estimate the probability of where the
various disaccharide phenotypes are positioned. U2A6 dp2s are
much more likely to be at the NRE than internally in the chain.
This is in stark contrast to various bovine and murine organs,42

while some rat organs also show this tendency, albeit to a lesser
degree.27 In humans, the HS nonreducing end seems to be
very important for binding affinity of HS to fibroblast growth
factor-2 (FGF2), which regulates, among other things, cell
adhesion.63

Comparisons between NRE dp2 distribution and chain
length showed a gradual change in the composition as the
chain length increased or decreased (Figure 6). The
proportion of N-sulfated disaccharides at the nonreducing
end increases with increasing chain length, consistent with
findings of others.42 The three NRE dp2 phenotypes, U0A0,
U2A0/U0A2, and U2S0/U0S2, seem to have a correlated

pattern, while the other dp2 phenotypes do not seem to have a
structured pattern (data not shown). Interestingly, there is a
difference between intact and gaping samples in the stringency
of this structure. While the intact samples can be regressed to a
trend line with R2 values between 0.44 and 0.77 (Figure 6a),
the gaping samples are less uniform, and the trend lines are less
valid with R2 values between 0.05 and 0.56 (Figure 6b).
Whether a larger variation in the HS chain structure means a
less organized and weaker connective tissue is uncertain but
might be worth the attention.

■ CONCLUSIONS

There were significant differences detected in the relative
content of CS dp2 phenotypes in gaping and intact tissue
samples when comparing samples taken from the same
individual. The CS dp2s in gaping tissue had a lower sulfation
degree. In addition, the amount of singly sulfated CS dp2 was
significantly lower in gaping tissue. This difference in CS
sulfation degree could be due either to an inherent difference
in the tissue or endosulfatases in which bacteria are known to
produce because there was no difference in degradation of CS
otherwise. The HS analysis revealed overall short chain lengths
potentially caused by the action of endogenous heparanases.
The only significant difference in the HS structure between
intact and gaping samples was that gaping samples had a higher
Δ-N-sulfation degree in terms of the internal chain. Gaping
samples also had a less uniform chain structure. Further
elucidation of reasons and implications of these differences
requires additional research including samples of fresh tissue
for comparison. Differences in the GAG structure between
intact and gaping tissues were mainly detected when
comparing intact and gaping samples taken from the same
individuals. Potential threshold values for GAG function failure
in relation to gaping might thus be difficult to ascertain for a
species in general. Instead, it might be beneficial for future
research to compare postmortem time series of samples from
the same individuals.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Samples. Thirty farmed Atlantic salmon were kindly
provided by the farming company Luna (Faroe Islands). The
salmon, taken at an aquaculture facility during normal
slaughtering procedures, were ∼2.5 years of age and had an
average weight of 4.2 kg. All salmon were from the same net
pen and had experienced the same conditions from fry to
slaughter. None of the salmon had reached maturity. The 30
salmon were used in a postmortem experimental setup
(detailed in ref 64) for analyzing the effect of cleaning of the
abdomen and initial storage temperature in the presence of
gaping. After 7 days in cold storage, all 30 salmon were
evaluated for the presence of gaping. At the same time, one
gaping and/or one intact tissue sample was taken from each of
the 30 salmon (n = 43). The samples consisted of connective
tissue, myocommata, and the adjacent muscle tissue.
Illustrations of intact and gaping fillets as well as sampling
area are provided in Figure S1. The samples were stored at
−18 °C and later homogenized into powder while frozen by
sterile mortar and pestle. The samples were subsequently
lyophilized.

Reagents. Heparin lyases I, II, and III from Flavobacterium
heparinum were purchased from Ibex Pharmaceuticals
(Montreal, Canada). Chondroitinase ABC from Proteus

Figure 6. Distribution of HS disaccharides at the NRE compared to
chain length for (a) intact and (b) gaping samples. Linear regression
values for (a) intact tissue were as follows: U0A0, R2 = 0.73, p <
0.0001; U2A0/U0A2, R2 = 0.44, p = 0.0094; U2S0/U0S2, R2 = 0.77,
p < 0.0001. Linear regression values for (b) gaping tissue were as
follows: U0A0, R2 = 0.56, p < 0.0005; U2A0/U0A2, R2 = 0.05, p =
0.4103; U2S0/U0S2, R2 = 0.35, p < 0.0128.
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vulgaris and benzonase were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO, USA). Pronase was purchased from Roche
Applied Science.
GAG Extraction. GAGs were extracted from dry tissue

(∼60 mg) of the 43 samples by a slightly modified version of
the extraction procedure previously described.27 The tissue was
suspended in 0.75 mL of protein digest buffer (50 mM Tris/
HCl (pH ≈ 8), 1 mM CaCl2, 1% Triton X-100) and incubated
with end-over-end mixing for 48 h at 55 °C. Pronase (1 mg/
sample) was added initially and again after 24 h. Following
heat inactivation of pronase by suspending the sample tubes
into boiling water for 5 min, the buffer was adjusted to 2 mM
MgCl2. Benzonase (400 mg/sample) was added, and samples
were incubated at 37 °C for 3 h. Then, the samples were
adjusted to 0.5 M NaOH and incubated overnight with end-
over-end mixing at 4 °C. Thereafter, the samples were acidified
with acetic acid to pH ≈ 5.5 and centrifuged at 15.000g for 15
min. The supernatants were transferred to new tubes, and 3
mL of MilliQ water was added. DEAE-Sephacel columns were
prepared for GAG purification by adding 2.0 mL of slurry
(Sigma-Aldrich) to the 10 mL columns (Bio-Rad) with frits
only at the bottom. The resins were flushed with 10 mL of 0.1
M NaCl and 20 mM NaOAc (pH = 6.0) and eluted by gravity.
The samples were added and washed with 25 mL of the same
solution. The samples were since eluted, and GAGs were
recovered by eluting with 2.5 mL of 1 M NaCl and 29 mM
NaOAc (pH = 6.0). For desalting, PD-10 (GE Healthcare)
columns and buffer reservoirs were washed with 30 mL of
MilliQ water before the samples were added and eluted by
gravity with 3.5 mL of MilliQ water. Each of the eluted samples
was divided into two tubes and freeze-dried overnight for
further analysis.
GAG Digestion. CS and HS were chosen for MS analysis

as these are the most abundant GAGs in the muscle connective
tissue that otherwise has a low concentration of GAGs. Forty
percent of the total extracted GAG pool was digested with
heparin lyases I, II, and III, targeting heparan sulfate, while
15% was digested with chondroitinase ABC, targeting
chondroitin sulfate. Each of the two tubes with extracted and
dried GAG pool samples was rehydrated with 5.0 μL of H2O.
For HS digestion, 4.0 μL of GAG pool was incubated at 37 °C
for 24 h with 0.5 μL of 100 mM Ca(OAc)2, 2.0 μL of 100 mM
Tris/HCl (pH = 7.4), and 7.0 μL of a mixture of HS lyases I,
II, and III. For CS digestion, 1.5 μL of GAG pool was
incubated at 37 °C for 24 h with 1.0 μL of 100 mM NH4OAc,
3.0 μL of 100 mM Tris/HCl (pH = 8.0), and 6.5 μL of CH
ABC. Because digested GAGs can be separated from GAG
polysaccharides with size exclusion chromatography used in
connection with LC−MS, no further treatment was needed. A
simplified overview of GAG extraction and digestion is
provided in Figure S2. For optimal use of laboratory facilities,
some of the extracted GAG samples were pooled in equivalent
amounts, resulting in a final sample size of n = 32 for SEC-LC/
MS analysis (Table 5). Pooled samples were of either gaping or
intact tissue and from fish within the same experimental group
and with the same gaping classification.64 Pooling of samples
was performed without interfering with the possibility of
comparing intact and gaping tissue samples from the same
individual.
Liquid Chromatography−Mass Spectrometry Anal-

ysis. For the disaccharide analysis of HS and CS, the technical
design of the SEC-LC/MS system used was the same as
reported by Shi and Zaia.27 The mobile phase (12.5 mM

formic acid, pH adjusted to 4.4 by ammonia, in 10%
acetonitrile) was delivered isocratically at 0.015 mL/min.
Disaccharides and oligosaccharides eluting from the SEC
column were analyzed using the Applied Biosystems QSTAR
Pulsar-I (Q-ToF) mass spectrometer operating in negative
polarity using the enhanced mode. The MS analyses were
performed with an internal standard (ΔHexA2S-GlcNS6S),
making quantification possible. HS and CS saccharides were
identified according to m/z values and retention times, as
described.27 Throughout the HS and CS analyses, 10 randomly
chosen samples were run in triplicate to confirm consistent
technical performance.

Statistical Analysis. All statistical analyses were performed
using R (http://www.r-project.org). The significance level was
set at p-values below 0.05. Welch’s t-test65 was used when
comparing all gaping and intact tissue samples (n = 32). The
paired t-test66 and paired Wilcoxon test,67 a distribution-free
method that replaces the data with corresponding order
statistics, were applied to all pairwise comparisons of HS and
CS measurements from gaping (n = 10) and intact (n = 10)
sample pairs taken from the same 10 individuals.
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Table S1, compositions, m/z values, ion species, and
retention times of all HS disaccharides measured; Figure
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Table 5. Tissue Samples for Glycosaminoglycan Extraction
and Mass Spectrometry Analysisa

salmon no. gaping tissue intact tissue number of samples

1 X 1
2 and 9 (pooled) X 1
3 X 1
4 X 1
5 X X 2
6 X 1
7 X X 2
8 and 10 (pooled) X 1
11 X 1
12 and 15 (pooled) X 1
13 X X 2
14 X X 2
16 and 18 (pooled) X X 2
17 X X 2
19 and 20 (pooled) X 1
21 X X 2
22 and 25 (pooled) X 1
23 and 24 (pooled) X X 2
26 X X 2
27 and 28 (pooled) X 1
29 X X 2
30 X 1
total 18 14 32

aSome samples were pooled in equivalent amounts following GAG
extraction. Pooled samples were of same tissue type, gaping or intact,
from two individuals, as indicated.
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ABSTRACT
Background. Microbial analyses performed in connection with the post-slaughter
environment of farmedAtlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.) havemostly focused on specific
bacteria that may have negative effects on the health of consumers. However, bacteria
may also affect other quality variables. The objective of this study was to provide general
knowledge about composition and dynamics of the bacterial communities present at
slaughter and cold storage of farmed Atlantic salmon, as well as reveal any possible
correlations to gelatinase activity, which may affect fillet quality. Thus, these data may
provide a basis for optimization opportunities in the aquaculture industry.
Methods. Samples were taken from the digestive system harvested from 15 salmon
immediately after slaughter. Another 17 salmon were taken from the processing line
just before the final cleaning stage; of these eight were distributed in three iced storage
boxes while the other nine were rinsed an extra time with industrial water before being
distributed into another three storage boxes. In the following 6 days, samples were taken
of skin mucus, liquids in the abdominal cavity and the storage ice. The compositions of
the bacterial communities were analyzed by next-generation sequencing and gelatinase
activity was measured in all samples except the storage ice.
Results. The bacterial communities in the digestive tract samples were dominated by the
family Mycoplasmataceae. The genus Aliivibrio was also relatively abundant. Bacterial
communities in the abdominal cavity were generally more diverse than the intestinal
samples. However, all of the abdominal samples from storage box no. 3 had a high
relative abundance of Mycoplasmataceae, and could not be distinguished from the
intestinal samples (Q= 1.27, p= 0.633) while being significantly different from the
other abdominal samples (Q= 9.02, p= 0.01). In addition, the abdominal samples
from storage box no. 3 had a significantly higher gelatin degrading activity (Q= 9.43,
p= 0.001) than those from the other storage boxes and similar to the high gelatinase
activity in the intestinal samples. This indicated that in storage box no. 3 there was a
transfer of intestinal fluids to the abdominal cavities, which was not removed by the
cleaning procedure. There was a significant difference of the major phyla detected in
the skin mucus of salmon rinsed an additional time, as these salmon had a higher
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relative amount of Firmicutes (F = 4.76, p= 0.04) and lower amount of Proteobacteria
(F = 4.41, p= 0.047).
Conclusions. The study showed a correlation between intestinal fluids and bacteria
left in the abdominal cavity and gelatinase activity. This suggested that intestinal fluids
and/or bacteria could enhance the degradation of connective tissue in the abdominal
cavity and hence negatively affect the fillet quality. In addition, the study provided
general knowledge of the composition and dynamics of bacterial communities present.

Subjects Aquaculture, Fisheries and Fish Science, Bioinformatics
Keywords Aquaculture, Atlantic salmon, Bacterial communities, Gelatinase activity,
Post-slaughter

INTRODUCTION
The post-mortem degradation of connective tissue in Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.)
fillets leading to lower quality has mainly been attributed to the enzymatic activity of
matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) (Pedersen et al., 2015). MMPs are excreted by various
cells in the soft and hard connective tissues (Verma & Hansch, 2007), and are therefore
present in the tissue of slaughtered fish in cold storage even after having been bled out.
However, a recent study (Jacobsen, Joensen & Eysturskarð, 2017) found that blood and other
bodily fluids or remains left in the abdominal cavity during cold storage had a significant
effect on the degree of gaping and soft fillets in Atlantic salmon. This suggests that MMPs
and enzymes other than those inherently present in the muscle tissue can be damaging to
the connective tissue during cold storage of the salmon. High concentrations of several
MMPs have been measured in salmon blood (Eysturskarð et al., 2017) and MMPs have
also been reported in bile of other fish species (Hauser-Davis, Lima & Campos, 2012). In
addition to MMPs produced by the salmon itself, many bacteria also produce MMPs and
other collagenolytic proteases (Zhang et al., 2015; Duarte, Correia & Esteves, 2016) as well
as proteolytic enzymes that can activate host proMMPs (Okamoto et al., 1997). Bacterial
collagenases or gelatinases (MMP subfamilies) not directly associated with pathogenic
activity have also been isolated from various fish species and their surroundings after
slaughter (Sai-Ut, Benjakul & Sumpavapol, 2013). Previous analysis of bacteria present
in the slaughtering and processing environment of farmed salmon or other farmed fish
species have mostly focused on specific spoilage bacteria and the methods have often
been culture dependent (Morey, Himmelbloom & Olivieira, 2014; Langsrud et al., 2015).
The general composition and dynamics of the bacterial community present on or in the
salmon and its cold-storage environment are more seldomly reported, although some
recent analyses have been made (Reynisson et al., 2010; Møretrøet al., 2016). Here we have
made concurrent analyses of the gelatin degrading potential and the bacterial community
in the digestive system at slaughter and in the skin mucus, and fluids from the abdominal
cavity over a period of seven days. In addition, the bacterial community composition in
the storage ice was also investigated. This has resulted in an improved understanding of
the potential correlations between external fluids and connective tissue degradation in
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the fillets. Furthermore, the information gained about the bacterial compositions in the
post-slaughter environment of salmon is a valuable addition to the basic knowledge of the
bacterial communities on and in salmon.

MATERIALS & METHODS
Samples
The entire digestive system was harvested from 15 salmon at slaughter in a processing
facility owned by the local farming company P/F Bakkafrost (Glyvrar, The Faroe Islands).
Whole intestines were taken from the abdominal cavity of the salmon when gutted and put
in sterile plastic bags and immediately stored in dry ice in closed containers. The containers
were transported to the laboratory within a few hours and the bags with digestive systems
stored at −80 ◦C until the experimental setup was completed approximately a week later.
Prior to sampling, the bags containing the digestive systems were taken out of the freezer
and left in a refrigerator (4 ◦C) to slowly thaw overnight. At sampling the digestive systems
were still chill and frozen but manageable. Samples were taken from the distal intestine
(DI), mid intestine (MI), pyloric caeca (Py), stomach (St) and oesophagus (Oe). Sterile
scalpels were used to open the organs while using another sterile scalpel to carefully scrape
out both content and wall mucus without scraping off organ material. Because the salmon,
according to standard procedure, were starved for a few days before slaughter, limited
amount of material was expected in the digestive tract. Where possible, 1 mL of material
per sample was used from each salmon and materials from two salmon were since pooled
into one 2 mL sample. If one of the salmon did not contain enough material a third
salmon was used as supplement. In total there were six pooled samples per digestive tract
location. See Fig. 1 for illustration of the experimental setup and sampling procedure.
DNA extraction was performed immediately following sampling. Overall, the sampling
procedure of the digestive system samples were designed to eliminate possible DNA
degradation or alteration of the microbial composition (Tedjo et al., 2015).

In order to simulate standard storage and transport conditions for the slaughtered
salmon, another group of 17 salmon were distributed into six storage boxes and sampled
several times during cold storage (Fig. 1). These salmon were removed from the standard
processing line just before the final cleaning operation in order to investigate the bacterial
communities present with two different cleaning conditions. Two or three salmon were
stored in each standard storage box and covered with ice of industrial (filtered and UV
treated) water. The salmon in replicate storage boxes no. 1, 2, and 3 were manually rinsed
once more with the same filtered and UV treated water (also used in the previous cleaning
operations in the processing line) before being stored, while the salmon in replicate storage
boxes no. 4, 5, and 6 did not go through the extra rinse. The storage boxes were thereafter
placed in the cooling facility with a temperature of approximately 2.0 ◦C according to
standard storage procedure. All sampling was performed in the cooling facility without
taking the salmon out of the boxes.

Samples of skin mucus (samples abbreviated ‘‘S’’) were taken on day 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7.
Samples of mucus and liquid from the abdominal cavity (samples abbreviated ‘‘B’’) were
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Figure 1 Illustration of experimental setup. Fifteen salmon were gutted manually immediately after be-
ing killed following standard procedure. Intestines were harvested and frozen for sampling at a later stage.
The same day another 17 salmon were taken of the proceesing table just prior to the final cleaning stage.
These salmon were distributed into six storage boxes with storage ice as standard procedure. Salmon in
three of the storage boxes were rinsed manually with industrial water before being stored while salmon in
the other three storage boxes were not. All storage boxes were placed in the cooling facility (∼2.0 ◦C) as
standard storage procedure and all sampling was performed there without taking the salmon out of the
storage boxes.

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.7040/fig-1

taken on same occasions, except on day 1. Sterile scalpels were used to scrape of mucus and
other liquids and remains from the two sampling sites. Care was taken not to puncture or
otherwise damage the skin or inner lining of the salmon during sampling . The skin mucus
sampled from all salmon in a storage box were pooled resulting in one sample per storage
box per sampling day. Likewise for the abdominal samples. At the same time as abdominal
samples were taken, 100 mL of slush ice (samples ‘‘K’’) was sampled from the bottom of
each storage box. The ice from storage boxes no. 1, 2, and 3 were pooled into one sample
for each sampling day and the same with the ice from storage boxes no. 4, 5, and 6 (Fig. 1).

Because conditions at the cooling facility were not appropriate for performing
homogenization and aliquoting, all samples were put on dry ice immediately at sampling
and since stored at −80 ◦C until further processing and analyses were performed. Deep
freeze storage for a short period has been shown to have only minor effect on enzyme
activity measurements and bacterial community analysis (Wallenius et al., 2010). Even two
freeze thaw cycles prior to enzymatic measurements was estimated to have minor influence
based on published experiments (Murias, Rachtan & Jodynis-Liebert, 2005; Cuhadar et al.,
2013). When the experimental setup was finished, samples were thawed and homogenized
by pipetting such that analyses of both bacterial community and enymatic activity could
be performed of the same sample. Subsamples from the homogenized samples were taken
for performing the sequencing protocol while the remainder of the sample was used for
measurements of gelatinase activity. If analysis of the gelatinase activity could not be done
in parallel to the bacterial community analyses the samples were re-frozen until those
analyses could be performed later, within a few days.
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DNA extraction
There were 96 samples in total (Fig. 1) that were subjected to DNA extraction. Samples
from the digestive system were processed immediately after sampling. Samples were mixed
until homogenous, and from these, subsamples of 220 mg were taken for DNA extraction
using the QIAamp Stool mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) while the remainings of the
samples were frozen and stored at −80 ◦C until further analysis. The DNA extraction was
performed according to the extraction kit protocol.

The ice from the storage boxes was thawed at room temperature and filtered using
0.22 µm filters. The 100 mL of ice from each of the storage boxes no. 1–3 from the same
sampling days were filtered together and thus pooled into one sample while the storage ice
from boxes no. 4–6 were pooled into one sample for each sampling day. DNA was then
extracted from the filters using the PowerWater DNA extraction kit following the supplier’s
instructions (Qiagen).

Skin mucus and abdominal samples from all sampling days except day 3 were extracted
using the PowerSoil DNA extraction kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s protocol.
The PowerSoil DNA extraction kit is extensively used in metagenomics although it does
not give high yield in comparison with other methods (Vishnivetskaya et al., 2013; Rubin et
al., 2014). However, in a comparison of extraction methods and the subsequent results of
sequencing on the IlluminaMiSeq platform, the relatively lowDNA concentration achieved
in the initial extraction did not seem to have any substantial negative effect on the number
of OTUs achieved and diversity measurements of the bacterial community (Burbach et
al., 2016). For comparison, samples from day 3 were extracted using the DNeasy Blood
and Tissue kit (Qiagen), which also has been used extensively for 16S rRNA sequence
analysis, by following the protocol for pretreatment of gram negative and gram positive
bacteria for two subsamples and combining the subsamples in step 4 in the supplier’s
protocol ‘‘Purification of total DNA from Animal Tissues’’. The DNA concentration was
measured in all samples using the Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA Assay kit (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and a Glomax Multi+ Detection System (Promega Biotech
AB, Nacka, Sweden).

Sequencing
Library preparation was performed according to the Illumina ‘‘16S Metagenomic
Sequencing Library Preparation’’ document (Part # 15044223 Rev. B) with mi-
nor modifications using the recommended universal amplicon primers (selected
from Klindworth et al., 2013) covering the V3 and V4 regions for the first round
PCR. The primer sequences including the Illumina overhang adapters were: 5′-
TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGCCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG-3′

and 5′-GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGGACTACHVGGGTATCT
AATCC-3′ for the forward and reverse primers, respectively. The PCRmix contained 5µl of
1 µM forward and reverse primers each, 12.5 µl of KAPA HiFi HotStart Ready Mix (Roche
Diagnostics, Rotkreuz, Switzerland), and 2.5 µl sample DNA. The DNA concentration
used for the amplicon PCR was approximately 6 ng/µl instead of the recommended 5
ng/µl. The concentration was increased due to the probability of host DNA presence.
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The thermocycling conditions were: 95 ◦C for 3 min, then 26 cycles of 95 ◦C for 30 s,
55 ◦C for 30 s, and 72 ◦C for 30 s, followed by 72 ◦C for 5 min and final hold at 4 ◦C.
Number of cycles in the amplicon PCR was increased from the recommended 25 to 26
because the DNA concentration was estimated to otherwise be too low. PCR products from
representative samples for each sample types were run on a BioAnalyzer using the High
Sensitivity DNA kit (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) to verify the size and purity before
continuing analysis. After verification, the index PCR was performed using primers from
the Illumina Nextera XT Index kit. The thermocycling conditions were the same as with
the initial amplicon PCR, but with only 10 cycles this time. Representative samples were
then run on the BioAnalyzer to verify the size and purity of the libraries. The libraries
were measured for DNA concentration using the Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA Assay kit
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). The final pooled library loaded into the MiSeq instrument for
sequencing had a concentration of 5 pM containing 6.67% PhiX control.

Data analysis
Fastq files were downloaded from the BaseSpace Sequence Hub and analysed in QIIME
(Caporaso et al., 2010a). Quality score plots of assembled and unassembled R1 and R2 reads
after joining the paired end reads using the SeqPrep (https://github.com/jstjohn/SeqPrep)
and fastq-join (Aronesty, 2013) methods were compared. SeqPrep performed better than
fastq-join in this instance and was used for assembling all reads. The assembled reads
with a minimum average quality score of Q30 were further quality filtered and sorted into
samples by the split_libraries-fastq.py command (Caporaso et al., 2012) using the default
values for quality thresholds. This resulted in the removal of single end reads with less than
75% consecutive high quality base calls and unassigned reads, as well as the truncation
of reads with more than three consecutive low quality base calls. ChimeraSlayer was
applied before OTU picking and did not detect any chimeras. The workflow command
pick_de_novo_otus.py was applied to cluster the reads into OTUs with 97% similarity by the
de novo method, representative reads were aligned with PyNAST (Caporaso et al., 2010b),
and taxonomy was assigned using the UCLUST method (Edgar, 2010). A phylogenetic
tree was also constructed with the program FastTree (Price, Dehal & Arkin, 2009) and
finally an OTU table was produced. All OTUs with less than five reads were removed.
Removal of low abundance OTUs has also been shown to reduce the content of chimeras
substantially (Majaneva et al., 2015; Auer et al., 2017) compensating for possible failure of
ChimeraSlayer to detect chimeras (Majaneva et al., 2015). The within sample diversity was
analyzed using the alpha_rarefaction.py command, calculating the alpha diversity metrics
Chao1 (Chao, 1984), observed OTUs, and PD whole tree (Faith, 1992). Calculations
of the between samples diversity was made using the beta_diversity_through_plots.py
including the phylogenetic tree and 4,000 reads per sample. The command produced a
weighted UniFrac (Lozupone & Knight, 2005) distance matrix and a principle coordinates
file that was visualised using the make_emperor.py command (Vázquez-Baeza et al., 2013).
Bacterial communities were reported at phylum level and at the most specific taxonomic
rank achieved from the analysis.
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Multivariate analysis
In order to get a comprehensive evaluation of the sequencing data, a data matrix was
subjected to principal component analysis (PCA) (Wold, 1979) using the software package
SIRIUS (Kvalheim & Karstang, 1987). The objects were all successfully sequenced samples
(n= 73) and the variables were all the different bacteria taxa detected and presented in
the OTU table (n= 365). Before PCA, the variables were centered by subtracting their
means and the objects were block normalized and log-transformed. These transformations
warrant proper comparison of the objects and ensure appropriate influence of the variables,
large or small. During PCA, the objects were placed in a multi-dimensional vector space,
one coordinate for each variable. New orthogonal coordinates, the principal components
(PCs) were then generated through the centroid of all samples in the multidimensional
space in the direction of the largest and second largest and the third largest dispersion of
the objects. In this way, the relationship among the objects could be depicted in only two
and three dimensions without substantial loss of the total variance.

Measurements of gelatinase activity
The EnzChek R© Gelatinase/Collagenase Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA) was used to screen the various samples for potential gelatinase/collagenase
activity. DQ gelatin (20 µl of 100 µg/mL) was used as substrate and 50µL of homogenized
sample was mixed with 50 µL of 1x buffer and added to each well. A negative control
containing only substrate and 1x buffer and a positive control containing the Clostridium
collagenase supplied with the kit were run with every plate measured. All samples were run
in duplicates. The samples were measured in a Glomax Multi+ Detection System at ex/em
= 490/510−570 nm every 10 min over a period of 15 h. The background fluorescence
measured in the negative controls was subtracted from all samples to achieve the Relative
Fluorescence Unit (RFU).

Statistics
Significant differences in the alpha diversity estimates and relative content of specific OTUs
between two sample groups were tested with ANOVA (F-statistic). Comparisons between
three or more groups was in addition analysed by the Tukey HSD (Q-statistic) for groups
with unequal number of replicates (Kramer, 1956) as implemented in the online calculator
(http://astatsa.com/OneWay_Anova_with_TukeyHSD/). Significance of beta diversity
between sample types was tested with PERMANOVA performed in QIIME. Significance
was accepted at p-values < 0.05.

Ethics statement
This study complied with the boundaries of EU legal frameworks relating to the protection
of animals used for scientific purposes (i.e., Directive 2010/63/EU). No specific permit
was needed since the industrial procedures in capture and slaughter were followed, and
none of these parts were initiated or altered due to this study. Tissue sampling took place
post-mortem following standard procedures performed by the local aquaculture industry,
authorized by the Faroese Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
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RESULTS
16S rRNA sequencing
The sequencing process resulted in 22,231,798 paired end reads in total. After paired end
sequences were joined and quality filtered, a total of 4,869,297 high quality reads were
available for analysis. After removal of the OTUs supported by less than five reads in total,
the number of reads was 4,814,980. Seventy three samples were successfully sequenced.
Most of the samples with insufficient number of reads for analysis (<1,000 reads) were
from the upper gastrointestinal area. In addition five of the skin mucus samples taken
on day 1 and 2 were not successfully sequenced. The 73 samples successfully sequenced
are listed in Table 1 with description of sample type, sampling day, number of reads and
OTUs.

The minimum and maximum number of reads per samples was 5,155 and 343,692,
respectively. The average and median number of reads per sample was 65,959 and 53,371,
respectively. The average number of OTUs per sample was 798.5. The individual rarefaction
curves (Fig. S1) indicated sufficient, but not saturating, sequencing depths formost samples
while a few of the samples with number of reads below approximately 25,000 would benefit
from a higher number of reads. Group-wise rarefaction curves based on sample types are
illustrated in Fig. S2.

Alpha diversity
OTU richness was estimated by several alpha diversity metrics: (i) observed OTUs, which is
the number of OTUs detected by subsampling every sample several times at a standardised
sequencing depth; (ii) Chao1, which adds a correction factor taking into account the
low abundance OTUs, and (iii) the phylogenetic diversity estimate PD whole tree, which
calculates the branch lengths in the phylogenetic tree constructed from each sample.
Within the salmon digestive tract samples, the pyloric caeca had the highest OTU richness
estimates (Figs. 2A and 2B) and phylogenetic diversity (Fig. 2C), followed by the mid
intestine and then the distal intestine, but these differences were not statistically significant
(Obs. OTUs: F = 1.22, p= 0.33; Chao1: F = 1.3, p= 0.31, PD wt: F = 1.2, p= 0.335).
The alpha diversity estimates for the single stomach sample were within the range of the
estimates for the other digestive tract samples. However, because only one sample was
available for the stomach, it was not included in this or other statistical analyses.

OTU richness and phylogenetic diversity in the skin mucus and abdominal fluids were
at a similar level and there was a great deal of variation between individual samples for
both sample types (Fig. 2). The skin mucus and abdominal fluids had a significantly higher
observed OTU estimate than the digestive tract samples from pyloric caeca (Q= 45.46,
p= 0.024;Q= 49.87, p= 0.01), mid intestine (Q= 46.19, p= 0.021;Q= 50.30, p= 0.009),
and distal intestine (Q= 45.78, p= 0.022; Q= 49.52, p= 0.01) respectively. For Chao1,
the distal intestine had significantly lower values than the abdominal samples (Q= 42.13,
p= 0.045) while the storage ice samples had significantly lower values than both skin
mucus (Q= 42.29, p= 0.044) and abdominal samples (Q= 50.67, p= 0.008). On the
other hand, the storage ice had significantly higher phylogenetic diversity values than all
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Table 1 Sample information and number of reads and OTUs obtained. All organic samples were pooled from 2–3 individuals. Ice from storage
boxes no. 1, 2, and 3 was pooled and ice from storage boxes no. 4, 5, and 6 was pooled. Alpha diversity estimates (displayed in Fig. 2) were based on
10 iterations using 16,018 rarefied reads for most samples, 10,682 reads † or 5,346 reads †† for a few samples and one sample was excluded †††.

Sample type—day Sample name No. of reads No. of OTUs Sample type—day Sample name No. of reads No. of OTUs

Stomach—1 ST-5 96,776 851 Abd. Fluids—7 B4-day 7 40,291 960
Pyloric caeca—1 PY-1 53,549 629 Abd. Fluids—7 B5-day7 53,371 1,210
Pyloric caeca—1 PY-2 31,223 417 Abd. Fluids—7 B6-day7 46,045 712
Pyloric caeca—1 PY-3 87,905 812 Skin mucus—1 S3-day1 36,139 469
Pyloric caeca—1 PY-4 113,453 923 Skin mucus—1 S4-day1 93,522 1,278
Pyloric caeca—1 PY-5 81,104 750 Skin mucus—1 S5-day1 62,329 973
Pyloric caeca—1 PY-6 95,580 843 Skin mucus—1 S6-day1 77,240 932
Mid intestine—1 MI-2 122,253 723 Skin mucus—2 S3-day2 5,155 526†††

Mid intestine—1 MI-3 42,600 546 Skin mucus—2 S4-day2 5,925 514††

Mid intestine—1 MI-4 117,836 904 Skin mucus—2 S5-day2 63,979 1,148
Mid intestine—1 MI-5 101,842 840 Skin mucus—2 S6-day2 119,630 1,343
Mid intestine—1 MI-6 129,901 928 Skin mucus—3 S1-day3 49,433 664
Distal intestine—1 DI-1 240,851 1,407 Skin mucus—3 S3-day3 55,544 706
Distal intestine—1 DI-3 84,371 399 Skin mucus—3 S4-day3 63,941 880
Distal intestine—1 DI-4 132,766 826 Skin mucus—3 S5-day3 50,891 805
Distal intestine—1 DI-6 86,550 789 Skin mucus—3 S6-day3 81,530 870
Abd. Fluids—2 B1-day2 6,300 508†† Skin mucus—4 S1-day4 17,318 972
Abd. Fluids—2 B2-day2 26,565 772 Skin mucus—4 S2-day4 5,859 417††

Abd. Fluids—2 B3-day2 237,438 893 Skin mucus—4 S3-day4 16,106 933
Abd. Fluids—2 B4-day2 41,085 775 Skin mucus—4 S4-day4 11,235 527†

Abd. Fluids—2 B5-day2 21,318 790 Skin mucus—4 S5-day4 26,064 753
Abd. Fluids—2 B6-day2 22,222 326 Skin mucus—4 S6-day4 14,008 452†

Abd. Fluids—3 B1-day3 28,587 806 Skin mucus—7 S1-day7 42,759 733
Abd. Fluids—3 B2-day3 45,885 908 Skin mucus—7 S2-day7 34,291 857
Abd. Fluids—3 B3-day3 85,806 672 Skin mucus—7 S3-day7 24,385 906
Abd. Fluids—3 B4-day3 21,631 767 Skin mucus—7 S4-day7 20,006 388
Abd. Fluids—3 B5-day3 20,031 1,080 Skin mucus—7 S5-day7 62,777 798
Abd. Fluids—3 B6-day3 41,540 820 Skin mucus—7 S6-day7 21,771 734
Abd. Fluids—4 B1-day4 62,987 985 Storage ice—2 K123-day2 54,001 690
Abd. Fluids - 4 B2-day4 14,790 600† Storage ice—2 K456-day2 34,806 558
Abd. Fluids—4 B3-day4 343,692 1,145 Storage ice—3 K123-day3 95,613 795
Abd. Fluids—4 B4-day4 34,765 764 Storage ice—3 K456-day3 69,222 803
Abd. Fluids—4 B5-day4 22,145 974 Storage ice—4 K123-day4 79,536 756
Abd. Fluids—4 B6-day4 17,807 875 Storage ice—4 K456-day4 20,499 451
Abd. Fluids—7 B1-day7 66,712 1,193 Storage ice—7 K123-day7 91,708 784
Abd. Fluids—7 B2-day7 90,507 1,139 Storage ice—7 K456-day7 90,332 598
Abd. Fluids—7 B3-day7 207,346 1,016
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Figure 2 Alpha diversity estimates for all samples types. (A) Observed OTUs, (B) Chao1, and (C) PD
whole tree estimates for stomach (St, n= 1), pyloric caeca (PY, n= 6), mid intestine (MI, n= 5), distal in-
testine (DI, n= 4), skin mucus (S, n= 25), abdominal fluids (B, n= 24) and storage ice (K, n= 8). Boxes
indicate median and 1st and 3rd quartile. Whiskers indicate standard deviations and dots represent out-
liers. Samples and iterations for alpha diversity estimates are described in Table 1.

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.7040/fig-2
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Figure 3 Composition of the bacterial community in the digestive system. Composition of the bacterial
community at (A) phylum and (B) genus level. Each sample was pooled from 2–3 salmon. The graphs rep-
resent the averages of the various sample types. ST, Stomach (n = 1), PY, Pyloric caeca (n = 6), MI, Mid
intestine ( n= 5), DI, Distal intestine (n= 4). Main phyla and genera are indicated.

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.7040/fig-3

the other sample types (PY:Q= 59.08, p= 0.001; MI:Q= 58.75, p= 0.001; DI:Q= 60.58,
p= 0.001; S: Q= 59.74, p= 0.001; B: Q= 65.96, p= 0.001).

Bacterial community compositions
The digestive tract
The phylum Tenericutes was very dominating in the digestive tract, representing between
77.6% and 99.8% of the OTUs detected (Fig. 3A).

The phylumProteobacteria, which is often detected in the intestines of salmon (Gajardo et
al., 2016;Dehler, Secombes & Martin, 2017), was nearly absent in the single stomach sample
with only 0.2% but was in average increasingly more abundant further down the digestive
system and represented 22.3% of the OTUs detected in the distal intestines. However, the
ANOVA/Tukey HSD Statistical test comparing the three sample groups (excluding the
stomach sample) detected no significant difference (F = 1.0078, p= 0.39). The salmon
digestive tract samples contained a bacterial community structure highly dominated by
one single or two OTUs.Mycoplasmataceae of the phylum Tenericutes was the overall most
dominant bacterial family represented in the digestive tract samples with between 77.3%
and 99.4% (Fig. 3B). The genus Aliivibrio belonging to the family Vibrionaceae of the
phylum Proteobacteria was also well represented in the samples, especially from the distal
intestines where it represented 21.6% of the OTUs.

The abdominal fluids
The compositions of the bacterial communities in the abdominal samples taken from
salmon in all storage boxes except no. 3 were relatively similar (Fig. 4).

In the abdominal samples from these five storage boxes, Proteobacteria was the
dominating phylum. There was also a high representation of Bacteroidetes, and on some
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Figure 4 Composition of the bacterial community in samples from the abdominal cavity. Composition
of the bacterial community at (A) phylum and (B) genus level. The six groups of columns represent the
four sampling days from storage boxes no. 1–6. Each column is a pooled sample from the 2–3 salmon in
each storage box. f, family, g, genus.

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.7040/fig-4

occasions Tenericutes (Fig. 4A). In contrast, the abdominal samples taken from salmon in
storage box no. 3were highly dominated by the phylumTenericuteswith between 97.5% and
99.9% of the reads. The Tukey HSD test showed that the abdominal samples from storage
box no. 3 had a significantly higher relative content of Tenericutes than the abdominal
samples from the other storage boxes (B1:Q= 6.07, p= 0.005; B2:Q= 7.98, p= 0.001; B4:
Q= 5.94, p= 0.006; B5: 7.75, p= 0.001; B6: Q= 7.61, p= 0.001). All abdominal samples
from storage box no. 3 consisted almost entirely of the familyMycoplasmataceae (Fig. 4B),
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in contrast to the other abdominal samples (Q= 9.02, p= 0.01) which generally had a
higher bacterial diversity and had similar relative contents ofMycoplasmataceae (F = 0.80,
p= 0.544). On the other hand, there was no significant difference detected between the
relative content of Mycoplasmataceae in the abdominal samples from storage box no. 3
and the digestive tract samples (Q= 1.27, p= 0.633). In storage box no. 6 there was a
relatively high representation of the genus Photobacterium (fam. Vibrionaceae) ranging
between 27.6% and 89.6% of the reads obtained the various sampling days (Fig. 4B). This
genus was detected at significantly lower abundances in some of the other samples from
the other storage boxes (F = 13.93, p< 0.001). Members of the family Enterobacteriaceae
were detected in all storage boxes, particularly on sampling days 3 and 7, with up to 25.9%.
Janthinobacterium (fam. Oxalobacteriaceae) and Elizabethkingia (fam. Flavobacteriaceae)
were also detected at highest relative abundance on these two sampling days. No significant
differences were detected between the storage boxes for these three bacteria (F = 0.78,
p= 0.578; F = 1.57, p= 0.219; F = 0.86, p= 0.525).

The skin mucus
The skin mucus microbiota in salmon from storage boxes no. 1, 2, and 3, which were
rinsed an additional time compared to the other salmon, was dominated by Bacteroidetes
with 10.9 - 16.2%, Firmicutes with 12.1–27.1% and Proteobacteria with 22.7–40.0% as well
as containing a relatively large proportion of unassigned bacteria (Fig. 5A).

In comparison the skin mucus microbiota from the other three storage boxes contained
a significantly higher proportion of Proteobacteria, 51.8–56.1% (F = 4.41, p= 0.047)
and a significantly lower proportion of Firmicutes (F = 4.76, p= 0.04). On average,
storage boxes no. 4, 5, and 6 also had a higher occurrence of Tenericutes with up to
23.8% compared to maximum 6.6% in the samples from storage boxes no. 1, 2, and
3, although the difference was not statistically significant (F = 3.61, p= 0.07). There
were several relatively abundant OTUs in the skin mucus samples from all storage
boxes. Janthinobacterium, Chryseobacterium and Elizabethkingia (both belonging to fam.
Flavobacteriaceae) and Enterobacteriaceae were all relatively abundant inmost storage boxes
(Fig. 5B). Staphylococcus (fam. Staphylococcaceae) and Lactobacillales were only relatively
abundant in skin mucus samples from a few of the storage boxes. Mycoplasmataceae,
Moraxellaceae, and Aliivibrio were mainly detected in the storage boxes containing salmon
not rinsed an extra time and the relative content of Photobacterium was significantly higher
in these samples than in those from salmon rinsed an extra time (F = 5.46, p= 0.03).
The salmon rinsed an extra time on the other hand had a larger proportion of unknown
bacteria.

The storage ice
Proteobacteria and Bacteroidetes were the most abundant phyla detected in the storage
ice represented with between 55.9–90.9% and 6.2–39.0%, respectively (Fig. 6A), while
Actinobacteria and Firmicutes were detected at lower levels. Tenericutes was detected at low
levels the first sampling day, and further diminished in abundance over time.

On the first sampling day, there was a relatively even OTU abundance distribution,
but over time the tendency was that a few OTUs became dominating while the low
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Figure 5 Composition of the bacterial community in the skin mucus. Composition of the bacterial
community at (A) phylum and (B) genus level. Each pie represents the average of all sampling days from a
storage box. S1 (n= 3), S2 (n= 2), S3 (n= 5), S4 (n= 5), S5 (n= 5), S6 (n= 5).

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.7040/fig-5
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Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.7040/fig-6

level OTUs represented a consistently decreasing part of the community (Fig. 6B). Ice
from storage boxes no. 1–3, containing salmon that were rinsed an extra time, and ice
from storage boxes no. 4–6 had a relatively similar bacterial community composition
the first sampling day. However, over time the bacterial compositions seemed to change
in two different ways. In storage boxes no. 4–6, the relative content of an unidentified
bacterium in the family Moraxellaceae increased over the sampling period from 22.9%
until it was a very dominant part of the bacterial community at 80.4%, while there was no
increase on the relative content ofMoraxellaceae in the storage ice from boxes no. 1–3. An
ANOVA statistical comparison revealed a significant difference (F = 6.25, p= 0.047) in the
content of Moraxellaceae between the storage ice from boxes no. 1–3 and boxes no. 4–6.
Acinetobacter, another genus from theMoraxellaceae family increased from 6.7% to 31.2%
in the ice from storage boxes no. 1–3 during the sampling period, which was significantly
different (F = 8.39, p= 0.028) than the more constant relatively low abundance detected
in the ice from storage boxes no. 4–6.

Beta diversity
All of the 73 samples and 10 of the most discriminating bacteria were displayed as objects
and variables, respectively, in a PC1 versus PC2 coordinate system, resulting in a 2D plot
(Fig. 7). Closely situated variables are positively correlated, while variables on either side
of the origo are negatively correlated.

Variables positioned far away from the origo, marked as a cross in the 2D plot, had the
largest influence on the placements of the samples in the plot. The variables with highest
discriminating power wereMycoplasmataceae (A) and Janthinobacterium (H) for PC1 and
Moraxellaceae (C) and Enterobacteriaceae (J) for PC2 (Fig. 7). The ten variables could
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Figure 7 PC-plot of all samples based on variables comprising bacterial taxa. 2D PC-plot. Each circle
represents one sample. Green, combined visceral samples including stomach, pyloric caeca, midgut and
hindgut. Red, abdominal cavities. Violet, skin mucus. Yellow, storage ice. The first and second principal
components (PC1 and PC2) describe 34% and 22%, respectively, of the total variance. The ten most dis-
criminatory variables are illustrated. A,Mycoplasmataceae (f), B, Aliivibrio (g), C,Moraxellaceae (f), D,
Acinetobacter (g), E, Psychrobacter (g), F, Flavobacterium (g), G, Chryseobacterium (g), H, Janthinobac-
terium (g), I, Elizabethkingia (g) and J, Enterobacteriaceae (f). f, family, g, genus.

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.7040/fig-7

effectively be sorted into four groups. Variables Mycoplasmataceae (A) and Aliivibrio (B),
composing one such group, had a positive correlation with the grouped intestinal samples,
marked in green, as would be expected by the dominating presence of these bacteria in those
samples. VariablesMycoplasmataceae (A) and Aliivibrio (B) were also positively associated
with seven samples from the abdominal cavity, which were inter-twinedwith the 15 samples
from the digestive tract (Fig. 7). These abdominal samples included all four samples from
storage box no. 3 as well as three others from various storage boxes. The second group
with the positively correlated variables Elizabethkingia (I) and Enterobacteriaceae (J) were
associated with some of the abdominal cavity and skin mucus samples which were drawn
toward them in the right lower corner (Fig. 7). The variable Janthinobacterium (H), sole
member of the third group, also influenced the positioning of these samples further to the
right along the PC1 axis. However, the association between these two sample types was not
as strong as between the intestinal samples and their related abdominal samples. The last
group containing the variables Moraxellaceae (C), Acinetobacter (D), Psychrobacter (E),
Flavobacterium (F) and Chryseobacterium (G) were revealed as the distinguishing features
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Figure 8 Gelatinase activity in (A) various sample types and in (B) abdominal samples. (A) Gelatinase
activity in various representative samples from salmon taken on day 2. DI, distal intestine, MI, mid intes-
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3.

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.7040/fig-8

of the storage ice (Fig. 7). Several of the skin mucus and abdominal samples were also
drawn towards these variables, but they were not as tightly associated with the variables
as the ice samples. There was no association between the storage ice and the intestinal
samples. The green digestive tract samples were clustered tightly as they were dominated
by only two variables. The yellow ice samples were also grouped, albeit more dispersed as
their position in the plot was influenced by several variables. On the other hand, the purple
skin mucus samples and the red abdominal samples were more scattered along both PC1
and PC2.

Weighted (Fig. S3A) and unweighted (Fig. S3B) UniFrac beta diversity calculations were
also made for comparison and were in agreement with the principal component analysis.
They also showed that the abdominal samples from storage box no. 3 grouped together with
the digestive tract samples at one end of the PC1 axis, explaining ∼72% of the variation in
the samples (Fig. S3A). The other abdominal samples were more mingled together with the
skin mucus samples further along the PC1 axis and the ice samples were situated furthest
away from the digestive tract samples. A PERMANOVA test of the significance of sample
groupings according to sample type using the weighted UniFrac distance matrix and based
on 999 permutations proved significant (F = 13.82, p= 0.001).

Gelatinase activity
The initial screening comparing the various sample types showed that gelatinase activity
(Fig. 8A) in the skin mucus and abdominal cavity was low and had a slow linear growth
similar to the negative control and was thus consistent with the absence or near absence of
enzyme activity.

On the other hand, samples from the pyloric caeca and mid intestine had a very high
activity of gelatin degrading enzymes as the flourescence was high already after a few
minutes of incubation. The distal intestine also showed gelatinase activity, although lower
than the pyloric caeca and the mid intestine. The further analysis of all samples revealed
that there was high enzymatic activity in the abdominal samples taken from the salmon in
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storage box no. 3. This was significantly different from the abdominal samples from the
salmon in the other five storage boxes (Fig. 8B) (Q= 9.43, p= 0.001), where the measured
gelatin degradation was consistent with the findings in the initial screening (Fig. 8A). The
high enzyme activity in storage box no. 3 decreased over time and on day 7 was almost as
low as in the other storage boxes. The skin mucus samples had very low gelatinase activity
consistent with the initial screening.

DISCUSSION
The alpha diversity values for the digestive tract samples were consistent with previous
studies on salmon intestinal microbiota (Gajardo et al., 2016; Dehler, Secombes & Martin,
2017). The high relative content of Mycoplasmateaceae detected in the samples from the
digestive tract (Fig. 3B) is also consistent with other studies also based on salmon living
in seawater (Llewellyn et al., 2016; Karlsen et al., 2017) although previous studies on the
salmon intestinal microbiota have reported Proteobacteria, Bacteriodetes, Firmicutes and
Tenericutes as the main phyla detected (Gajardo et al., 2016; Llewellyn et al., 2016; Dehler,
Secombes & Martin, 2017). Mycoplasmataceae is a heterogeneous group of small bacteria
lacking a cell wall and inhabiting a wide range of hosts as part of a parasitic lifestyle.
Although Mycoplasmataceae includes many pathogens, they seem to be a commensal
part of the intestinal microbiota of salmon (Llewellyn et al., 2016). The genus Aliivibrio,
which was relatively abundant in the samples from the digestive tract, was also previously
detected at relatively high levels in the digestive tract of sea-farmed salmon (Green, Smullen
& Barnes, 2013; Karlsen et al., 2017). Aliivibrio consists of marine bacteria some of which
are mutualistic, symbionts or pathogens in a range of marine animals including salmon
(Beaz-Hidalgo et al., 2010). The similarity in bacterial community composition detected
in this study is similar to that reported by some studies while others have found more
diversification along the digestive tract (Gajardo et al., 2016; Egerton et al., 2018).

To our knowledge no previous studies have included samples from the abdominal
cavity and direct comparison is therefore not possible. The clear contrast between the
bacterial composition in abdominal fluids taken from salmon in storage box no. 3 and the
other storage boxes indicated that the bacterial communities had different origins. The
dominating Mycoplasmataceae likely originated from the digestive system as the relative
content of Mycoplasmatacea in the abdominal samples from storage box no. 3 was no
different than that of the digestive tract samples. The beta diversity analysis (Fig. 7) also
indicated that Mycoplasmataceae and Aliivibrio originated from the digestive system and
supported the suggestion of transfer of bacterial communities from the gastrointestinal
tract to some of the abdominal samples, mainly those from storage box no. 3. The presence
of Enterobacteriaceae, Elizabethkingia, and other marine and environmental bacteria, such
as the genus Janthinobacterium and the family Moraxellaceae, in the abdominal samples
from salmon in the other five storage boxes, indicated that these bacterial communities
more likely originated from the seawater and the exterior surfaces of the salmon, or from
the industrial water used in processing the salmon. Photobacterium, which was relatively
abundant in some of these five storage boxes, consists mainly of marine bacteria that
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can inhabit both outer surfaces as well as the intestines of various marine fish species,
including Atlantic salmon (Urbanczyk, Ast & Dunlap, 2011). The differences detected
between sampling days in samples from the same storage box might be a reflection of
shifts in the compositions of the bacterial communities, which is natural especially for
perturbed environments (Gerber, 2014) such as the abdominal cavity of newly slaughtered
salmon. The co-occurrence of Enterobacteriaceae, Janthinobacterium, and Elizabethkingia
at their highest relative abundances on day 3 and 7 while all were detected at low relative
abundances on day 2 and 4 might suggest a a mutualistic relationship between them and/or
a common intolerance of certain other bacteria.

The microbial community in the skin mucus had a relatively even OTU abundance
distribution (Fig. 5B) and relatively high Chao1 and observed OTU estimates. Other
studies have reported a lower level of Chao1 estimates but higher phylogenetic diversity
in skin microbiota of Atlantic salmon (Lokesh & Kiron, 2016). Analysis of skin microbiota
in other fish species have shown lower levels of observed OTUs and lower or similar
levels of phylogenetic diversity (Chiarello et al., 2015; Lowrey et al., 2015), although with
fewer reads. However, the different sampling and storage conditions have to be taken into
account when comparing the skin mucus microbiota detected in this study with that found
in other studies. We have in this study not investigated to what degree the slaughtering and
cleaning procedure has affected the bacterial composition detected, but others have also
reported high diversity and even distribution of OTU abundances in skin mucus of various
fish species (Chiarello et al., 2015; Lowrey et al., 2015). In general, the bacteria presently
detected at high abundances did not correlate well with previous studies of the skin mucus
of salmon (Lokesh & Kiron, 2016; Minniti et al., 2017), but this might also be explained
by the different experimental setups and sampling conditions in the different studies, in
particular by the industrial rinsing of the fish in our study and the potential mixture of
bacterial communities originating from the intestines.

The bacterial community structure in the skin mucus from salmon in storage boxes no.
1, 2, and 3 had similar features, while the bacterial community in skin mucus from salmon
in the other three boxes seemed to have other characteristics. This suggested an effect of
the cleaning procedure. Proteobacteria has been reported as the overall dominant phylum
present in the skin microbiota of salmon living in a marine environment (Minniti et al.,
2017) and one possible explanation for the lower content of Proteobacteria in the skinmucus
of salmon in storage boxes no. 1, 2, and 3 might be that more of the Proteobacteria has been
washed away or further diluted with presumably dead bacteria by the additional industrial
fresh water rinsing. In addition, the relative content ofMycoplasmataceae varied a great deal
between the samples and ranged from less than 0.01% to 76.29%. Mycoplasmataceae has
not previously been mentioned as a normal part of the skin mucus microbiota (Chiarello et
al., 2015; Lowrey et al., 2015). It is possible that the Mycoplasmataceae detected in the skin
mucus in this study might again be due to transfer from the intestines during slaughter.
Therefore, in contrast to the abdominal fluids, the extra rinsing seemed to reduce the
potential presence of intestinal fluids on the skin mucus. In addition, the predominantly
marine bacterial genus Photobacterium, containing several species associated with fish,
was also detected at higher abundances in the skin mucus of salmon not rinsed an extra
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time. Most of the remaining relatively abundant bacteria found in the skin mucus, like
Janthinobacterium, Chryseobacterium and Elizabethkingia, and Moraxellaceae are common
in freshwater as well as in the marine environment. In addition, Staphylococcus, which
on average represented 6.4% of the bacterial community detected in the skin mucus,
is commonly detected on skin and mucous membranes of various organisms. Also
Enterobacteriaceae, which represented on average 6.0% of the skin mucus microbiota,
and the order Lactobacillales contain numerous species of bacteria found widespread in
nature. The multivariate analysis (Fig. 7) indicated that Elizabethkingia, Enterobacteraceae,
and Janthinobacteriummainly originated from the marine environment or salmon exterior
as they were not associated with intestinal or storage ice samples but with some of the
skin mucus and abdominal samples. The PC plot also indicated that the skin mucus
and abdominal samples had varying degrees of correlations with a multitude of bacteria,
including the ten variables shown as well as the other 355 bacterial groups used in the
multivariate analysis.

Although the relative content of Moraxellaceae in the skin mucus of salmon from
storage boxes no. 1, 2, and 3 and storage boxes no. 4, 5, and 6, was not statistically different
(F = 3.84, p= 0.062), 40% of the skin mucus samples from storage boxes no. 4, 5, and 6
contained >5% ofMoraxellaceae (5.3% –27.4%) while only 10% of the skin mucus samples
from storage boxes no. 1, 2, and 3 contained >5% (6.2%). Therefore, the difference in
Moraxellaceae content in the storage ice might be caused by the skin mucus bacterial
composition. On the other hand, the relative content of the known psychrotrophic genus
in Moraxellaceae, Psychrobacter, did not increase. The reason for this counter-intuitive
pattern might be that Psychrobacter was detected at relatively low levels only in the skin
mucus. Therefore, the source of these bacteria might have been the water and/or storage
ice. Because the water and ice used in the slaughtering facility is UV-treated the bacteria
were likely dead and therefore either remained the same or diminished in comparative
abundance while other living bacteria were transferred to the ice and could grow in
abundance. This would further suggest that the unidentifiedMoraxellaceae in the slush ice
originated from elsewhere than the industrial water, and most likely from the skin mucus.

Because Acinetobacter was detected at relatively low levels in the skin mucus of all
salmon, the reason for the increase in relative abundance in the ice of storage boxes
no. 1, 2, and 3 only is uncertain, but might be because the increase of the unidentified
Moraxellaceae in the ice in storage boxes no. 4, 5, and 6 either hampered or camouflaged
any increase in Acinetobacter. Four other bacterial genera also detected at relatively high
abundances, Janthinobacterium, Micrococcaceae, Chryseobacterium, and Flavobacterium
(fam. Flavobacteriaceae), are widespread in nature and could originate from the freshwater
used during processing or the storage ice as well as be transferred from the salmon skin
mucus, where they also were detected. Overall, the bacterial composition in the storage ice
changed more than the other sample types during the sampling period, and seemed partly
influenced by the skin mucus microbiota of the salmon. The PC plot (Fig. 7) also suggested
that Moraxellaceae, Acinetobacter, Psychrobacter, Flavobacterium, and Chryseobacterium
either originated from the storage ice or were transferred from the exterior of the salmon.
In addition, the high phylogenetic diversity values of the storage ice samples might be
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due to a mixture of microbiota originating from the fish and microbiota killed by UV
treatment but still present in the industrial water that the storage ice was made from.
Mycoplasmataceae was detected only at low levels in the storage ice at the first sampling
day with a maximum of 3.9% and further decreased the following days, indicating that
the transfer of intestinal material to the storage ice was minor or that their survival in the
ice slush without the immediate contact with the fish was minimal. This was supported by
the multivariate analysis which showed no correlation betweenMycoplasmataceae and the
storage ice samples.

The measurements of gelatinase activity clearly demonstrated that the digestive tract
samples contained enzymes capable of degrading gelatin. The DQ gelatin can be degraded
by several enzymes including gelatinases such as MMP 2 and MMP 9 (Gill & Parks, 2011),
and therefore this was not a measurement of a specific enzyme but rather the collective
gelatin degrading activity in the samples. The results indicated a source of gelatinase
activity in the abdominal cavity of the salmon in storage box no. 3 not present in the other
boxes. The previous finding that all the abdominal samples from storage box no. 3 also
contained a bacterial community structure highly similar to those in the digestive tract
samples suggests that the high gelatinase activity may be due to enzymes originating from
the intestinal fluids. The bacterial family Mycoplasmataceae, which was the dominating
OTU detected in both intestinal samples and abdominal samples from storage box no. 3,
contains several gelatinase producing bacteria in the genusMycoplasma (Czekalowski, Hall
& Woolcock, 1973). Therefore, the high gelatinase activity detectedmight be due to bacterial
activity. However, a few other abdominal samples also had high relative abundances of
Mycoplasmataceae without showing high gelatinase activity. The absolute amount of
bacteria present was not estimated in this study, but might of course be of importance in
relation to the gelatinase activity measurements. BecauseMycoplasma can grow in intestinal
fluids and blood, the presence of these in the abdominal cavity post-slaughter might also be
a contributing factor. In addition, blood and intestinal fluids can contain gelatinases and
other MMPs produced by the salmon (Hauser-Davis, Lima & Campos, 2012; Eysturskarð et
al., 2017). The decreasing activity in the abdominal samples from storage box no. 3 may
be due to the gradual inactivation of enzymes introduced at slaughter from either blood,
intestinal fluids, intestinal bacteria, or a mixture thereof. In contrast, the slow increase
in gelatinolytic activity detected in the other five storage boxes could possibly suggest a
growth of other bacteria capable of degrading gelatin. Other genera detected at low relative
abundance in most abdominal samples, such as Staphylococcus, Bacillus (fam. Bacillaceae),
Pseudomonas (fam. Pseudomonadaceae), and Clostridium (fam. Clostridiaceae) contain
species with gelatinolytic capabilities (Whaley et al., 1982; Chakraborty, Mahapatra & Roy,
2011; Balan et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2015; Abed et al., 2016).

CONCLUSIONS
A correlation was detected between the bacterial community composition and the
gelatinase activity in the abdominal cavity of the salmon during cold storage. The bacterial
composition in the intestines was highly dominated by Mycoplasmataceae and to a lesser
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degree Aliivibrio. The same dominance ofMycoplasmataceae was detected in the abdominal
samples from storage box no. 3, while the abdominal samples from the other five storage
boxes had a significantly different and more diverse bacterial community structures. The
multivariate analysis grouped the abdominal samples from storage box no. 3 together
with the intestinal samples. In addition, the gelatinase activity in the abdominal samples
from storage box no. 3 was significantly higher than in the abdominal samples from the
other storage boxes. At the same time the gelatinase activity was highest in the intestinal
samples. This indicated the presence of intestinal fluids and bacteria in the abdominal
cavity of salmon in storage box no. 3 and a possibility of connective tissue degradation as
a consequence. This knowledge provides the industry with an incentive to be meticulous
with the cleaning procedure and potential methods to use in quality control thereof.

The gelatinase activity in the skin mucus was low throughout. The relative content of
Mycoplasmataceae varied but was generally low in the skin mucus and storage ice samples.
The microbiota in the skin mucus was highly diverse and contained a mixture of bacteria
likely stemming from both the marine environment and the industrial water used in the
slaughtering facility. The relative content of Firmicutes was significantly higher in the skin
mucus samples from salmon rinsed an extra time while Proteobacteria was significantly
lower in these samples. The microbial community in the storage ice had significantly
higher phylogenetic diversity than the other sample types. Potentially, the storage ice
samples might have contained various bacteria common in freshwater as well as bacteria
originating from the skin mucus.
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Abstract 

This study is an initial screening of the microbiome present in samples from the stomach and 

intestines of farmed Atlantic salmon Salmo salar L. and three wild fish species: cod Gadus morhua 

L., haddock Melanogrammus aeglefinus L., and ling Molva molva L.. All sampled fish inhabited 

Faroese coastal waters in near proximity of each other. Stomach and intestinal samples were 

analysed by 16S rRNA Next Generation sequencing (454) and after quality filtration 141 OTUs 

were detected based on 127,187 sequences. The most abundant phyla were Firmicutes and 

Tenericutes, together representing 80.4 % of the reads, while the occurrence of Proteobacteria was 

low, representing between 0.0 % and 3.2 % of the reads in the various samples. Several bacteria 

capable of degrading connective tissue as well as potential pathogens and indicators of pollution 

were detected. Clostridium perfringens was highly abundant in all G. morhua samples, with 57.4 % 

to 87.9% of the reads, and the M. aeglefinus stomach samples, with 49.5 % to 91.3 % of the reads, 

but detected at low abundances in all other samples, with 1.7 % at the most. The family 

Mycoplasmataceae was exceedingly abundant in the S. salar, representing between 68.5 % and 97.9 

% of the reads, while representing between 0.0 % and 27.3 % in the other samples. All OTUs 

dominating the bacterial community in any sample, were differently represented in the various 

individuals, species, and sample types. A principal coordinate analysis separated the S. salar 

samples and the M. molva samples from the others while the G. morhua and M. aeglefinus samples 

overlapped due to similarities in their microbial compositions. A few OTUs were detected in all fish 

species; 10 and 14 in intestinal and stomach samples, respectively. Amongst these were potentially 

harmful bacteria such as the species Micrococcus luteus and the genus Renibacterium. 

 

Keywords: Gadus morhua; Melanogrammus aeglefinus; microbiome; Molva molva; Salmo salar. 

 

Significance statement 

The impact of the gastrointestinal microbiome on its host has recently become ever more apparent 

as the microbial community seems to affect a wide range of physiological mechanisms. This 

manuscript contributes to the basic knowledge of the composition of the gastrointestinal 

microbiome in four fish species of commercial importance, and two of which have not been 
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analysed before. Such knowledge is important for potential screening of health status and/or 

intentional alterations of the microbiome. 

 

Introduction 

In recent years, there has been a growing understanding of the importance of the gastrointestinal 

microbiome to its host. The composition of the bacterial community appears to have a major impact 

on various physiological functions in the host. The microbiome obviously affects the functionality 

of the digestive system, but it also seems to be an integral part of the development and effectiveness 

of the host’s immune system (Ventura et al., 2007; Nayak, 2010; Hanning & Dias-Sanchez, 2015). 

Broad and non-selective identification methods, in particular next generation sequencing (NGS), 

have led to a substantial increase of research in this area and thereby been essential in gaining this 

knowledge. Microbiome studies of various fish species of commercial value are becoming more 

frequent (Llewellyn et al., 2014). In aquaculture, the practical goal of research in the fish 

microbiome is often to see if some form of intended alteration in the microbial composition can 

improve certain production parameters (e.g., Abid et al., 2013; Ni et al., 2014; Reveco et al., 2014; 

Xia et al., 2014). The results from these studies are promising, though many uncertainties must be 

addressed before microbiome manipulation can become standard aquaculture production procedure 

(Llewellyn et al., 2014; Ringø et al., 2016). In addition, the possibility of intestinal bacteria left in 

the abdominal cavity of post-slaughter Atlantic salmon Salmo salar (L. 1758) affecting fillet quality 

has been suggested (Jacobsen et al., 2017; Jacobsen et al., submitted). This issue might also concern 

other commercially exploited fish species. Less focus has been on the microbiome of wild fish 

species, but knowledge about these species provides crucial information for answering fundamental 

questions, such as which factors form and influence the bacterial community, its functions in the 

fish gastrointestinal system as well as microbial interactions (Sullam et al., 2012; Hanning & Dias-

Sanchez, 2015; Rakoff-Nahoum et al., 2016). This is important for improved interpretation of 

microbiome analyses, for instance the significance of potentially pathogenic bacteria present in the 

intestine.  

This initial screening of four different fish species inhabiting the same coastal waters had the 

objective to detect if bacteria with the potential to affect fish fillet quality or fish health were 

present in the aquaculture species of choice in the Faroe Islands, S. salar, and three other 

commercially important fish species inhabiting the same coastal areas, namely wild cod Gadus 
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morhua (L. 1758), haddock Melanogrammus aeglefinus (L. 1758), and ling Molva molva (L. 1758). 

At the present, no studies of this kind have been conducted on fish inhabiting the Faroese coastal 

waters. However, farmed S. salar located elsewhere (e.g. Holben et al. 2002; Hovda et al., 2007; 

Dehler et al., 2017) and wild S. salar (Llewellyn et al., 2016) have been studied to some degree. 

The microbial community detected in these studies provides a basis for comparison of our data. 

Although various wild marine fish species have been analyzed, few studies are available on G. 

morhua (Star et al., 2013) for comparison, and to our knowledge, no microbiome studies have been 

conducted on M. molva and M. aeglefinus. Many of the previous microbiome studies were also 

based on techniques other than next generation sequencing. Therefore, we considered it important 

to contribute to a baseline for future more focused research of these commercially important fish 

species and a potential development of health status checks of wild fish species in the form of 

screening the intestinal microbiome. Additionally, these topics are of current interest for fish 

biology research regarding both aquaculture and wild fish (Jacobs et al., 2018). 

 

Materials and Methods 

Samples 

Samples were collected from four finfish species, two individuals of each species: S. salar, M. 

aeglefinus, G. morhua, and M. molva. All fish species were caught or harvested in January 2012. 

Hiddenfjord aquaculture farming company (Sørvágur, Faroe Islands) kindly provided the S. salar. 

The S. salar were taken from a pen located in one of the fjords of the western island, Vágar. The S. 

salar were slaughtered under standard procedure and the intestines harvested. The intestines were 

thereafter contained in separate sterile bags and frozen at -18 °C until further processing within the 

next two weeks. The M. aeglefinus, G. morhua, and M. molva were caught by a small fishing vessel 

approximately 45 km northeast of the pen location, by the coast of one of the northern islands. The 

fish were stored in chilled seawater onboard the fishing vessel until sampling in the laboratory later 

the same day. The stomach and intestines were put in separate sterile bags and frozen at -18 °C until 

further processing within the next two weeks. At sampling the stomachs and intestines were thawed 

and samples taken from the stomach and mid intestines, using sterile scalpels, of all species while 

still chilled. The samples comprised both content and inner lining mucus layer from the stomach 

and intestines. The samples were immediately stored at -18 °C until processing. 
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DNA extraction 

Samples were homogenized while frozen using sterilized mortars and pestles. DNA was extracted 

immediately from 200 mg of each sample using the QIAamp DNA Stool Mini Kit (Qiagen, 

Sollentuna, Sweden) following the supplier’s instructions. DNA concentration was measured by 

NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE, USA).  

NGS primer design 

A primer pair amplifying the V5/V6 regions of the 16s rRNA gene was used in this study. The 

primers were U786F (5’GATTAGATACCCBGGTAGTC) and A1067R 

(5’TGRCGRCGGCCATGCAC) corresponding to E. coli positions 839-858 and 1120-1104, 

respectively. Due to the known problem with claimed universal primers not being able to cover all 

microbial genera (Horz et al., 2005; Mao et al., 2012; Fredriksson et al., 2013), the selection of 

primer design was based on a trial run where fourteen primers targeting the 16s rRNA gene were 

tested for amplification succes. The fourteen primers were universal primers previously used for 

amplification of the variable regions of 16s rRNA (Nadkarni et al., 2002; Maeda et al., 2003) or 

slightly modified versions thereof. Modifications of primers were based on a comparison of selected 

bacterial sequences, covering a wide range of bacterial phyla. Amplicon fusion primers were 

designed for 454 sequencing (Roche, Branford, CT, USA) adding directional GS FLX Titanium 

primers A and B with a four base library key and MID  (multiplex identifier) sequences at both ends 

for barcoding of the various samples to the selected template specific primers. The primers were 

synthesized by DNA Technology (now LGC; Risskov, Denmark). 

16s rRNA amplification and sequencing 

PCR amplification was performed using the Qiagen Multiplex PCR kit (Qiagen), containing a 

HotStarTaq DNA Polymerase. Reaction solutions for amplification of the V5/V6 region contained 

8.8 µl Master Mix, 1.7 µl Q-solution, 1.0 µM of the appropriate barcoded primers and 20 ng 

corresponding DNA template. Total reaction volume was 25 µl and thermocycling conditions were 

95 °C for 15 min, 94 °C for 4 min, 38 cycles of 95 °C for 30 s, 53 °C for 90 s and 72 °C for 60 s, 

followed by 72 °C for 10 min. All PCR products were run on agarose gels for verification of 

amplification success. The V5/V6 PCR products were since purified with the Agencourt AMPure 

XP PCR purification system to eliminate any primer dimers. DNA concentration of all PCR 

products were measured in a Glomax Multi Detection System (Promega, Nacka, Sweden) using the 
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Quant-iTTM PicoGreen dsDNA Assay kit (LifeTechnologies, Nærum, Denmark). The PCR products 

were thereafter pooled in equal amounts according to specifications provided by the Norwegian 

High-Throughput Sequencing Centre (NSC; University of Oslo, Norway) where the 454 

bidirectional sequencing was performed.  

Real-time PCR 

The NGS primers failed to amplify the Bacteroidetes phylum. Therefore, real-time PCR was 

applied in order to establish the relative content of this phylum in the samples. Because the phylum 

Firmicutes was detected in all samples by NGS, it was also analysed by real-time PCR for 

comparison together with a primer pair covering all bacteria. The primer pairs used were Bact934F 

and Bact1060R, and Firm934F and Firm1060R (Guo et al., 2008), which anneal specifically to 

Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes, respectively. The primer pair Eub338F and Eub518R (Fierer et al., 

2005), also used, covers all bacteria. These primers were purchased from LifeTechnologies. The 

amplification and detection was performed in a StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR system (Fisher 

Scientific, Slangerup, Denmark) using the SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (LifeTechnologies). The 

PCR reaction was performed with a total volume of 10 µl containing 100 nMol/L primer 

concentrations and 1 ng of DNA. The amplification conditions were 50 °C for 2 min, 95 °C for 10 

min followed by 40 cycles of 95 °C for 15 sec and 60 °C for 1 min. All samples were amplified 

twice with each of the three primers.  

Data analysis 

All handling of the NGS raw data was performed in QIIME (Caporaso et al., 2010a; Kuczynski et 

al., 2011). In the PCR process, all sequences were tagged with barcodes on both sides for 

identification. The first step in the data analysis was to name and split the sequences into separate 

files, according to sample ID, and remove primer sequences. In this process, all sequences less than 

sixty bases in length were also discarded as well as those with an average base calling quality 

estimate below twenty-five. Three samples (the stomach and intestinal samples from one of the M. 

molva individuals as well as the stomach sample from one of the S. salar) failed to give adequate 

amount of sequencing data. Therefore, they were eliminated from further analyses. Reads were 

clustered into OTUs (operational taxonomic units) with at least 97 % sequence similarity by the de 

novo method and representative reads were aligned using PyNAST (Caporaso et al., 2010b) and 

taxonomy was assigned using the UCLUST method (Edgar, 2010). Ninety-seven percent sequence 

identity is the current widely used threshold for determining separate microbial species (Gevers et 
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al., 2005; Morales et al., 2011). In order to make a more robust dataset, OTUs with less than three 

reads were removed from further analysis, a typical method for removing many of the artefacts 

produced in the sequencing process. The risk of an artificially inflated estimate of species richness 

in the samples is also reduced. However, it will undoubtedly also exclude many legitimate, but rare, 

microbes (Zhan et al., 2014), which might be confirmed with deeper sequencing. A phylogenetic 

tree was constructing using the program FastTree (Price et al., 2009). The alpha diversity estimate 

Chao1 (Chao, 1984) and phylogenetic diversity estimate PD whole tree (Faith, 1992) were also 

calculated in QIIME. In addition, weighted UniFrac beta diversity (Lozupone & Knight, 2005) was 

calculated, including the phylogenetic tree. This produced a distance matrix and a principal 

coordinates file, which was visualized with the program EMPeror (Vasquez-Baeza et al., 2013). 

Real-time PCR data were analyzed according to the comparative CT method (∆∆CT) (Livak & 

Schmittgen, 2001). Relative content of Bacteroidetes bacteria in each sample was calculated using 

the signal covering all bacteria as reference and the Firmicutes signal as calibrator.  

 

Results 

Reads and operational taxonomic units 

After quality filtration the total number of reads obtained was 127,187, and 141 OTUs were 

detected when disregarding the OTUs supported by less than three reads. The number of reads 

acquired from each of the thirteen samples successfully analyzed was between 5,702 and 16,346 

(Table 1), comparable to other studies of the same nature (Wu et al., 2012; Ye et al., 2014). Number 

of OTUs detected from each sample was between 15 and 61 (Table 1), which compared to some 

publications on fish microbiomes is relatively low (Wu et al., 2012; Star et al., 2013; Ye et al., 

2014). However, the comparatively low number of OTUs detected might partly be due to our 

removal of the low abundance OTUs, which these other studies did not do. Also, we did not detect 

Bacteroidetes by NGS, as the primers did not have sufficient specificity for this phylum (see real-

time PCR results below). This has caused a reduction in the number of OTUs recovered by NGS. 

The rarefaction curves (Figure 1S) showed that the sequencing depth was satisfactory and suggested 

that the bulk of the high abundance OTUs were detected already at about four thousand sequenced 

reads. The values for the within-sample diversity estimate, Chao1, were between 20.2 and 151.2 

(Table 1). 
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Sample 

 

Reads 

 

 

OTUs 

 

 

Chao1 

 

PD wt 

Sal1Int 7,215 15 20.2  2.03 

Sal2Sto 13,131 32 117.3 4.25 

Sal2Int 12,570 29 58.2 2.98 

Cod1Sto 5,702 44 63.9 4.65 

Cod1Int 5,997 15 25.5 2.29 

Cod2Sto 16,346 47 81.0 5.38 

Cod2Int 16,211 56 151.2 6.01 

Had1Sto 6,649 29 55.8 3.12 

Had1Int 6,167 31 53.3 3.30 

Had2Sto 6,224 32 58.5 4.69 

Had2Int 7,666 29 46.2 4.16 

Lin1Sto 10,751 61 139.2 7.77 

Lin1Int 12,558 37 50.2 3.99 

 

Table 1. Sample data and alpha diversity estimates. Number of reads obtained and OTUs detected for 

each sample obtained from Salmo salar (Sal), Gadus morhua (Cod), Melanogrammus aeglefinus (Had), and 

Molva molva (Lin). Sample name is composed of the fish species abbreviations, individual number and the 

sample type abbreviations “Sto” for stomach and “Int” for intestine. In addition, the alpha diversity estimate, 

or within-sample diversity estimate, Chao1 (Chao, 1984) and the phylogenetic diversity estimate, PD whole 

tree (Faith, 1992), were calculated for each sample. The diversity estimates were based on iterations using 

5,372 reads. Chao1 is a measure of species richness. It estimates the total number of OTUs present in the 

sample based on the number of OTUs detected in a subsample and the number of singletons and doubletons. 

PD whole tree is a measure of the branch length in the phylogenetic tree. 

 

In comparison, a study of farmed channel catfish Ictalurus punctatus (R. 1818), largemouth bass 

Micropterus salmoides (L. 1802), and bluegill Lepomis machrochirus (R. 1810) showed Chao1 

estimates between 153 and 218 (Larsen et al. 2014) while another study of farmed turbot 

Scophtalmus maximus (L. 1758) had values between 23 and 44 (Xing et al. 2013). The phylogenetic 

diversity estimates ranged from 2.03 to 7.77 (Table 1).  
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Microbiome composition 

The OTUs detected from the 454 sequencing belonged to seventeen phyla, the dominating phyla 

being Tenericutes and Firmicutes (Fig. 1a), together representing 80.4 % of all reads. Tenericutes 

dominated the S. salar microbiome, representing 84.5 % and 97.9 % of the sequences in the two 

intestinal samples. Firmicutes was most prominent in all G. morhua samples as well as in M. 

aeglefinus stomach samples. The following phyla were Actinobacteria and Fusobacteria, which 

accounted for 5.5 % and 4.6 %, respectively. Phyla found in all species and sample types were 

Tenericutes, Firmicutes and Actinobacteria. Fusobacteria, the fourth most abundant phylum with 

regard to total number of reads, was mainly detected in M. aeglefinus. Proteobacteria were detected 

in low abundances only, if at all, and represented between 0.0 % and 3.2 % of the reads in the 

various samples. Between 0.2 % and 12.4 % of the reads in a sample could not be assigned to any 

phyla. 

The phylum Bacteroidetes, which is commonly found in fish digestive systems (Givens, 2012; Xia 

et al., 2014), was detected in all species by real-time PCR (data not shown). However, it was not 

found in either the M. molva stomach sample or the G. morhua intestinal samples. On the other 

hand, Bacteroidetes were relatively abundant in the M. molva intestinal sample with 12.7 % of total 

microbial presence in the sample, which means that the microbial community in the M. molva 

intestinal sample was more diverse than illustrated in Figure 1. In the G. morhua stomach samples, 

Bacteroidetes constituted on average a moderate 4.7 % of the microbial community and therefore 

the influence on phyla diversity and composition was minor. The amount of Bacteroidetes in S. 

salar was minor, only 0.2 % and 0.7 % on average of all bacteria in the stomach and intestinal 

samples, respectively, while the presence in the M. aeglefinus stomach and intestinal samples was 

11.4 % and 1.2 %, respectively. This means that Firmicutes was slightly less dominating in the M. 

aeglefinus stomach samples than illustrated. Overall, the Bacteroidetes was not a dominating 

phylum in any of the samples. At lowest possible defined taxonomical levels (Fig. 1b) all the S. 

salar samples were highly dominated by a bacterium from the family Mycoplasmataceae with 

between 68.5 % and 97.9 % of the reads. 
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Figure 1. Composition of the bacterial community at phylum (a) and lowest defined (b) level in 

stomach and intestinal samples from Salmo salar, Gadus morhua, Melanogrammus aeglefinus, and 

Molva molva. Major phyla are indicated (a). Phylogenetic identification and level is indicated (b) for each 

OTU: class (c), family (f), genus (g), species (sp). Sample names are abbreviations of fish species (sal = S. 

salar, cod = G. morhua, Had = M. aeglefinus, Lin = M. molva), individual number, and sampling site (Sto = 

stomach, Int = intestine). 

  

In the S. salar samples, only three OTUs comprised 1.0 % or more of the microbial community. 

Apart from the dominating Mycoplasmataceae, a bacterium from the Veillonellaceae family and 

another from the genus Microbacterium (family Microbacteriaceae) were present at lower 

abundance, 2.4 % and 2.5 % at the most, respectively. Both the stomach and the intestinal M. molva 

samples had a relatively high proportion of the genus Mycoplasma, also from the family 

Mycoplasmataceae, with 58.3 % of the reads in the intestinal samples. On the other hand, the 
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stomach sample contained 25.4 % Mycoplasma and in addition had a nearly as high abundance of 

Nitrosopumilus (22.1 %), an ammonia-oxidizing archaeae common in both coastal marine 

environments and sediment (DeLong, 1992; Francis et al., 2005). All the G. morhua samples along 

with the M. aeglefinus stomach samples contained relatively high abundances of Clostridium 

perfringens with between 49.5 % and 91.3 %. In comparison, the two M. aeglefinus intestinal 

samples contained only low levels of C. perfringens (0.9 % and 1.7 %). One of the intestinal 

samples was instead dominated by bacteria from the class Mollicutes at 82.2 % while the other was 

dominated by bacteria from the family Fusobacteriaceae with 56.8 %. 

 

 

Figure 2. Shared and exclusive OTUs in stomach and intestinal samples from Salmo salar, Gadus 

morhua, Melanogrammus aeglefinus, and Molva molva. Venn diagrams of OTUs detected in stomach (a) 

and intestinal (b) samples. 
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Members of the family Fusobacteriaceae are normal constituents of the oral and intestinal mucosa 

of animals, including fish (Olsen, 2014), and are regularly detected by NGS analysis of the 

digestive systems of various fish species (e.g. Dulski et al., 2017; Parris et al., 2016). However, 

Fusobacteriaceae does not seem to be a part of the core microbiota of marine fish (Egerton et al. 

2018). The number of OTUs shared between or exclusive to the various fish species was illustrated 

in Venn diagrams for stomach samples (Fig. 2a) and for intestinal samples (Fig. 2b). 

 

Closest defined 

Identification 

(Taxonomical level†) 

 

Phylum 

 

Reads 

in total 

  

Stomach 

 

Intestine 

Clostridium perfringens (sp) Firmicutes 39,187  X  

Mycoplasmataceae (f) Tenericutes 31,438   X 

Mycoplasma (g) Tenericutes 10,658  X X 

Nitrosopumilus (g) Thaumarchaeota 2,589  X  

Veillonellaceae (f) Firmicutes 1,357  X X 

Microbacterium (g) Actinobacteria 1,252  X X 

Carboxydocella (g) Firmicutes 894  X X 

Micrococcus luteus (sp) Actinobacteria 781  X X 

Streptococcus (sp) Firmicutes 670  X X 

Acidimicrobiales (o) Actinobacteria 635  X  

Propionibacterium acnes (sp) Actinobacteria 471  X X 

Renibacterium (g) Actinobacteria 308  X X 

Clostridiceae (f) Firmicutes 224  X  

Caldinitratiruptor microaerophilus (sp) Firmicutes 220  X X 

Thermoanaerobacterales (o) Firmicutes 135  X  

 

Table 2. OTUs shared between all fish species. The OTUs shared between all fish species in either 

stomach samples, intestinal samples or combined.  The OTUs are listed according to abundance rank with 

information about number of reads supporting the OTU and shared sampling location. The OTUs are 

described with closest defined taxonomical identification and to which phyla they belong. †c: class, o: order, 

f: family, g: genus, sp: species.  
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In the stomach samples 46.1 % of the OTUs were deteced in one fish species only (Fig. 2a), while 

13.7 % of the OTUs were shared between all species. In the intestinal samples (Fig. 2b) 61.2 % of 

the OTUs were exclusive to one fish species, while 9.7 % were shared between all species.

 

Figure 3. OTU bubble heatmap of stomach and intestinal samples from Salmo salar, Gadus morhua, 

Melanogrammus aeglefinus, and Molva molva. Bubble heatmap of OTUs with a minimum of 0.7 % of the 

total reads. Phylogenetic level of the OTUs are indicated: class (c), family (f), genus (g), species (sp). 

Relative size bubbles are placed at the bottom for comparison. Sample names are abbreviations of fish 

species (sal = S. salar, cod = G. morhua, Had = M. aeglefinus, Lin = M. molva), individual number, and 

sampling site (Sto = stomach, Int = intestine). 
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In comparison Larsen et al. (2014) found ~ 31 % of the OTUs were exclusive and ~ 38 % were 

shared when comparing the microbial communities in the intestines of three freshwater fish species. 

The OTUs shared between all fish species’ stomach and intestinal samples are listed in Table 2. 

Some of the shared microbes are part of the commensal or symbiotic intestinal microbiome e.g. 

Mycoplasmataceae (Llewellyn et al., 2016), but some are potential pathogens: Clostridium 

perfringens (Uzal et al., 2015), Micrococcus luteus (Pękala et al., 2018), and Renibacterium 

(Wiens, 2011). Nearly all of the top abundance OTUs, including all those dominating the bacterial 

community in any sample, were differently represented in the various individuals, species, and 

sample types (Fig. 3). The most abundant OTU in G. morhua, C. perfringens, was completely 

absent from all S. salar samples as well as the M. molva intestinal sample. Conversely, 

Mycoplasmataceae, the most abundant OTU in S. salar, was absent or detected at very low 

abundances in several other samples (Fig. 3).  

 

Figure 4. Principal Coordinate analysis of the microbial communities in stomach and intestinal 

samples from Salmo salar, Gadus morhua, Melanogrammus aeglefinus, and Molva molva. All samples 

were distributed in a 3-dimensional PC plot. The analysis was based on a weighted UniFrac distance matrix 

produced from the phylogenetic tree of each microbial community (Lozupone & Knight, 2005). Fish species 

are enclosed in circles; red: S. salar, blue: G. morhua, green: M. aeglefinus, black: M. molva. 
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Overall, of the top abundance OTUs only Veillonellaceae, Microbacterium, and Carboxydocella, 

which ranked as the 9th, 10th and 13th most abundant OTUs, were relatively evenly distributed 

among most samples.A multivariate analysis including all samples, illustrated in a 3-dimensional 

principal coordinate (PC) plot (Fig. 4), showed that the S. salar samples were clearly separated from 

the others along the PC1 axis, which explained 55.5 % of the variation. The two M. molva samples 

were similarly disconnected from the other samples. The M. molva stomach sample was located 

away from the other samples along the PC2 axis, explaining 29.9 % of the variation, while the 

intestinal M. molva sample was mainly separated from the rest along the PC3 axis, explaining 7.3 % 

of the variation (Fig. 4). The G. morhua and M. aeglefinus samples seemed more similar and 

slightly overlapped in the PC plot.  

 

Discussion 

The study revealed that the bacterial communities in the stomach and intestines of the four fish 

species examined contained several bacteria capable of gelatinase and collagenase activity, 

potentially affecting fillet quality if left in the abdominal cavity post-slaughter. There was a high 

relative content of Clostridium perfringens in several samples. C. perfringens is highly capable of 

producing collagenases (Harrington, 1996; Zhang et al., 2015). Another bacterial genus, 

Streptococcus, found in stomach and intestines of all fish species investigated, is also capable of 

producing collagenases (Harrington, 1996). In addition, the genus Mycoplasma within the family 

Mycoplasmataceae, is capable of gelatinolytic activity (Chekalowski et al., 1973). Mycoplasma was 

mainly detected in the M. molva samples and Mycoplasmataceae in the S. salar samples. A recent 

study by Medvecky et al. (2018) also revealed the high potential of Bacteroidetes, which in our 

study was detected in all fish by qPCR, to produce collagenases, hyaluronidases, heparinases, and 

chondroitinases. Thus, it seems that fish intestines commonly contain bacteria capable of producing 

enzymes that degrade extracellular matrix components, and could affect the fillet quality in case of 

inadvertent contamination.  

To our knowledge, no previous analyses have been made of the microbiome of M. aeglefinus and 

M. molva and therefore no comparisons with historical data were possible for these two fish species. 

However, the distribution of phyla detected in samples from all four fish species (Fig. 1) had certain 

interesting features, which were a bit different from what is usually reported for fish microbiomes. 

Firstly, the abundance of Proteobacteria detected in this study was surprisingly low. Proteobacteria 
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are very often the most prominent phylum in fish microbiome (Givens, 2012; Xing et al., 2013; Xia 

et al., 2014; Llewellyn et al., 2016). In this study, Proteobacteria were detected in all four fish 

species and sample types but at a low level throughout. The abundance of Firmicutes in both G. 

morhua individuals and one of the M. aeglefinus individuals was unusually high (Fig. 4), even 

though Firmicutes often is a prominent phylum also in other fish microbiome studies (Givens, 2012; 

Xia et al., 2014; Ye et al., 2014). The overwhelming presence of the Firmicutes species C. 

perfringens in G. morhua and partly M. aeglefinus is surprising and interesting because this 

bacterial species is often used as an indicator of sewage pollution in environmental samples 

(Edwards et al., 1998; Hughes & Thompson, 2004) and is a potential pathogen (Uzal et al., 2015). 

As the wild fish were caught close to shore, they might have been feeding on the bottom close to an 

outlet of some kind, which has caused an enrichment of C. perfringens. C. perfringens has 

previously been detected, but not quantified, by PCR methods in fecal samples from G. morhua 

caught along the northern Norwegian coast (Aschfalk & Müller, 2002). In that study, C. perfringens 

was detected in nearly 40 % of the sampled individuals, and all of these bacteria were alpha toxin 

positive (Aschfalk & Müller, 2002), indicating the potential for pathogenic activity. C. perfringens 

has also been determined by Next Generation Sequencing of intestinal samples of G. morhua from 

the Oslo fjord, Norway (Star et al., 2013). Star et al. (2013) determined lower relative amounts 

compared with the present data. However, while we analyzed samples directly from the catch, Star 

et al. (2013) kept the fish in controlled conditions without feed for seven to twelve days before 

sampling. C. perfringens has also been detected in several Eastern African fish-scale eating cichlid 

fish species (Baldo et al., 2015). It was suggested that the clostridial enzyme activities, including 

the collagenases, was important for the digestion of the fish scales (Baldo et al., 2015). C. 

perfringens is otherwise seldom reported as part of the intestinal microbiome of marine fishes. G. 

morhua and M. aeglefinus both partly feed on benthic crustaceans (Du Buit, 1982; Jiang & 

Jørgensen, 1996; Magnussen, 2011). As C. perfringens is commonly present and thrives in marine 

sediment (Davies et al., 1995; Lisle et al., 2004), these fish species are more likely to ingest 

significant amounts of C. perfringens compared to M. molva, which feeds only on fish [Faroe 

Marine Research Institute, unpublished data, P. Steingrund, personal communication, May 2016] 

and thus does not ingest the same amount of sediment even though it also is a bottom dweller. The 

farmed S. salar was nearly devoid of these bacteria, possibly because they live closer to the surface 

and feed on manufactured pellets. It is also interesting that the very high representation of C. 

perfringens in the M. aeglefinus stomach (71 %) was not reflected in the intestines (1.3 %). One 
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possible explanation could be that the relative amount of ingested bacteria detected in the stomach 

and intestines depends on the time passed between feeding and sampling because these high 

concentrations of ingested bacteria may not persist in the digestive system of some fish (Schmidt et 

al., 2015; Yan et al., 2016) due to species-specific differences in the intestinal environment (Sullam 

et al., 2015). Lachnospiraceae was also detected in G. morhua and M. aeglefinus only (Fig. 2), and 

can also be used as an indicator for fecal contamination of water (McLellan et al., 2013; Newton et 

al., 2011) as it is a normal microbiome constituent in humans (García-Aljaro et al., 2018) as well as 

some other mammals and is found at comparatively low concentrations in seawater (Meehan & 

Beiko, 2014). Future studies designed to determine the content of C. perfringens and other potential 

pollutants at similar coastal areas as well as the content in marine fish living there would be of great 

interest. 

Several potential pathogens were detected in addition to C. perfringens, some shared between all 

species and others not. Erysipelotrichaceae, a family containing several opportunistic pathogens of 

fish (Verbarg et al., 2013) was detected in both G. morhua and M. aeglefinus, while either absent or 

nearly so in the samples from the other two fish species (Fig. 2). The most notable of the shared 

potential pathogens detected was the Actinobacteria genus Renibacterium. The only known species 

is Renibacterium salmoninarum, which causes bacterial kidney disease, otherwise known as BKD, 

in Salmonidae species (Sanders & Fryer, 1980). It is interesting that this bacterium, or a very 

closely related one, was present in both stomach and intestines of all four fish species, but in modest 

levels. It might therefore be assumed that it was a harmless part of the intestinal microbiome. This 

is consistent with the findings of others (Llewellyn et al., 2014) that certain circumstances need to 

change before bacterial pathogens in the fish microbiome somehow develop and become a cause of 

disease. Learning more of the microbiome of both farmed fish and wild fish inhabiting the same 

area increases the possibility of distinguishing between a natural, healthy state and a microbiome in 

dysbiosis due to stress or disease as long-term stress is a well-known inducer of disease in 

aquaculture (Olsen & Hellberg, 2011). It is also known from the human microbiome that the 

distinction between commensal and pathogenic bacteria depends more on the host’s ability to resist 

infection than on the bacteria itself (Cogen et al., 2008; De Steenhuijsen Piters & Bogaert, 2016). 

The other shared Actinobacteria are regularly detected in various environmental samples (Jensen & 

Lauro, 2008).  

Another interesting finding was that Tenericutes was detected at high relative abundances in the 

three fish species, S. salar, M. molva, and M. aeglefinus. Tenericutes has previously been detected 
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as a dominant phylum in S. salar intestines (Llewellyn et al., 2016) but seldomly so in other fish 

species (Egerton et al., 2018), and has not been identified as part of the intestinal core microbiota in 

other studies of fish microbiome (Givens, 2012; Llewellyn et al., 2014). The abundant presence of a 

single bacterial species from the Mycoplasmataceae family in the S. salar samples could possibly 

be caused by the homogenous environment in which the farmed S. salar lives and their uniform diet 

in the form of manufactured feed pellets. Other studies have also detected high levels of microbial 

species from the family Mycoplasmataceae in both farmed and wild S. salar (Holben et al., 2002; 

Llewellyn et al., 2016), including our recent and independent study, where we used salmon from 

another source and partly also other laboratory protocols (Jacobsen et al., submitted). It is also 

worth noticing that unique Tenericutes species dominated in each of S. salar, M. aeglefinus, and M. 

molva (Fig. 1). The Tenericutes detected in M. molva and M. aeglefinus were not defined as 

Mycoplasmataceae as in the S. salar samples, but as the genus Mycoplasma and class Mollicutes, 

respectively. This suggests that Tenericutes might be well represented with various bacterial species 

in the microbiome of marine fish in certain areas or surroundings. The fact that each individual fish 

or species was dominated by one of these three Tenericutes bacteria and not a mixture of them, 

might suggest a competitive element between the bacteria and/or an effect of different diets. The 

limitations of the sample sizes in this study certainly have to be taken into account along with the 

intra-species differences between individuals. However, it is interesting that there were such clear 

differences between species and further research could clarify if there truly are distinguishing 

features in the distribution of Tenericutes and if this can be related to species-specific and/or feed-

related influence. It has previously been indicated that host phylogeny and genetics can affect the 

microbiome composition in fish (Sullam et al., 2015). 

The high abundance OTUs were in most cases unevenly distributed between individuals and species 

(Fig. 3). This is in contrast to the previously mentioned study of I. punctatus, M. salmoides, and L. 

macrochirus (Larsen et al. 2014), where all top abundance OTUs containing > 98 % of the reads 

were shared between all species. Another studies including Asian silver carp Hypophthalmichthys 

molitrix (V. 1844) and gizzard shad Dorosoma cepedianum (L. 1818) (Ye et al. 2014) had results 

more similar to this study and found numerous OTUs with large quantitative differences between 

the fish species. However, the differences found here seem comparatively large. Some OTUs 

present in huge numbers in some samples were completely absent in others. The large variation in 

the OTU distribution means that a diversity comparison between samples, illustrated in 3-

dimensional PC plots, separated the different fish species fairly well (Fig. 4). The small number of 
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samples obviously limits the strength of the data, but the analysis never-the-less gives an interesting 

suggestion of the inter-species microbiome relationships, which could be further investigated. The 

fact that the farmed S. salar differentiates from the others might be expected due to the difference in 

feed and habitat, but the G. morhua, M. aeglefinus and M. molva individuals were caught 

simultaneously at the same locality, they are all bottom dwellers although they vary a bit in their 

presence further up in the water column, their prey species overlap even though they also feed on 

different prey [Faroe Marine Research Institute, unpublished data, P. Steingrund, personal 

communication, May 2016]. G. morhua and M. aeglefinus are also closely related species, 

belonging to the same family (Gadidae), while M. molva is a bit more distantly related to them, 

belonging to the same order (Gadiformes). Together with the high percentage (61.2 %) of detected 

bacteria from the intestinal samples that were exclusive to one fish species (Fig. 2), it suggests that 

the water environment itself has limited influence on the composition of the microbial community 

in the digestive system, also indicated by previous research focusing more in detail on these issues 

(Sullam et al., 2012; Miyake et al., 2015; Schmidt et al., 2015). It is also possible that the 

composition is continuously fluctuating, perhaps differently for the various fish species, in response 

to the immediate feeding behavior. Investigating the microbiome of these fish species further might 

contribute to the discussion about the influence of phylogeny, feeding habits, and environment on 

the microbiome and also enhance the potential of screening these fish species’ microbiome for 

obtaining an estimate of the stock’s health status and/or response to environmental changes.  

All in all, this initial screening of the microbiome of four marine fish species of economic 

importance has presented a microbial composition and diversification between species worth of 

further investigation. There were several potential pathogens and sewage indicators among the high 

abundance bacteria or those shared between all species. Among these were Clostridium perfringens, 

Lachnospiraceae, Erysipelotrichaceae, Micrococcus luteus and Renibacterium. Also bacteria 

potentially capable of affecting fillet quality if left in the abdominal cavity post-slaughter were 

detected. These include C. perfringens, Bacteroidetes and Mycoplasma. Larger screenings of these 

marine coastal fish species would be advantageous in order to establish a basic knowledge of their 

normal microbiome in relation to their environment and to estimate the consequences of potential 

bacterial pathogens and pollutants on fish health and quality and to what degree these bacteria are a 

commensal part of the fish microbiome.  
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Abstract 

The analysis of next-generation sequencing data for investigating microbial communities is 

complex. Decisions have to be made about a wide range of analysis options that all affect the 

results, such as which programs, settings, filters, and thresholds to use. In recent years standard 

bioinformatics pipelines have been introduced, which should make comparisons between studies 

easier. However, any one standard pipeline might not be optimal for all sample types and studies. 

Deciding which methods to use and estimating the implications of these choices can be 

complicated. This is especially true for studies of a relatively rare nature that have fewer similar 

studies for comparison. Here we report a comparison of the results from a microbiome study 

originally analyzed using a custom made method in QIIME with a subsequent analysis in the 

standard bioinformatics pipeline, SILVAngs. The comparison showed large differences in the alpha 

diversity estimates Chao1, as SILVAngs had much higher values and a different sample type 

pattern. The taxonomic assignments were similar at family level, but at higher resolution, there 

were differences.  

 

Introduction 

The application of next-generation sequencing techniques for metagenomics analyses of 

microbiomes has become standard in most research areas entailing investigation of bacterial 

community structure and diversity. The targeted 16S rRNA gene sequencing is a method often 

applied to investigations of bacterial communities, as it still has some advantages over other 

methods such as shotgun sequencing (Mukherjee et al. 2017). However, the continually growing 

list of options for analyzing the vast amount of data produced by next-generation sequencing has 

led to an increasing demand for clarification of how to relate to the large variation of bioinformatics 

pipelines (Siegwald et al. 2017; Angers-Loustau et al. 2018; D’Argenio 2018; Lambert et al. 2018). 

Some argue that clustering-first pipelines are more reliable than assignment-first pipelines for 

analyzing microbiomes that are not well described, because assignment-first pipelines are highly 

sensitive to the quality of databases and their annotations (Siegwald et al. 2017). Siegwald et al. 

(2017) estimate that the choice of reference database has a bigger impact on correct taxa 

identification for assignment-first pipelines while the richness estimation is more impacted for 

clustering-first pipelines. However, Edgar (2018) has demonstrated that the taxonomic annotation 

of sequences in two commonly used reference databases, SILVA (https://www.arb-silva.de/) and 

https://www.arb-silva.de/
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Greengenes (http://greengenes.secondgenome.com), is inherently flawed (Edgar 2018). Edgar 

(2018) found large disagreements between taxonomic annotations by Greengenes and SILVA of the 

same sequences. Most disagreements were caused by unassigned sequences in one but not the other 

database and some were conflicting taxon names. However, other comparisons of microbiome 

analysis using different bioinformatics pipelines have shown that even though there are differences 

the same biological conclusion can be made (Allali et al. 2017). 

The in silico and compiled dataset efficiency analyses of various pipelines and reference databases 

are valuable for identifying strengths and flaws in the various procedures (Almeida et al. 2018). 

However, the true implications on the analysis of environmental samples are still difficult to predict. 

Comparisons using real environmental samples of course have the downside of not having a correct 

answer for comparison. Such comparisons are nevertheless important for evaluating the true impact 

of using different bioinformatics pipelines on the biological meaning derived from the results, as 

manufactured samples never are as complex as the real thing. Recently, a comparison of 

bioinformatics pipelines applied to ruminal samples was performed (López-Garcia et al. 2018), 

which gained valuable knowledge to researchers in that area. In a recent study, we analyzed the 

microbial communities in the post-slaughter environment of farmed Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar 

L.) using next-generation sequencing (Jacobsen et al. 2019). The bioinformatic analysis in QIIME 

(Caporaso et al. 2010b) was custom made, using Greengenes as the reference database for the 16S 

rRNA sequences. Because of the current uncertainties in optimal bioinformatic analysis procedures, 

we compared our results with the results from the more standardized bioinformatics pipeline 

SILVA rRNA gene database project, SILVAngs 1.3 (Quast et al. 2013). Here we present some of 

the observations from that comparison, which we consider to be of value for researchers 

considering the best approach.  

  

Materials and Methods 

Details about samples, DNA extraction, sequencing protocol and data analysis from the original 

work are described in Jacobsen et al. (2019). In short, 96 samples from the post-slaughter 

environment of farmed Atlantic salmon were sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq instrument. The 

library preparation was largely performed according to the “16S Metagenomic Sequencing Library 

Preparation” document (Part # 15044223 Rev. B). The amplicon PCR was run using the 

recommended primers covering the V3 and V4 regions (selected from Klindworth et al. 2013). The 

http://greengenes.secondgenome.com/
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Index PCR was performed using primers from the Illumina Nextera XT Index kit. The sequencing 

kit was a MiSeq Reagent Kit v3 (600 cycles) producing paired-end reads. The samples were from 

the salmon intestines, skin mucus, abdominal cavity and storage ice. The SILVAngs analysis was 

based on the same paired-end reads as the original custom made analysis in QIIME.  

Table 1. Main differences in analysis methods. 

 QIIME SILVAngs 

Merging reads and aligning SeqPrep 

PyNAST, 75 % identity 

SINA,  

50 % identity 

Dereplication and clustering De novo UCLUST,  

97 % min identity 

De novo CD-HIT,  

98 % min identity 

Reference database Greengenes blastn, SILVA SSU 

Unassigned threshold 90 % 93 % 

 

For both pipelines, the minimum sequence quality was 30 and rejection rates due to ambiguities or 

homopolymers were similar (2 % for SILVAngs and 3 % for QIIME). However, in the SILVAngs 

pipeline, the SILVA Incremental Aligner (SINA v. 1.2.10) (Pruesse et al. 2012) was used for 

sequence alignment against the SILVA SSU rRNA SEED with a minimum of 50 % alignment 

identity. In contrast, SeqPrep (https://github.com/jstjohn/SeqPrep) was used in QIIME for merging 

paired end reads and alignment was performed by PyNAST (Caporaso et al. 2010) with a minimum 

of 75 % alignment identity. Dereplication and clustering was performed with CD-Hit (v. 3.1.2) (Li 

and Godzik 2006) in the SILVAngs pipeline with a minimum identity of 98% and with UCLUST 

(Edgar 2010) in QIIME using a minimum identity of 97%. The custom analysis used the 

Greengenes database (McDonald et al. 2012) as reference in a de novo OTU picking method. The 

SILVAngs protocol used BLAST (version 2.2.30+) with standard settings (Camacho et al. 2009) 

searching against the SILVA SSU ref dataset (release 128; Yilmaz et al. 2014). Minimum similarity 

required before rendering “unassigned” was 93% ((% sequence identity + % alignment coverage)/2) 

for the SILVAngs pipeline and 90% for the custom analysis. An overview of the main differences 

in the two bioinformatics analysis is displayed in Table 1. Further details on the original analysis 

can be found in Jacobsen et al. (2019).  

 

Results and discussion 

https://github.com/jstjohn/SeqPrep
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In samples with approximately 20,000 reads and higher the SILVAngs pipeline gave a higher 

number of reads per sample after joining of paired-end reads and quality filtration than the custom 

approach in QIIME. (Figure 1). In these samples, the SINA method in SILVAngs resulted in 

between approximately 26 % - 38 % more reads than the counterpart method in QIIME. The main 

reason for this might be the different percentage of 50% and 75% alignment identity required by 

SINA and PyNAST, respectively. On the other hand, samples with lower amount of reads more 

often retained a higher proportion of the reads with the custom analysis in QIIME. Total number of 

reads retained after removal of OTUs with less than five reads was 6.201.743 for the SILVAngs 

pipeline compared to 4.814.980 for the custom analysis in QIIME.  

 

 

Figure 1. Reads per sample for QIIME and SILVAngs.  

The CD-Hit method used in the SILVAngs approach for dereplication and clustering resulted in 

484,761 OTUs. UCLUST, which was used in the custom analysis in QIIME, produced 8,464 OTUs. 

UCLUST and CD-Hit are both heuristic clustering methods using greedy list removal algorithms 

with defined thresholds. They compare sequences to the representative sequence of already 

established clusters. If the similarity is within the defined threshold of the OTU centroid the 

sequence is added to the cluster, otherwise the sequence will be the centroid of a new cluster. Both 

methods also apply a prefilter to reduce the amounts of pairwise sequence alignments. This speeds 
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up the process but increases the risk of false negatives, which results in a loss of clustering 

sensitivity. This means that there is a tendency for too many clusters to be formed. Comparisons 

often show the two methods have similar clustering sensitivity (Li et al. 2012; Steinegger and 

Söding 2018). However, others state that the methods differ in how the sequences are sorted and 

assigned to clusters (Chen et al. 2013). Edgar (2010) found that there are disagreements on 

determination of percentage identity between the methods and that CD-HIT produces more false 

negatives than UCLUST. In addition, a study by Chen et al. (2016) showed that the number of 

redundant sequences increases significantly when the identity threshold is over 90 % compared to 

lower thresholds, and that a tolerance level of 2 %, as applied in this study, resulted in a redundancy 

ratio of nearly 20 % for an identity threshold of 98 %. Based on their studies, others have also 

recommended relatively low clustering threshold (~97 %) in order to avoid gross overestimation of 

diversity (Huse et al. 2010; Kunin et al. 2010).  

 

Figure 2. Chao1 estimates for the different sample types. Chao1 estimates from QIIME (Q) in green and 

SILVAngs (S) in red for different sample types from salmon post-slaughter environment; Di: distal intestine, 

Mi: mid intestine, Py: pyloric caeca, Sk: skin mucus, Abd: abdominal cavity, Ice: storage ice. Boxes show 

median line and 25th and 75th percentile. Whiskers show maximum and minimum values (Tukey) and dots 

represent outliers. 

 

This is consistent with the large number of OTUs detected in the SILVAngs pipeline, which used a 

threshold of 98 %. Along with the extra ~ 1.4 million reads, these differences might explain the 
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much higher number of OTUs detected using the SILVAngs approach compared to the analysis in 

QIIME. Other factors might also potentially have had an influence. A consequence of the large 

difference in OTU abundances is reflected in the alpha diversity estimates. The SILVAngs pipeline 

reported the bias corrected Chao1, applicable to very large sample sizes or when rare species are 

nearly homogeneous in terms of detection probabilities (Chao and Chiu 2016) while in the custom 

analysis the original Chao1 estimate (Chao 1984) was used. According to Siegwald et al. (2017), 

QIIME overestimates Chao1 at the family level but at the genus level, it is very accurate because 

the richness overestimation is compensated by the drop in resolution at the genus level. The high 

OTU abundance in the SILVAngs analysis resulted in much higher levels of the alpha diversity 

metric Chao1 for all sample types than the Chao1 estimates from the analysis in QIIME (Figure 2). 

In addition, comparisons between the sample types showed different patterns for QIIME and for 

SILVAngs, which can be caused by spurious formations of OTUs in the SILVAngs pipeline. For 

instance, 195,771 (or 40.4 %) of the 484,761 OTUs were assigned to the same genus, Mycoplasma, 

which was highly abundant in the intestinal samples. The alpha diversity metrics are used as 

illustrators of various characteristics of the microbial community and potential connections to 

environmental factors. Therefore, these results show that comparisons of samples within a study can 

infer different biological meanings depending on the methods used even though they are in well-

established bioinformatics pipelines. 

a)                                                                   b) 

     

Figure 3. Representative krona plots. Krona plots from the SILVAngs analysis of (a) distal intestinal 

sample and (b) skin mucus sample. 
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The taxonomic classification resulted in a much diminished difference between QIIME and 

SILVAngs. The analysis in QIIME resulted in 362 taxonomic identities while SILVAngs 

determined 521. The alpha diversity from SILVAngs based on OTUs (Figure 2) did not seem 

compatible with the taxonomic paths displayed in the various tissue types. Representative krona 

plots from the SILVAngs analysis are illustrated in Figure 3. This suggests that the real alpha 

diversity is more in line with that determined in QIIME.  

The relative distribution of the high abundance bacteria in the various sample types showed that the 

microbial community was overall very similar for both analyses when the resolution was at the 

family level (figure 4). This is consistent with a comparison of sequence clustering tools performed 

by Kopylova et al. (2016) that showed different clustering results converge to the same conclusions 

with longer, higher quality reads and deep sequencing.  

 

 

Figure 4. Relative abundances of selected families in the various sample types. 

 

However, at a higher resolution, there were some instances of different taxonomic annotations 

(Figure 5). SILVAngs sometimes assigned most or all OTUs to genera within these families while 
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QIIME defined most at family level only. QIIME defined many reads to the families 

Mycoplasmataceae and Enterobacteriaceae without further resolution while SILVAngs defined 

these families’ reads as Mycoplasma and Cedecea, respectively (Figure 5). In other families such as 

Moraxellaceae, Oxalobacteraceae and Micrococcaceae, the reads were in part assigned to genera 

by QIIME. Some genera in these families, such as Acinetobacter and Janthinobacterium, were at 

similar relative abundance as defined by SILVAngs while other genera were not. In addition, the 

QIIME analysis had many unassigned reads while SILVAngs had few. An analysis by Bokulich et 

al. (2018) showed that UCLUST and BLAST+ both performed well in novel taxon classification, 

meaning they did not over-, under-, or misclassify much. However, performances varied greatly 

depending on the parameter settings. In addition, these differences might be caused by the 

application of different databases in the two analyses, namely Greengenes and SILVA, consistent 

with the findings of Edgar (2018). 

 

Figure 5. Illustration of similarities and differences in taxonomic resolution. The black boxes highlight 

some of the differences. 

At the present Greengenes is the smallest of the commonly used databases. The latest version of 

Greengenes is from May 2013. Since then, the SILVA SSU database has almost doubled in size. In 
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this comparison, the SILVA SSU database was generally better able to define the microbial 

community at a higher resolution. However, some comparative analysis have demonstrated that 

Greengenes is more accurate in defining the metagenome from certain environments such as the 

ocean (Almeida et al. 2018) although others have revealed taxonomic annotation errors in 

Greengenes, which could affect analysis of marine samples (Lydon and Lipp 2018). 

Overall, both bioinformatic analyses showed strengths and weaknesses. The clustering, OTU 

formation and alpha diversity estimation seemed more reliable in QIIME. However, the taxonomic 

resolution was better in the SILVAngs pipeline. The impact of the different interpretations from 

these bioinformatic pipelines could be large, if results are accepted without criticism. However, 

with some insight into the various aspects of these analyses it is possible to identify potential 

pitfalls and perform alternative analyses for comparison.  
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5. Discussion 

In this project, we have shed light on the complex mechanism of gaping in salmon fillets. Although 

gaping in salmon fillets is not a new research area, we have used methods not previously applied to 

this issue and considered potential factors not previously studied in this context.  

5.1 Cleaning of the abdominal cavity 

Our first objective was to establish if cleaning of the abdominal cavity post-mortem and/or 

temperature from slaughter to processing had any influence on the occurrence or severity of gaping 

in the salmon fillets. To our knowledge, there have not been any previous reports of studies on 

salmon fillet gaping that have included potential effects of blood and intestinal fluids left in the 

abdominal cavity during cold storage. In addition, it has not been customary to mention the cleaning 

method or intensity of the salmon post-slaughter in experimental setups analyzing gaping in fillets. 

Possibly, the cleaning of the abdominal cavity might not have been considered of sufficient 

importance. Alternatively, a consistent and proper cleaning of the abdominal cavity as part of the 

standardization of the sampling procedure has been thought to be too obvious to mention. However, 

the cleaning of the abdominal cavity has been mentioned as a general recommendation in relation to 

bacterial load (Erkan 2007; Borderias and Sánchez-Alonso 2011). The results of our study clearly 

showed that the cleaning of the abdominal cavity post-mortem had a significant effect on the 

occurrence and severity of gaping in the fillets (Paper I). The correlation detected between bodily 

fluids left in in the abdominal cavity of salmon during cold storage and gaping in the fillets implies 

that it might be beneficial to investigate the post-mortem activity of enzymes present in the blood or 

intestinal fluids of the salmon. Establishing potential effects of various enzymes in the blood and 

intestinal fluids on the extracellular matrix components could promote the understanding of the 

mechanisms leading to gaping fillets. It would also be of importance to resolve if potential ECM 

degrading enzymes in the intestinal fluids from the salmon are inherent or derived from bacteria.  

5.1.1 Standardization 

It is important to notice that the correlation detected between cleaning of the abdominal cavity post-

slaughter and gaping does not exclude the influence of other variables, most of which are mentioned 

in the Introduction section. It is certainly possible that several factors can induce gaping in salmon 

fillets, potentially interacting with each other. For example, the immune cells in the blood named 

polymorphonuclear leucocytes contain metalloproteinase 8 (MMP-8), which is a collagenase that 

preferentially degrades collagen I (Gangbar et al. 1990; Herman et al. 2001). Stress causes an 
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increase in the number and activity of polymorphonuclear leucocytes (Suzuki et al. 1999; Sasagawa 

et al. 1993), and coagulation of blood induces release and activation of the MMP-8 (Jung 2008; 

Manello 2008). Bacteria potentially derived from the intestinal fluids can possibly also activate host 

MMPs or inactivate proteinase inhibitors (Lähteenmäki et al. 2001) in addition to having 

collagenases of their own with broad substrate specificity (Duarte et al. 2016). In addition, physical 

handling can release many of the autolytic enzymes that are compartmentalized in discrete 

membrane bound packages (in particular in the lysosomes) which may disrupt when subjected to 

physical abuse (Huss 1995). Such a multifactorial induction of gaping is quite possible and might 

explain why results from various studies, potentially not including all relevant co-factors, often 

seem to give conflicting results. For this reason, we would recommend to include cleaning of the 

abdominal cavity in the methods description of experimental setups and sampling to ensure 

standardization so that it does not influence the results of other parameters tested. More importantly, 

the results demonstrate that the salmon farming industry might benefit from optimizing the post-

slaughter cleaning of the abdominal cavity. There seems to be a large variation in the prevalence of 

gaping in the salmon farming industry (Andersen et al. 1994; Pittman 2013), and implementing a 

higher level of scrutiny to the cleaning of the abdominal cavity post-slaughter might reduce loss and 

wastage as well as increase profitability in the salmon farming industry. 

5.2 Extracellular matrix 

In gaping tissue, the location of tearing is in the extracellular matrix. However, there is no 

consensus on which molecules and mechanisms are involved. Collagens, PGs, and GAGs are 

intrinsic parts of the ECM and are likely somehow involved in the detachment of the myocommata 

from the myomere. Differences in molecular structure might reveal something about potentially 

inherent differences, forms of degradation and causes of degradation related to gaping. However, 

collagens, PGs, and GAGs are complex and versatile compounds. Hussel et al. (2018) stated, “The 

interstitial matrix and basement membrane are highly complex structures and understanding the 

effect of changes in any particular components abundance or distribution is a difficult task”. With 

this in mind, we chose to investigate glycosaminoglycans because they are intricate parts of many 

ECM components and structures and molecular changes might have an impact of relevance (Paper 

II). We chose to analyze the GAGs by mass spectrometry because such analysis have the potential 

to reveal detailed information about structural diversity and abundance of GAGs in various tissue 

types (Shi and Zaia 2009). To our knowledge, no previous studies have analyzed 
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glycosaminoglycans by mass spectrometry in relation to gaping in salmon fillets. Nor have any 

other ECM components been analyzed by mass spectrometry in relation to gaping in fillets.  

5.2.1 Estimation of chain length 

Various methods have been applied for the estimation of GAG chain lengths. Deligny et al. (2016) 

used 35S labeled HS, gel chromatography and scintillation. Veraldi et al. (2018) used fractionation 

by ultrafiltration through MWCO 10-kDa filters. Pegeot et al. (2015) used signal intensity of xylose 

residue of the linkage tetrasaccharide between the GAG and the protein core, measured by NMR, 

and compared to the sum of intensities of GlcNAc and GlcNS. Brown et al. (2007) used DMMB + 

agarose gel filtration chromatography (superose 6). 

In this study, the estimation of the HS chain length was calculated by dividing the total amount of 

disaccharides with the saturated amount of disaccharides (Figure 4.1). Enzymatic cleavage of the 

GAG chains by lyases produces oligosaccharides with ∆4,5-unsaturated uronic acid residues while 

the non-reducing chain terminus is not cleaved and these oligosaccharides remain saturated (Zaia 

2013). Estimation of the HS chain length, including only disaccharides, has previously been used in 

other studies (Shi and Zaia 2009), and applied here as the only HS oligosaccharides measured were 

disaccharides. The HS chains in the connective tissue samples were estimated to be very short in 

comparison with the reported common range (Kreuger et al. 2006). In contrast to this, the 

estimation of the CS chain length, which was within the reported common range (Little et al. 2008), 

was calculated by including all CS oligosaccharides measured adjusted to disaccharide units and all 

saturated oligosaccharides measured (Figure 4.1). Most of the oligosaccharides measured were 

found at low abundances, between less than 0.1 % and 5.4 % of the dp2 abundance, but the 

unsaturated dp3 [1,1,1,1,1] was detected at higher concentrations than the total dp2 and therefore 

made an impact on the chain calculations. 

 

HS dp2 chain length estimation:   

Total dp2 / sat. dp2  

CS dp2 chain length estimation:    

(dp2 + 0.5xdp1 + 1.5xdp3 + 2xdp4 + 2.5xdp5 + 3xdp6 + 4xdp8) / (sat. dp1 + sat. dp3 + sat. dp5) 

Figure 4.1. HS and CS chain length estimation. Sat. = saturated. 
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A calculation based on disaccharides only, assumes a complete digestion of the GAG chains. In 

reality, there might be other HS oligosaccharides of various sizes present after the digestion, as was 

the case with CS. Therefore, an attempt to base the chain length estimation on other small 

oligosaccharides of the digested HS as well as the disaccharides might be worth considering in 

future studies. However, CS oligosaccharides were included for comparative analysis, which also 

made it possible to include these in the chain estimation. HS oligosaccharides were not included in 

the analysis because HS is more heterogeneous than CS and measurement of all HS 

oligosaccharides is a more comprehensive task. The short HS chain length might also be due to the 

action of endolytic heparanases (Lindahl and Kjellén 2013; Peterson and Liu 2012) during storage 

or due to other normal post-mortem processes. No differences were detected in chain length 

between gaping and intact tissue samples and it is therefore unlikely that complete degradation of 

CS or HS chains are reasons for gaping fillets.  

5.2.2 HS chain composition 

The difference in the HS chain composition stringency between gaping and intact samples is quite 

interesting, as HS within one tissue tend to have a characteristic domain structure and sulfation 

degree (Multhaupt and Couchman 2012). Because heparan sulfate proteoglycans have important 

functions for cell-ECM adhesion and basement membrane adhesion (Sarrazin et al. 2011), the 

detected differences might be relevant for the gaping issue. It is difficult to estimate whether these 

differences could be caused by some form of selective degradation potentially connected to inherent 

or bacterial enzymes in the bodily fluids left in the abdominal cavity. Alternatively, they might be 

inherent differences present in the tissue at slaughter. Comparisons with fresh salmon tissue 

samples could help determine the normal variation in HS chain structure in order to estimate the 

relevance of this finding.  

5.2.3 Chondroitin sulfate sulfation degree 

The MS analysis revealed several differences in the CS and HS compositions between intact and 

gaping tissue. One difference detected was in the CS dp2 distribution where gaping samples had a 

higher proportion of non-sulfated CS disaccharides and a lower proportion of singly and doubly 

sulfated CS disaccharides compared to the intact tissue samples. In addition, there was a 

significantly higher amount of monosulfated CS in the intact tissue samples. These results 

suggested the action of endosulfatases because the gaping samples had a lower CS sulfation degree 

without the CS chains being more degraded. To our knowledge, no eukaryotic CS endosulfatases 

have been identified, though these might still be discovered in the future. However, bacterial CS 
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endosulfatases have been detected utilizing different degradation pathways (Ulmer et al. 2014). CS 

endosulfatase-producing bacteria have been found in both the marine environment (Wang et al. 

2015) and in human intestines (Ulmer et al. 2014). Based on present knowledge it is therefore 

possible that the CS endosulfatase activity does not originate from inherent enzymes in the blood or 

intestinal fluids, but rather from bacteria. However, investigations into the potential of inherent 

enzymes in the salmon blood and intestinal fluids might also be relevant. Alternatively, the findings 

of different CS dp2 compositions in gaping and intact samples are not necessarily cause and effect, 

but might be due to concurrent and independent events. If it is accepted that bacterial endosulfatases 

potentially are responsible for the lower sulfation degree in gaping tissue and that it might have an 

effect on the presence and severity of gaping, then one has to investigate more carefully the 

enzymatic activity. Mapping any potential relevant bacterial activity in more detail could enhance 

the understanding of the molecular mechanisms of gaping in salmon fillets. Another aspect is the 

overall high proportion of non-sulfated CS disaccharides detected in these samples at nearly 40 %, 

which is considerably different than the CS dp2 distribution detected in other fish species (Zhang et 

al. 2009; Higashi et al. 2015; Maccari et al. 2015; Pan et al. 2018; Vázguez et al. 2018). Again, 

comparisons with fresh salmon tissue are needed to clarify if this difference is inherent or caused by 

post-mortem degradation.  

5.2.4 Spatial distribution of ECM components in the tissue 

In order to achieve some descriptive information on the spatial distribution of selected ECM 

components in the tissue, immunohistochemistry analysis was performed on muscle tissue samples 

with and without gaping, staining with CS-4S, CS-6S and Collagen I antibodies (method 

description in Supplement X). The IHC analysis was originally intended to be included in Paper II, 

but the different approaches added too much complexity to the manuscript and the IHC results were 

left out for future use. We report here some observations from the analysis we consider worth 

noticing. Tissue sections were stained for collagen I, as this is the main component in the 

myocommata and for CS-4S and CS-6S because the MS analysis could not distinguish between 

these two forms. The CS-4S and CS-6S phenotypes infer different characteristics on the CS chain 

and the tissue (e.g. Bayliss et al. 1999; Miyata et al. 2012). Both CS-4S and CS-6S were abundantly 

present in both gaping and intact tissue. Both the endomysium and the larger connective tissue were 

brightly stained (Figure 4.2). No obvious difference in abundance or tissue distribution of the two 

CS sulfation types was apparent. In addition, there were no obvious differences between intact and 
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gaping tissue samples. However, CS was clearly present in the myocyte’s basement membrane on 

both myomeres facing the myocommata. 

 

    

Figure 4.2. Immunofluorescence images. Intact salmon muscle tissue stained with CS-6S (a) and gaping 

tissue stained with CS-4S (b) antibodies. Images were processed in ImageJ. The IHC analyses were 

performed in collaboration with Amanda G Vang, Karen W. Sanden and Mona E. Pedersen. 

 

In contrast, the IHC of collagen I often showed a presence in only one of the two myomere edges 

facing the myocommata (Figure 4.3). In places where the myocommata was detached from one of 

the myomeres, the myocommata itself was brightly stained with collagen I antibodies, but the 

myocytes not attached to the myocommata were relatively bare.  

 

     

Figure 4.3. Immunofluorescence images. Salmon muscle tissue with gaping stained with collagen I 

antibody. Images with xx (a) and xx (b) magnification processed in ImageJ. The IHC analyses were 

performed in collaboration with Amanda G Vang, Karen W. Sanden and Mona E. Pedersen. 
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A study by Torgersen et al. (2014) on soft texture in salmon fillets using immunohistochemistry to 

analyze presence and distribution of collagen I, perlecan and aggrecan showed similar results, 

although their focus was on the endomysium. Soft fillets often showed lower fluorescent intensity 

and a detachment from one of the myocytes while still attached to the myocytes opposite. However, 

in our study this form of detachment was not prevalent for CS and not restricted to samples from 

gaping tissue. Therefore, no correlation was detected between CS-4S, CD-6S or collagen I spatial 

distribution in the connective tissue and gaping in the salmon fillets. Potentially, the observations 

mentioned could be normal post-mortem degradation unrelated to gaping or it might be a 

consequence of tissue handling.  

 

5.3 Bacterial enzymes 

The results from the first experimental setup with cleaning of the abdominal cavity post-slaughter 

and the results from the mass spectrometry analysis of CS and HS suggest that the involvement of 

bacterial enzymes in gaping of salmon fillets is a possibility. As mentioned earlier a few 

recommendations have been made to clean the abdominal cavity of salmon post-slaughter in 

relation to general spoilage of fillets (Erkan 2007; Borderias and Sánchez-Alonso 2011). However, 

to our knowledge there have not been any previous attempts to analyze the possibility of bacterial 

degradation in relation to gaping in salmon fillets. 

The experimental setup analyzing the microbial communities in the intestines of salmon at slaughter 

and in the skin mucus, abdominal cavity and storage ice during cold storage confirmed this potential 

(Paper III). Bacterial communities detected in the intestinal samples and in the abdominal cavity 

during storage were generally different as was the gelatinase activity. However, when the bacterial 

composition in the abdominal cavity of salmon in one storage box were similar to that in intestinal 

samples while being different from the other abdominal cavity samples, then the gelatinase activity 

was also similar to that in the intestinal samples. Although these results suggest a potential 

involvement of intestinal fluids in gaping, there are several missing links in the hypothetical chain 

linking intestinal bacteria to gaping in the fillets. Further research is required to establish more 

precisely the changes in the ECM leading to gaping, which enzymes cause these changes, and the 

origin of these enzymes. 
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5.4 Dominating bacteria 

Potential future studies investigating the possibility of specific bacteria degrading ECM components 

in the salmon fillets during storage, might find the bacterial family Mycoplasmataceae of interest. 

Our study found it to be highly dominant in the salmon intestines (Paper III and IV), which is 

consistent with the findings of others (Llewellyn et al. 2015; Fogarty et al. 2019). Bacteria within 

this family, in the genus Mycoplasma, are capable of gelatinolytic activity (Chekalowski et al., 

1973). However, some clarification is needed regarding the classification of OTUs as belonging to 

Mycoplasmataceae or Mycoplasma. In the experimental setup correlating intestinal bacterial 

communities to gelatinolytic activity, the dominating bacteria are classified as Mycoplasmataceae. 

The same raw sequencing data analyzed by another bioinformatic pipeline reported the dominating 

bacteria to be Mycoplasma (Paper V). This could be a discrepancy between for instance the 

different databases used in the different pipelines, Greengenes and SILVA. However, at the same 

time data from the initial pilot-study (Paper IV) showed that OTUs were assigned to both 

Mycoplasmataceae and Mycoplasma in Greengenes. Mycoplasma was mainly detected in the M. 

molva samples and Mycoplasmataceae in the S. salar samples. Other studies have also found 

Mycoplasmataceae to be dominating in salmon intestines and Llewellyn et al. (2015) also assigned 

OTUs to various genera in the Mycoplasmataceae family, including Mycoplasma. A further 

clarification of the influence of bioinformatic methods and databases on the assignment of OTUs to 

genera in the Mycoplasmataceae family would be a great value to further investigation into the 

significance of these bacteria. One option is whole genome sequencing (WGS) of microbiomes, 

which can enhance the understanding of composition and function of the microbiomes (Rinke et al. 

2013; Almeida et al. 2019). It is more expensive and requires more computational effort than 

amplicon sequencing, but has enhanced species detection and has the ability to reveal more about 

the phylogenetic diversity and functional properties of the bacteria, including their enzymatic 

potential (Ranjan et al. 2016; Rausch et al. 2019).  

5.4.1 Potential in the unknown 

Other bacteria and enzymatic capabilities could also be of interest. A recent study by Medvecky et 

al. (2018) revealed the high potential of Bacteroidetes, which in our study was detected in all 

sample types, to produce collagenases, hyaluronidases, heparanases, and chondroitinases. This is a 

good representation of the potentially large variation of both bacterial species and enzymatic 

activity of relevance. The search for and characterization of bacteria with various enzymatic 

activities has been skewed towards potentially harmful or useful bacteria such as those causing 
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diseases and potentially dangerous spoilage or those producing beneficial enzymes for medicinal 

purposes. More benign environmental or intestinal bacteria, like Bacteroidetes, have traditionally 

attracted less research attention. However, with the massive increase of information from next-

generation sequencing and related techniques, data from environmental and intestinal samples 

include the entire microbiome facilitating biomining at a larger and broader scale (Alma’abadi et al. 

2015; Koutsandreas et al. 2016). In addition, WGS can determine the functional profile of various 

samples directly and allow the exploration of potential activity of even unknown bacteria (Rinke et 

al. 2013; Jovel et al. 2016). Overall, it seems that salmon intestines commonly contain bacteria 

capable of producing enzymes that degrade extracellular matrix components. These bacteria could 

potentially affect the fillet quality in case of inadvertent contamination. With the currently available 

techniques, future studies might reveal any such potential in more detail. 

5.4.2 Reproducibility  

Currently, microbiome studies can produce a massive amount of sequence data. At the same time, 

there is a lack of standardized data management and bioinformatic analysis. This has led to a 

concern about the reproducibility and replicability of such studies as well as recommendations for 

improvements (Poussin et al. 2018; Schloss 2018; Fricker et al. 2019). The terms reproducibility 

and replicability are sometimes confused, so for clarification the illustrative table from Schloss 

(2018) is reproduced here for guidance: 

 

TABLE 1 Simple grid-based system for defining concepts that can be used to describe the validity of a resulta  

Methods   Same experimental system   Different experimental system  

Same methods   Reproducibility   Replicability   

Different methods  Robustness    Generalizability  

aThis is a generalization of the approach used by Whitaker (9), who used it to describe computational analyses 

 

Generally speaking, we want to be able to compare results from any of our studies with other 

similar studies. Each study is usually based on different samples and although attempts are being 

made to apply standardized bioinformatic pipelines, there will most likely be differences due to 

updated software, reference databases etc. These comparisons are termed generalizations according 

to the concept system illustrated above. Testing replicability and robustness of your results can 
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show how reliable these are before comparing with other studies for generalization. The comparison 

in our study between two different bioinformatics methods performed on the same raw data was 

thus a test of robustness.  

There are many potential obstacles in the analysis of NGS data, which can make replicability and 

robustness hard to achieve. However, OTU formation remains a major challenge, as there are no 

universal guidelines for correct OTU formation. An OTU is a cluster of similar sequence reads with 

a representative sequence formed with the purpose of reducing computational power needed to 

perform subsequent analysis. The assumption is that these clustered reads are derived from same or 

closely related organisms (He et al. 2015). However, some argue that this assumption of correlation 

between OTUs and species is unreliable (Stackebrandt and Ebers 2006). In addition, the instability 

of OTU formation due to variable sequencing depth was demonstrated early in the NGS era 

(Roesch et al. 2007) and is still an unresolved issue (He et al. 2015). Commonly used methods have 

been shown to produce many more OTUs than what is known to be present in mock communities 

(Kopylova et al 2016). In our test of robustness, the lack of OTU stability was clearly demonstrated. 

In the comparisons of the QIIME and SILVAngs bioinformatics (Paper V), one analysis produced 

8.464 OTUs and the other 484.761 OTUs. It was not surprising that using different programs for 

OTU formation resulted in different number of OTUs, but the scale of difference was surprising and 

the effect it had on alpha diversity estimation. It is alarming that these commonly used methods 

applied to the same raw data could give so different results.  

As an alternative, Callahan et al. (2017) recommended to replace the OTU as standard unit of 

amplicon sequencing analysis with amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) because they are reusable 

and reproducible in contrast to the more arbitrary nature of OTUs. Reproducibility and replicability 

is becoming ever more important and standard requirements in NGS studies. De novo OTUs are 

constructed by clustering reads that are sufficiently similar to one another without any external 

reference, the major drawback being that the result is data set dependent. Closed reference OTUs 

are not data set dependent but reference database dependent, as reads are clustered against a 

reference sequence collection. Contrary to this, ASVs have an intrinsic biological meaning. Some 

argue that current ASV methods provide better resolution and accuracy than OTU methods (Eren et 

al 2015, Callahan et al 2016).  For analysis to be reproducible, the fundamental units must be 

reproducible, and OTUs are not. ASVs are reproducible and are not limited by different data sets or 

incomplete reference datasets. 
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Reference databases are another important factor in any chosen bioinformatics pipeline. The results 

from our study showed that the taxonomic assignments were relatively robust at family level. This 

reflects the conclusion of others (Kopylova et al. 2016; Allali et al. 2017). However, the robustness 

deteriorated at higher taxonomical resolution, as there were more pronounced differences at genus 

and species level. These differences could be due to underclassification, overclassification or the 

representation of relevant reference genomes. Although some databases are considered to be of 

better quality than others, none are ideal for all kinds of samples, and it is a general concern that 

reference databases need to be more comprehensive and accurate (Jovel et al. 2013; Breitwieser et 

al. 2017). Until these circumstances are markedly improved it is important to be aware of these 

challenges when analyzing your data and comparing with other studies. 

5.5 Limitations and recommendations 

5.5.1 Sampling 

A potential limitation of the results presented in paper I is the relatively small sample size. Thirty 

individuals might be considered a bit low, and a future experiment might benefit from a higher 

number of samples. However, there are some practical issues to consider if a similar study is 

attempted with a larger sample size. In order to standardize as much as possible of the sampling 

procedure, the salmon have to be from the same pen and taken for slaughter within the same time 

frame. This ensures similar treatment and temperatures as well facilitating processing by the same 

staff under similar conditions. Therefore, the quality assessments have to be performed on the same 

day, because storage time needs to be consistent. In addition, the quality assessments should be 

performed by the same personnel in order to avoid bias. These conditions set a time limit for how 

many individual fish can be used in a single experimental setup. In order to improve flexibility in 

the experimental setup an option could be to perform a similar study with a reduced number of 

measurements in order to make room for more individuals being processed in a single day or 

replicate setups could be performed as a form of validation. The application of image analysis has 

also been studied (Balaban et al. 2011; Merkin et al. 2013; Pittman et al. 2013) and might be an 

option worth considering for future studies.  

Although the MS analysis included a larger sample size significant differences were mainly 

detected when comparing intra-individual intact and gaping samples rather than when including all 

samples. The cause of this could to be the large individual variation in glycosaminoglycan content 

and structure. If this is a general issue, it might be difficult to identify potential differences in GAG 
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content and composition related to gaping between individuals. It could also make it difficult to 

determine any potential GAG thresholds related to gaping in salmon in general without a very large 

sample size. On the other hand, it could indicate that the effect of this degradation partly depends on 

each individual’s connective tissue structure. Therefore, it is recommended that future studies 

compare intra-individual samples or have large sample sizes in order to enhance the probability of 

detecting potential inter-individual differences. In addition, comparisons with fresh salmon tissue 

could help differentiate between inherent composition and post-mortem changes. 

5.5.2 Immunohistochemistry quantification 

Immunohistochemistry is widely used for identification and quantification of various components in 

the ECM. However, standardized methods for antibody validation across research applications are 

not universally applied (Rickelt and Hynes 2018). As a result, the quality and consistency of data 

generated using antibodies can vary greatly and increasing concerns have been raised about 

reproducibility of scientific data using commercially available antibodies (Baker 2015; Bradbury 

and Pluckthun 2015). The need for improved standardization of IHC protocols has been addressed 

and recommendations and guidelines for IHC have been proposed (Rickelt and Hynes 2018; Weller 

2018). Of most importance, every experiment should include positive and negative controls to 

assess performance of antibody and reagents used, ideally using a set of tissue samples with known 

variable expression levels of the protein of interest. In addition, there is very scarce information 

about the quantification process in the literature presenting IHC analysis of fish fillets. Although 

IHC analysis complement MS analysis well, this lack of possibilities to do validated quantitative 

measurements restricts the application of IHC to mainly qualitative analysis. This was consistent 

with the results from our study, which showed large variation within and between slides and 

samples. The establishment of positive controls with various fluorescent intensities for the salmon 

tissue type in question would require a substantial effort and this was not within the scope of this 

PhD project. However, making validated and quantitative IHC measurements possible would be of 

great value for research in salmon fillet quality issues such as gaping, because information about the 

spatial distribution is lost in most other analytical methods. 

 

5.6 Concluding remarks 

This study established that intestinal fluids left in the abdominal cavity of post-slaughtered salmon 

during cold storage are a possible cause of gaping in the salmon fillets. The results from two 
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experimental setups showed that firstly this increased the prevalence of gaping and secondly that 

this increased the potential of gelatin degrading activity in the abdominal cavity. The first 

experimental setup did not distinguish between the effect of blood and intestinal fluids, but the 

second experimental setup established a correlation between increased gelatinase activity in the 

abdominal cavity and the presence of intestinal fluids. However, this does not rule out the 

possibility of other enzymatic activity stemming from the blood having a negative effect on the 

connective tissue in the salmon fillets. In addition, it did not differentiate between the action of 

inherent enzymes in the intestinal fluids and enzymatic activity of bacteria. However, the results 

from the mass spectrometry analysis suggested that bacterial activity was a possible explanation for 

some differences in CS detected between intact and gaping tissue. Therefore, the combined results 

show that it is possible that bacteria transferred to the abdominal cavity from the intestines during 

slaughter of the salmon induce gaping in the salmon fillets. The results do not reject the possible 

action of inherent enzymes in either blood or intestinal fluids. A closer examination of enzymatic 

activity in blood and intestinal fluids left in the abdominal cavity of salmon post-slaughter might 

reveal in more detail which enzymes potentially harmful to the connective tissue are present and 

from where they originate. This might also enhance the understanding about possible mechanisms 

of degradation of the extracellular matrix in the salmon fillets. Detailed analysis of other 

extracellular matrix components similar to what was done in this study might also reveal some 

correlations between changes in amount or structure and gaping. Analyses of a broad range of ECM 

components might be important in order to reveal if some changes are causes of gaping while others 

might be concurrent events, independent or not. Ultimately, the connection(s) from specific 

enzymatic activity to specific changes in ECM components and to the effect on gaping prevalence 

might be achieved.  
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7. Apendix 
 

7.1 Supplementary material for thesis 
 

7.1.1 Supplementary file S1. Method description of immunofluorescent analysis.  

 

Immunohistochemistry samples. Ten salmon with an average weight of 4.1 kg were kindly 

provided by Bakkafrost farming company (Faroe Islands). Following standard procedure of 

slaughter, except a less rigorous cleaning procedure of the abdominal cavity in order to induce 

gaping, the ten individuals were stored in transport boxes with chipped ice in a cooling facility for 

seven days at 1.5 ºC. The salmon were filleted and samples of intact and gaping tissue were excised 

from the fillets. The tissue samples, approximately 1 cm x 1 cm x ½ cm, were immersed in OCT 

and carefully frozen in liquid nitrogen. The samples were since stored at -80 ºC until further 

analysis.  

Immunoflourescence. Immunostaining were performed with primary antibodies from mouse for C-

4-S (mab2030, Millipore), C-6-S (mab2035, Millipore) and from rabbit for collagen (ab20033, 

abcam). Secondary antibodies used was from mouse (A21133, Invitrogen) and rabbit (q22074, 

Termo scientific). Cross-section of 10 µm were cut in a cryostat (Leica CM 3050, Leica 

Microsystem Wetzlar, GmBH, Heidelberg, Germany) and mounted on a poly-L-lysine coated glass 

slide which were kept in -20 until use. The section was then fixed with ice-cold aceton and 

permeabilized using 0.5 % triton in PBS for 15 min, To generate the antigenic epitopes, the sections 

were digested with chondroitinase ABC lyase (cABC) from Proteus vulgaris (0.5 units/ml) in 0.1 

M Tris-HCl buffer, pH 8. After cABC treatment for 2 h at 37°C, non-specific binding were blocked 

by using 5% non-fat dry milk powder dissolved in 1xPBS. Primary antibodies (1:100 diluted) in 2% 

non-fat dry milk in PBS was added and incubated over night at 4°C before washing with 1xPBS for 
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30 min. Subsequent incubation with secondary antibodies was performed for 2 hours, washing with 

1x PBS for 30 min before using Dako fluorescent mounting medium (Glostrup, Denmark).   

Negative controls were incubated with secondary antibodies only. The section were cover-slipped 

using a Prolong Gold antifade (Life Technologies). The slides were examined by fluorescence 

microscopy analysis (apotome mode) (ZEISS Axio Observer Z1 microscope, Jena, Germany). 
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7.2 Supplementary material for paper II 
 

Characterization of glycosaminoglycans in gaping and intact 

connective tissue of farmed Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) fillets by 

mass spectrometry 
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Table S1. Details of HS disaccharides measured. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HS disaccharide Ion species m/z Retention time (min) 

D0A0 1- 378 108 
 Dimer, 1- 757 108 
 Adduct, 1- 468 108 

D2A0/D0A2 1- 458 98 

D2A6 1- 538 92 
 2- 268.5 92 

D0S0 1- 416 103 

D2S0/D0S6 1- 496 96 
 2- 247.5 96 
 SO3 loss, 1- 416 96 

D2S6 1- 576 89 
 2- 287.5 89 
 SO3 loss, 1- 496 89 
 SO3 loss, 2- 247.5 89 

U0A0 1- 396 108 

U2A0/U0A6 1- 476 98 

U2A6 1- 556 92 
 2- 277.5 92 

U0S0 1- 434 103 

U2S0/U0S6 1- 514 96 
 2- 256.5 96 
 SO3 loss, 1- 434 96 

U2S6 1- 594 89 
 2- 296.5 89 
 SO3 loss, 1- 514 89 
 SO3 loss, 2- 256.5 89 
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Figure S1 
 

 

 

 

Figure S1. Fotographs of (a) intact and (b) gaping salmon fillets. Samples used in this study were 

obtained by cutting out the connective tissue and adjoining muscle as illustrated by the areas 

outlined in black. Photograph courtesy of Durita Nielsen. Copyright 2019.  
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Figure S2. Outline of the GAG extraction and digestion procedures performed in the study 
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7.3 Supplementary material for Paper III 
 

Characterization of glycosaminoglycans in gaping and intact 

connective tissue of farmed Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) fillets by 

mass spectrometry 
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Figure S1. Rarefaction curves. Rarefaction curves for all samples (A) Chao1, (B) observed OTUs, 

and (C) PD whole tree alpha diversity estimates. Doi: 10.7717/peerj.7040/supp-1. 
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Figure S2. Group-wise rarefaction curves. Mean rarefaction curves with standard deviation of 

Chao1 (A), Observed OTUs (B) and PD whole tree (C) alpha diversity estimates for all sample 

types. Doi: 10.7717/peerj.7040/supp-2. 
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Figure S3. PC plots of beta diversities. PC plots of weighted (A) and unweighted (B) UniFrac 

calculations. Each coloured circle represents a sample. Red: abdominal samples, purple: skin 

samples, yellow: ice samples, green/blue/orange: digestive tract samples. The grouped ice samples 

and digestive tract samples are encircled in both plots. The encircled red abdominal samples are 

those from storage box no. 3. Doi: 10.7717/peerj.7040/supp-3.  
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Table S1. OTU table. Doi: 10.7717/peerj.7040/supp-4. 

Due to a format not suitable for A4 print, readers are referred to the assigned DOI. 

  

Table S2. Gelatinase activity measurements. Doi: 10.7717/peerj.7040/supp-5. 

Initial screening: 

Time(min) Py-a Py-b MI-a MI-b DI-a DI-b S-a S-b B-a B-b 

0 1247,88 1364,05 1252,13 1307,3 193,2308 128,4498 17,7599 15,7962 -0,6313 -3,4124 

10 1371,843 1559,503 1386,673 1467,583 391,2533 275,9793 27,8401 24,1293 1,0752 -2,3451 

20 1459,237 1705,647 1480,807 1566,767 493,0454 361,2764 35,1569 30,7224 2,9892 -1,3005 

30 1532,402 1812,792 1547,702 1635,862 554,2295 418,3445 41,3567 35,3398 4,5981 -0,6323 

40 1594,492  1593,802 1694,762 597,1055 460,2395 45,941 39,2853 6,3869 -0,059 

50 1654,909  1648,059 1747,389 632,4397 493,9657 49,5194 42,0399 8,1084 0,4519 

60 1705,417  1683,057 1786,867 662,3481 522,5191 52,9257 45,0043 10,0893 1,0583 

70 1749,768  1715,798  685,8834 546,2234 55,3555 47,1963 12,1553 1,3876 

80 1785,569  1745,439  702,6238 566,3288 57,8044 48,8214 14,506 1,9561 

90 1818,849  1770,829  717,9149 584,1439 60,3971 50,6609 16,6483 2,2723 

100   1790,88  735,6437 601,3037 62,7348 52,1142 19,1572 2,7903 

110   1816,348  751,5638 614,8278 64,4977 54,004 21,988 3,2488 

120     763,4481 626,8111 66,667 55,3097 24,2354 3,7052 

130     774,3269 636,6029 68,3626 56,28 27,0849 4,2559 

140     784,6556 646,3006 69,2905 57,185 29,6224 4,5653 

150     792,6535 655,0465 71,1355 58,6686 32,1362 4,9967 

160     800,9055 663,3345 72,6265 59,5428 35,0942 5,406 

170     809,2947 668,8217 73,5257 60,6316 37,9267 5,6535 

180     816,8838 674,1518 75,2838 61,8477 40,5116 5,9995 

190     821,3216 678,7926 76,0636 62,6074 43,294 6,3445 

200     826,9562 682,7442 77,5902 63,7253 46,4956 6,7049 

210     832,1176 685,9146 78,4726 64,4236 48,6117 7,144 

220     837,3699 690,0089 78,8089 65,0793 50,7589 7,4735 

230     841,9979 692,5059 80,4359 65,982 52,8517 7,7982 

240     846,0013 693,5423 81,8093 66,8397 55,1273 8,1061 

250     848,5438 695,7708 82,8098 66,9817 56,9396 8,3949 

 

Time(min) Py MI DI S B 

0 1305,965 1279,715 160,8403 16,77805 -2,02185 

10 1465,673 1427,128 333,6163 25,9847 -0,63495 

20 1582,442 1523,787 427,1609 32,93965 0,84435 

30 1672,597 1591,782 486,287 38,34825 1,9829 

40 1594,492 1644,282 528,6725 42,61315 3,16395 

50 1654,909 1697,724 563,2027 45,77965 4,28015 

60 1705,417 1734,962 592,4336 48,965 5,5738 
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70 1749,768 1715,798 616,0534 51,2759 6,77145 

80 1785,569 1745,439 634,4763 53,3129 8,23105 

90 1818,849 1770,829 651,0294 55,529 9,4603 

100  1790,88 668,4737 57,4245 10,97375 

110  1816,348 683,1958 59,25085 12,6184 

120   695,1296 60,98835 13,9703 

130   705,4649 62,3213 15,6704 

140   715,4781 63,23775 17,09385 

150   723,85 64,90205 18,56645 

160   732,12 66,08465 20,2501 

170   739,0582 67,07865 21,7901 

180   745,5178 68,56575 23,25555 

190   750,0571 69,3355 24,81925 

200   754,8502 70,65775 26,60025 

210   759,0161 71,4481 27,87785 

220   763,6894 71,9441 29,1162 

230   767,2519 73,20895 30,32495 

240   769,7718 74,3245 31,6167 

250   772,1573 74,89575 32,66725 

 

Abdominal samples: 

 Abdomen day 2     
Time 
(min) B1a B2a B3a B4a B5a B6a 

0 6078,217 555,9667 49791,07 -2820,78 -2875,43 -5447,18 

10 6744,933 1249,883 72629,23 -1845,92 -2048,77 -4587,22 

20 7178,767 1567,017 94989,37 -1294,18 -1460,18 -4038,38 

30 7533,683 2000,933 115702,4 -869,067 -1088,02 -3689,07 

40 8101,55 2295,75 135707,2 -255,85 -628,7 -3144,8 

50 8588,8 2570,6 154665,9 174,45 -208,9 -2784,85 

60 8963,417 2836,317 172539,6 601,8167 119,2667 -2456,73 

70 9272,517 3058,717 189568,9 1086,017 526,2667 -1978,98 

80 9740,917 3257,667 205126,6 1432,917 771,5167 -1737,13 

90 10047,12 3459,017 220286,4 1933,167 1065,817 -1366,98 

100 10292,92 3709,367 233957,3 2292,567 1357,417 -1047,48 

110 10534,93 3963,483 247100,5 2729,383 1541,133 -742,617 

120 10724,57 4078,767 259106,2 3170,167 1968,067 -450,783 

130 11171,87 4361,467 271074,7 3428,467 2220,667 -190,583 

140 11219,07 4445,967 281124,5 3952,067 2587,967 34,56667 

150 11152,05 4726,9 291780,5 4272,7 2720,55 361,25 

160 11881,45 4824,85 301698,4 4547,5 2907,2 564,55 

170 11343,7 4958,55 310057,9 4727,4 3340,4 892,45 

180 11821,98 5109,533 318409,2 5074,583 3340,233 1185,583 
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190 11618,38 5356,033 326000,7 5367,783 3721,383 1396,933 

200 11927,75 5478,85 333714,1 5564,3 4101,95 1613,55 

210 12086,77 5563,167 340511,3 5766,367 4377,017 1862,417 

220 12284,6 5629,15 346929,4 6059,65 4486,2 2116,1 

230 12430,33 6146,333 352976,9 6304,333 4824,433 2322,533 

240 12536,88 5887,633 358477,8 6567,383 4904,933 2511,183 

250 12738,48 6032,033 364855,6 6868,933 5220,433 2743,583 

260 12957,6 6411,5 370109,6 6798,95 5361,1 2924,1 

270 13032,53 6519,583 374462,6 7123,383 5585,533 3127,383 

280 13242,57 6680,267 379364,7 7340,967 5848,067 3253,767 

290 13378,52 6811,867 384060,3 7599,617 6037,517 3515,967 

300 13483,62 6830,417 388769,8 7799,317 6316,667 3616,367 

310 13599,18 7274,483 392144,7 7856,933 6432,883 3852,433 

320 13733,43 7673,383 396914,1 8263,433 6674,183 3999,933 

330 13849,23 7614,483 400692,8 8427,683 6842,133 4170,883 

340 13840,35 7823 403712,2 8582,7 6888,25 4341,1 

350 14089,23 7947,333 406402 8707,283 7118,033 4404,283 

360 14182,65 8130,25 410045,3 8785 7294,05 4626,85 

370 14261,17 8115,867 411883,2 9068,467 7334,667 4761,517 

380 14392,67 8083,467 417085,1 9197,617 7531,467 4905,117 

390 14507,98 8019,033 420015,8 9324,533 7703,333 5056,033 

400 14582,08 8062,233 423369,7 9543,083 7925,233 5261,733 

410 14664,25 8032,35 423979,9 9663,8 7941 5362,6 

420 14790,3 8359,2 428547 9859,85 8210,45 5520,45 

430 14811,75 8621 432172,1 10046,05 8336,2 5643,2 

440 14899,02 8691,617 432773,7 10121,97 8442,867 5804,367 

450 14987,9 8793,4 436469,5 10313,1 8610,5 5907,4 

460 14993,45 8892,05 439956,1 10495,5 8705,95 6024,9 

470 15078,03 8849,983 442391,7 10549,68 8823,733 6196,433 

480 15143,02 9161,267 443093,1 10676,62 8945,067 6302,967 

490 15226,35 9230,4 444828,2 10841,25 9099,3 6390,3 

500 15243,63 9228,633 445000,1 10975,78 9162,683 6472,783 

510 15243,95 9095,55 449225,8 11105,3 9309,65 6579,4 

520 15318,42 9364,417 451608,8 11253,92 9462,317 6743,617 

530 15331,6 9530,7 453428,8 11332,3 9613,9 6808,45 

540 15433,13 9644,883 454852,1 11325,23 9713,783 6882,733 

550 15435,85 9686,55 457879,6 11631,25 9791,7 7002,35 

560 15490,42 9781,917 459600 11779,87 9925,867 7105,817 

570 15529,97 9773,267 460452,4 12063,97 10023,02 7187,567 

580 15586,17 9727,467 462056,8 12295,72 10172,07 7283,567 

590 15679,98 9739,283 463466,7 12218,33 10186,38 7364,333 

600 15794,5 9742 464829,6 12152,65 10292 7443,35 

610 15832,53 9887,983 466271,3 12561,53 10404,78 7589,383 

620 15816,85 9964,8 467561,2 12589,7 10483,8 7649,45 

630 15871,7 9983,45 468292,7 12553,55 10609,9 7746,3 



 
 

179 

640 15696,23 9833,583 469967,8 12858,73 10721,43 7838,383 

650 15728,3 9926,6 471126,6 13184,95 10780,85 7916,1 

660 15819 10289,35 471600,9 13161 10924,25 7990,55 

670 15821,37 10179,32 472124,9 13419,52 10997,92 8087,067 

680 15768,42 9858,667 473160,7 13327,47 11098,47 8118,017 

690 15813,85 10359,15 473606,7 13584,85 11185,15 8206,85 

700 15847,48 10388,93 473794,2 13485,58 11333,33 8237,333 

710 15801,4 10038,95 475624,3 13652,85 11460,3 8319,5 

720 15816,58 10568,88 476817 14090,28 11546,33 8350,983 

730 15779,27 10165,27 477228 14143,07 11643,52 8443,717 

740 15784,63 10457,83 478044,3 14157,18 11695,73 8496,033 

750 15779,4 10630,6 478621,6 14354,7 11812,25 8557,3 

760 15832,38 10265,63 478834,2 14466,83 11969,73 8668,983 

770 15826,65 10671,75 479271,3 14601,45 12039,2 8708,35 

780 15837,05 10588,6 479934,6 14591,2 12135,75 8746,5 

790 15846,43 10600,13 479828,9 14740,28 12237,98 8824,633 

800 15892,32 10838,92 481266,5 14848,07 12357,67 8902,667 

810 15874,72 10376,02 480617,2 14975,67 12458,97 8990,467 

820 15873,68 10852,83 480838,8 15069,68 12533,78 9042,883 

830 15901,43 10827,28 480674,9 15149,68 12692,33 9099,633 

840 15871 10629,85 480030,8 15223,75 12793,15 9163,3 

850 15963,83 11021,78 480283,3 15341,43 12905,93 9242,733 

860 15881,47 10578,57 480000,2 15509,27 12931,37 9250,067 

870 15917,17 11038,27 479649,6 15642,82 13069,32 9347,767 

880 15945,17 10653,82 479833,7 15663,62 13185,17 9376,317 

890 15945,82 10967,02 479470,6 15876,17 13263,17 9471,917 

 

 

 Abdomen day 3     
Time 
(min) B1b B2b B3b B4b B5b B6b 

0 21594,62 14831,92 10616,02 -1427,78 -3798,88 9830,867 

10 22473,83 15676,08 17256,83 -437,267 -3092,87 10563,33 

20 23106,92 16029,47 23639,27 48,06667 -2727,73 10957,67 

30 23579,03 16038,78 29992,63 377,7833 -2472,12 11311,93 

40 23860,2 16223,1 36096,3 893,55 -2149,55 11658,75 

50 23970,95 16362,3 42199,1 1268,7 -1893,3 11939,2 

60 24300,77 16527,92 48301,77 1581,167 -1690,68 12218,22 

70 24504,27 16654,87 54508,37 1900,417 -1471,18 12509,52 

80 24848,82 16705,52 60381,72 2329,967 -1303,38 12703,02 

90 25276,17 16768,52 66188,82 2630,067 -1096,68 12942,22 

100 25228,27 16823,62 72007,27 2874,467 -966,033 13207,62 

110 25309,13 16853,73 77564,53 3199,133 -710,817 13415,03 



 
 

180 

120 25486,42 16867,72 83122,67 3444,767 -594,083 13589,92 

130 25463,22 16880,87 88579,67 3636,217 -438,383 13782,37 

140 25522,12 16927,97 93837,97 3925,917 -290,783 14015,17 

150 25716,15 17150,05 98761,5 4236,95 -129,7 14230,95 

160 25865,65 17131,05 103833,4 4462,95 0,6 14359,25 

170 25944,75 17248,9 108763,4 4677,35 163 14444,85 

180 25842,53 17284,93 113384,2 4877,583 291,3833 14626,63 

190 25935,23 17314,18 118030,2 5134,583 396,8833 14767,78 

200 25993,9 17357 122473,1 5316,5 559,7 14890,4 

210 26078,92 17444,92 126977,8 5475,817 699,4167 14878,07 

220 26164,9 17567,25 131342,4 5656,7 771,35 14959,8 

230 26450,98 17542,23 135261,9 5881,233 912,7833 15115,33 

240 26329,18 17611,28 139159,3 5979,233 1032,433 15197,23 

250 26283,18 17579,48 143193,6 6218,183 1143,133 15308,43 

260 26748,05 17691,25 146938,6 6355,5 1228,55 15418,9 

270 26459,88 17869,88 150604,1 6502,833 1341,783 15547,73 

280 26524,57 17892,27 154412,7 6671,667 1429,017 15632,62 

290 26717,67 17933,27 158122,8 6840,517 1555,717 15799,22 

300 26651,92 18014,87 161666,3 6967,967 1671,667 15909,87 

310 26727,08 18017,38 165144,2 7060,133 1761,433 15945,78 

320 26876,93 18118,53 168622,6 7235,533 1880,083 16050,83 

330 26932,13 18120,68 171443,8 7295,283 1919,583 16171,63 

340 27070,5 18245,2 174827,2 7423,1 2047,05 16252,65 

350 27205,63 18307,83 178111,5 7590,683 2108,333 16316,28 

360 27290,9 18346,85 181199,3 7649,3 2223,15 16404,7 

370 27390,27 18332,02 184006,2 7731,067 2315,567 16448,47 

380 27543,97 18364,37 186879,1 7741,317 2412,117 16591,57 

390 27508,93 18493,98 189794,8 7947,083 2513,633 16628,33 

400 27643,93 18560,28 192819,2 8151,383 2594,283 16742,73 

410 27648,3 18580,95 195212,4 8211,65 2645,4 16807,45 

420 27758,95 18618 198090 8371,65 2728,6 16880,9 

430 27692,6 18650,2 200546,6 8427,9 2803,1 16946,85 

440 27695,72 18648,87 202885,7 8537,317 2853,267 17004,27 

450 27803,45 18778 205534 8641,35 2957,85 17039,35 

460 27847,4 18754,45 207788,1 8704,7 3000,85 17071,2 

470 27885,83 18852,93 210002,7 8796,033 3084,233 17108,78 

480 27961,07 18847,42 212285,6 8945,917 3160,217 17261,67 

490 27938,35 18910,75 214616,7 9013,55 3209,2 17305,25 

500 28007,98 18935,53 216674,1 9104,033 3244,933 17337,63 

510 28091,6 19006,95 218776,8 9213,65 3311,2 17406,25 

520 28224,12 18965,27 220832,3 9298,867 3386,817 17424,12 

530 28204,7 19036,2 222967,8 9365,75 3453,1 17484,4 

540 28228,08 19059,88 224764,1 9444,683 3464,133 17501,43 

550 28315,85 19010,85 226520,6 9503,35 3542,05 17578,45 

560 28354,57 19093,02 228497,5 9585,267 3598,367 17659,02 



 
 

181 

570 28420,57 19210,77 230067,4 9651,067 3659,967 17710,77 

580 28443,42 19056,87 232018,3 9753,217 3680,267 17741,87 

590 28393,73 19035,83 233603,2 9794,883 3755,483 17769,93 

600 28388,7 19221,25 235070,1 9877,2 3801,9 17817,7 

610 28467,58 19131,23 236777,3 9912,633 3859,283 17845,53 

620 28486,5 19371,75 238313,7 10019,85 3910,15 17936,45 

630 28535,65 19157,15 239933,7 10086,8 3945,3 17958,1 

640 28656,38 19300,48 241021,3 10134,73 3992,383 18071,18 

650 28719,15 19284,6 242722,1 10209,15 4051,7 18093,55 

660 28729,05 19267,65 244168,4 10273,15 4117,7 18144,95 

670 28829,87 19088,67 245494,4 10314,47 4133,317 18166,27 

680 28815,37 19247,27 246565,2 10335,52 4141,067 18228,62 

690 28973,9 19384,3 248147,2 10407,6 4204,8 18262,55 

700 28796,48 19447,48 249352,7 10451,53 4231,633 18277,58 

710 28875,6 19179,65 250583,3 10516,2 4250,7 18306,35 

720 28990,33 19298,43 251727,5 10565,28 4305,483 18323,03 

730 28973,57 19387,87 252433 10598,17 4322,617 18180,02 

740 29015,53 19433,33 253712,3 10669,38 4356,533 18216,13 

750 28967,25 19382,3 255086,6 10728,3 4388,85 18184,75 

760 29074,93 19546,68 255635,2 10777,13 4449,483 18216,83 

770 29099,85 19389,4 256820,3 10831,25 4462,85 18289,8 

780 29120,8 19263 257982,1 10841,55 4494,1 18257,4 

790 29184,78 19423,43 258487,4 10901,83 4558,333 18272,18 

800 29187,32 19590,37 259551 10976,92 4597,817 18342,62 

810 29211,02 19651,92 260501,2 11014,97 4617,017 18400,97 

820 29346,78 19704,53 261233,3 11058,18 4639,333 18420,03 

830 29428,78 19696,98 262029,4 11112,58 4672,283 18456,98 

840 29438,95 19757,15 263070,8 11144,25 4704,6 18514,85 

850 29557,18 19774,58 263675,8 11214,38 4746,033 18495,18 

860 29482,22 19748,47 264479,2 11241,37 4768,467 18552,22 

870 29495,37 19623,62 265292,1 11288,67 4782,417 18581,12 

880 29444,42 19724,87 266054,7 11327,27 4871,367 18652,92 

890 29492,57 19775,02 266682,1 11386,62 4877,617 18645,87 

 

 Abdomen day 4    

Time (min) B1c B2c B3c B4c B5c B6c 

0 37981,97 872,8067 33259,77 14555,32 8039,367 1478,517 

10 38159,08 1279,828 39383,48 15370,93 9578,283 2453,783 

20 37752,62 1319,847 44558,42 15808,27 10572,92 3022,417 

30 37465,98 1195,443 49267,58 16196,38 11340,78 3471,283 

40 37295 1313,11 54051,55 16572,65 12252 3984,85 

50 36858 1500,85 58416,7 16960,05 13004,1 4309,1 

60 36341,67 1323,602 62784,82 17214,67 13516,67 4694,067 

70 35989,47 1603,492 67346,87 17450,57 14125,72 5099,517 



 
 

182 

80 36374,37 1303,287 71768,07 17794,52 14621,07 5375,117 

90 35975,22 1489,512 76313,87 18133,87 15187,92 5691,567 

100 35717,22 1417,792 80658,77 18426,27 15671,47 5961,267 

110 35594,83 1407,018 84884,03 18738,33 16098,43 6300,133 

120 35129,92 1525,837 88964,17 18921,07 16564,42 6557,067 

130 34913,57 1443,382 93323,67 19126,92 17023,47 6753,567 

140 36987,72 1521,192 97418,47 19348,67 17390,42 7030,717 

150 34549,35 1556,34 101526,5 19572,8 17776,6 7263,6 

160 34515,9 1654,73 105507,9 19647,6 18086,55 7477,6 

170 34459,05 1677,825 109495,4 20166,6 18514,5 7668,15 

180 34238,28 1731,393 113571,7 20235,18 18922,48 7832,183 

190 34143,28 1769,433 117308,2 20409,73 19112,08 8081,183 

200 34076,65 1803,565 121199,1 20607,35 19433,95 8253,7 

210 34115,97 1899,072 124852,3 20730,32 19682,22 8443,217 

220 33970,2 1975,72 128589,9 20880,5 19905,25 8637,05 

230 33934,48 2124,593 131851,9 20986,03 20087,58 8781,133 

240 33904,88 2164,278 135424,8 21175,73 20240,38 8959,733 

250 33781,83 2240,823 138863,1 21363,28 20212,43 9115,883 

260 33828,05 2197,52 142346,6 21570,25 20220,75 9305 

270 33798,08 2245,558 145697,1 21753,78 20271,28 9431,333 

280 33772,02 2191,042 149062,2 21963,47 20505,57 9519,967 

290 33658,92 2278,412 152440,8 22158,22 20576,62 9647,817 

300 33622,57 2333,427 155423,3 22170,57 20729,62 9820,717 

310 33497,63 2403,398 158739,7 22354,68 20799,93 9797,533 

320 33442,33 2434,143 161807,6 22442,73 21111,53 10053,83 

330 33371,98 2324,973 164938,8 22507,63 21175,73 10126,48 

340 33327,8 2422,135 167960,7 22803,5 21323,4 10218,65 

350 33429,18 2531,448 170981 22857,38 21462,23 10355,83 

360 33439,7 2561,025 174005,8 22845,95 21564,1 10545,85 

370 33254,67 2649,087 176888,7 23017,22 21730,32 10670,72 

380 33222,97 2625,827 179675,6 23102,17 21837,17 10771,07 

390 33166,78 2767,308 182575,3 23189,43 21994,23 10842,48 

400 33179,78 2772,378 185476,7 23303,88 22201,78 11071,28 

410 33046,9 2691,74 188140,9 23481,6 22346,3 11151,2 

420 32924,8 2737,465 190721,5 23553,05 22527,8 11348,75 

430 32886,95 2726,9 193349,6 23575,55 22757,85 11495,2 

440 32781,12 2757,562 196118,2 23648,37 22808,37 11587,52 

450 32637,6 2784,25 199059,5 23697,25 22998,8 11673,45 

460 32720,6 2745,585 201503,1 23773,85 23128 11759,5 

470 32708,28 2763,973 203777,2 23802,83 23233,33 11889,93 

480 32643,47 2756,912 206569,6 23887,37 23439,92 11974,42 

490 32570,8 2758,885 208695,7 23960,05 23589,35 12068,6 

500 32491,08 2717,938 211487,1 23922,23 23748,88 12097,43 

510 32243 2768,295 213680,3 23982,25 23905,15 12137,1 

520 32164,47 2776,332 216299,8 24107,42 24121,47 12229,57 



 
 

183 

530 32027,45 2823,53 218349,8 24138,55 24278,4 12396,45 

540 31882,88 2719,123 220919,6 24189,48 24395,73 12509,88 

550 31887,05 2730,135 223119,6 24287,35 24538,65 12630,2 

560 31866,57 2733,487 225437 24328,62 24625,02 12738,57 

570 31665,47 2683,452 227962,4 24448,07 24886,62 12825,87 

580 31735,47 2691,162 229952,8 24441,97 24985,77 12877,82 

590 31527,43 2719,808 232517,7 24497,78 25072,43 12957,63 

600 31499,35 2711,165 234414,6 24575,95 25158,75 13069,05 

610 31431,43 2735,998 236316,3 24638,48 25321,88 13129,83 

620 31383,35 2802,13 238675,7 24646,15 25424,8 13205,35 

630 31292,65 2797,875 240909,7 24663,4 25556,65 13306,35 

640 31329,13 2869,283 242826,3 24798,88 25701,08 13339,63 

650 31191 2793,465 244668,6 24773,95 25837,9 13374,1 

660 31372,75 2892,26 246743,9 24803,7 25995,85 13494,1 

670 31155,27 2780,577 248586,4 24824,92 26123,97 13528,92 

680 31160,07 2781,677 250276,2 24885,32 26136,67 13537,07 

690 31127,1 2779,655 251887,2 24862,4 26155,35 13631,85 

700 31040,53 2729,038 253947,7 24919,48 26273,63 13657,08 

710 30955,55 2727,29 255667,3 24947,6 26376,05 13723,45 

720 30964,68 2754,838 257215,5 24964,08 26520,23 13781,18 

730 30969,87 2728,172 259080 24965,02 26669,22 13824,87 

740 30915,03 2730,658 260726,3 24965,93 26790,53 13878,58 

750 30862,25 2720,44 262188,1 25045,3 26874,65 13915,45 

760 30933,13 2699,318 264025,2 25050,23 27022,73 13991,98 

770 30892,05 2631,47 265585,8 25169,3 27164,1 14003,2 

780 30833,1 2602,305 267099,1 25130,55 27252,9 14054,75 

790 30793,68 2634,138 268603,9 25150,93 27395,43 14086,33 

800 30814,02 2659,522 270344,5 25189,52 27465,42 14109,07 

810 30786,22 2661,132 271970,7 25223,47 27650,87 14203,92 

820 30789,93 2669,353 273403,3 25249,98 27803,03 14213,63 

830 30725,78 2635,928 274863,4 25313,08 27936,08 14253,18 

840 30626,8 2670,07 276347,8 25291,25 28090,1 14297,85 

850 30657,23 2596,348 277841,8 25382,78 28215,98 14343,13 

860 30684,37 2572,762 279287,7 25369,72 28356,92 14403,87 

870 30697,37 2605,197 280637,1 25373,32 28523,57 14383,52 

880 30607,57 2626,302 281849,2 25442,27 28605,27 14404,97 

890 30478,77 2575,187 283082,1 25471,27 28786,57 14437,17 

 

 Abdomen day 7    

Time (min) B1d B2d B3d B4d B5d B6d 

0 57631,52 56520,32 55076,02 45059,47 54728,32 33405,37 

10 57446,63 58629,43 56125,33 45222,23 55256,58 33671,78 

20 56966,92 60005,87 56027,02 45503,37 55146,72 33535,77 

30 56349,88 61081,53 55647,03 45450,18 54642,33 33085,78 



 
 

184 

40 55516,2 62126,25 55469,65 45433,3 54312,5 32911,5 

50 54704,85 62558,2 55226,25 45298,35 53834,8 32427,65 

60 53959,07 62927,02 55035,22 45515,12 53388,92 31932,82 

70 53009,32 62942,27 54929,27 45244,77 52807,07 31359,47 

80 52171,42 63143,12 54492,07 44944,92 52912,42 30903,12 

90 51342,97 63236,87 54670,52 44967,82 52622,67 30604,12 

100 50951,72 63108,27 54447,02 45021,72 52583,67 30001,32 

110 50151,18 62945,03 54467,93 44534,73 52176,18 29769,43 

120 49530,07 63179,62 54327,27 44460,82 51574,92 29284,52 

130 49128,97 63007,12 54090,92 44468,07 51589,77 29091,42 

140 48840,92 62770,97 54337,12 44253,52 52063,17 28909,67 

150 48456,6 62500,45 54355,05 44288,7 51757,15 28996,65 

160 48021 62675,2 54307,5 44406,9 50554,6 29033,45 

170 47465,9 62191,55 54560,5 44128,4 49893,95 28389,05 

180 47030,93 61727,68 54752,28 44243,83 50369,58 27771,03 

190 46500,13 61973,58 54717,73 44344,83 49438,13 27645,73 

200 46256,8 61821,85 55071,6 44048,9 50056,35 27508,35 

210 46033,17 61745,82 55207,57 44253,47 49222,37 27063,42 

220 45476,1 61154,8 55325,9 43949,15 48860,1 26606,15 

230 44988,63 61064,88 55457,23 44024,53 48834,83 26982,13 

240 44681,08 61008,48 55624,63 43592,53 48676,68 26837,68 

250 44117,43 60642,03 55863,83 43614,83 48563,68 25992,83 

260 43875,25 60424,45 56202,15 43425,05 48215,1 26083,9 

270 43556,13 60084,38 56496,48 43559,63 48090,13 25994,43 

280 43130,67 60063,27 56291,47 43404,42 47690,02 26232,82 

290 42786,17 59763,22 56705,02 43949,47 47975,82 25672,92 

300 42490,37 59613,42 56913,12 43427,47 47642,07 25705,82 

310 42063,13 58940,33 57069,78 43736,58 47706,48 25217,83 

320 41907,68 58707,48 57351,38 43202,58 47907,73 25067,68 

330 41749,08 58302,18 57457,98 43880,58 47643,83 24955,33 

340 41537,8 57937,4 57800,9 44308,8 47476,15 24461,2 

350 41275,43 57842,23 57991,73 43789,88 47263,13 24287,63 

360 40965,9 57441,5 57879,9 43476,85 47557,2 24157,6 

370 40909,22 57166,07 58124,52 44297,27 47270,62 23968,22 

380 40795,07 56798,52 58485,52 43444,42 47195,87 23723,32 

390 40992,68 56469,68 58634,73 43572,78 47266,03 23975,28 

400 42901,28 56335,98 58977,13 43267,13 47159,03 24233,08 

410 43038,4 56084,6 58952,7 42808,85 47096,65 23752,75 

420 42891,85 55994,65 59215,75 42768,4 46990,35 23520,05 

430 43068,45 55481,45 59170,8 43044,95 46765,6 23624,15 

440 43251,12 55222,42 59498,77 43021,62 46725,77 23182,92 

450 43816,1 54953,5 59741,8 42770 46556,3 23167,2 

460 42764,15 54637,6 60009,6 42421,25 46365,15 23329,5 

470 42228,03 54536,18 60171,23 42480,88 46190,43 23224,43 

480 42297,57 54231,17 60447,47 42471,77 46453,72 23282,27 



 
 

185 

490 43409,45 53827,7 60687,65 42767,8 46426,2 23022,7 

500 39814,73 53924,78 60653,63 42174,43 46564,88 23061,28 

510 39108,1 53048,1 61268,7 42144 46499,7 22962,35 

520 38940,47 52488,82 61354,02 42251,82 46279,57 23206,72 

530 38865,2 52271,1 61858 42035,1 46177 23028,35 

540 38885,58 52001,93 61860,63 41971,58 46120,13 22953,53 

550 38783,15 51843,6 61987,15 41865,45 46158,9 22744,45 

560 38531,17 51641,27 62401,62 41896,82 46180,12 22624,57 

570 38745,42 51415,92 62358,12 41880,82 46220,27 22756,62 

580 38583,57 51219,72 62551,57 41925,97 46196,22 22758,22 

590 38647,33 50968,48 63050,23 41866,13 45961,38 22953,58 

600 38708,8 50621 62842,9 41963,05 46013 22710,25 

610 38646,48 50516,08 63487,78 41865,88 45950,58 22619,68 

620 38552,45 50358,65 63493,3 42012,8 46135,15 22690 

630 38339,55 50092,4 63660,7 42032,1 45805,45 22696,7 

640 38252,63 49564,48 63814,58 41847,33 45803,98 22331,73 

650 38228,2 48956,55 63914,75 41848,6 45656,6 22439,85 

660 38484,3 48912,75 64385,95 41965,05 45512,35 22233,4 

670 38143,52 48633,87 64493,02 41947,02 45367,17 22207,37 

680 37912,82 48346,27 64752,77 41775,32 45306,32 22108,87 

690 37734,85 48168,15 64800,9 41868,45 45508,25 22117,2 

700 38198,98 47807,73 65002,33 41867,68 45406,58 22073,03 

710 38658,35 47473,2 65407,4 41838,55 45371,5 22012,55 

720 38988,23 47181,23 65196,78 41590,33 45296,53 21987,03 

730 40499,77 46819,72 65862,37 41721,27 45201,67 21899,97 

740 39810,38 46642,08 66063,73 41507,33 45081,78 22230,38 

750 38826,5 46458,25 66095,95 41414,8 44954,8 22099,4 

760 38901,18 46336,13 66264,43 41244,63 44922,83 21840,48 

770 39352,6 46147,1 66393,85 41331,9 44603,85 21717,95 

780 38250,95 46098,05 66536,4 41341 44589,65 21752,7 

790 37687,38 45956,28 66870,08 41301,28 44777,13 21614,33 

800 37353,02 45739,02 67097,47 41265,82 44748,22 21602,02 

810 35965,17 45673,82 67243,17 41260,87 44666,72 21737,52 

820 36095,18 45255,93 67525,58 41535,18 44747,28 21591,88 

830 36201,93 45034,68 67752,83 41311,03 44710,43 21385,03 

840 35906,3 44783,6 67871,05 41195,35 44508,2 21391,8 

850 33757,28 44580,48 68076,68 41249,48 44849,58 21372,58 

860 30714,72 44352,02 68130,42 41391,07 44816,42 21206,72 

870 30109,17 44171,67 68342,72 42610,12 44950,77 21300,42 

880 29956,77 44146,62 68746,97 42805,92 45024,47 21164,92 

890 29071,37 43937,82 68744,27 42607,62 44980,67 21137,22 
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DNA deposition 

The sequencing data supporting the conclusion of this article is available in the NCBI Sequence 

Read Archive database, study accession no.: SRP149649 
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Figure S1. Rarefaction curves for all samples based on observed OTUs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   


